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Illness spreads 
Cases found beyond Mac cafeteria 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
The rash of illnesses that has 
sent more than SO students to the 
hospital this week is no longer 
confined to those who eat at 
McDonald cafeteria, the Univer- 
sity's director of Health Serv- 
ices said yesterday. 
"We're starting to see people 
from the rest of campus" with 
symptoms of the as-yet unknown 
illness, Joshua Kaplan said. 
Yesterday, two commuter stu- 
dents, one off-campus student, 
one student from Harshman 
Quadrangle and one other stu- 
dent whose residence was not 
known were sent to Wood County 
Hospital from the Student 
Health Center, Kaplan said. 
An unidentified Student Af- 
fairs employee who apparently 
does not eat on campus was also 
hospitalized, be said. 
Toe emergency room at Wood 
County Hospital reported two 
students were admitted yester- 
day and one other student being 
treated at 4:30 p.m. 
Kaplan said he could not ex- 
plain the original cluster of 
cases in McDonald Quadrangle 
Monday, but said he began to 
rule out the McDonald cafeteria 
when only a few cases showed 
up in Offenhauer Towers, which 
snare the cafeteria with McDon- 
ald. 
"FOOD POISONING is an ex- 
tremely unlikely diagnosis at 
this time," he said. 
Officials at the Wood County 
Health Department, who could 
not be reached for comment 
yesterday, had earlier said the 
disease might be caused by a 
virus, brought to McDonald 
Quadrangle by one person and 
spread to other people by direct 
contact. 
The health center has been 
setting numerous phone calls 
from students who report feeling 
nauseated or having stomach 
pains, Kaplan said, although 
some of the cases have cleared 
up with bed rest and a liquid 
"There's some variation on 
how severely it hits people," he 
said. "Usually treatment of 
short-duration gastroenteritis 
(inflammation of the stomach or 
intestines) is pretty conserva- 
tive, with no medications in- 
volved," Kaplan said. 
"I don't want to tell anybody 
not to come (to the health cen- 
ter), but not everybody needs to 
come," he said. 
If a person does not have 
stomach pains or a fever higher 
than 100 degrees Fahrenheit and 
can keep liquids down, that per- 
son is usually advised to stay in 
bed and on a liquid diet, be said. 




WASHINGTON (AP) - Calling 
budget deficit and national debt 
levels frightening, Rep. Del 
Latta, R-Ohio, told Ohio busi- 
nessmen yesterday that Con- 
gress must take steps to reduce 
federal spending. 
"The deficit problem that we 
face is the greatest problem we 
face on Capitol Hill,* Latta said 
during a breakfast meeting with 
visiting members of the Ohio 
Chamber of Commerce. 
Latta. ranking minority mem- 
ber of the House Budget Com- 
mittee, said Congress was 
recently asked to increase the 
national debt ceiling to $2 trillion 
and that S 147 billion of the bud- 
get alone la earmarked for inter- 
est payments on the debt. 
•Those figures are scary," 
Latta said. 
He said some lawmakers yield 
to excessive influence that lob- 
byists and special interest 
groups wield when spending 
bills are considered. 
"It comes right down to spend- 
ing too much on Capitol Hill," 
said Latta. "If we cant pay for 
it, let's not do it" 
REP. LOUIS Stokes, D-Ohio, 
said he voted for the recent 
budget bill in the interest of 
reducing the deficit even though 
it was a "painful experience" 
for him. 
"I did not like the cute that 
came in the social programs," 
Stokes said. 
Stokes said he favors moving 
toward a balanced budget but 
opposes any constitutional 
amendment requiring a bal- 
anced budget for fear it could 
limit spending in times of na- 
tional emergency. 
Latta, however, said he be- 
lieves a constitutional amend- 
ment is the only way to ensure a 
balanced budget. 
BG News/Joe PhcUn 
'Round the old oak tree 
The yellow ribbons have been displayed at the home of Tom and 
Sharon Gibson. 125 E. Reed St., since the TWA hostages were 
taken In June. When they received the good news of Rev. 
Benjamin Weir's release from terrorists in Lebanon, they 
changed the sign. They're hoping the sign can come down soon 




WASHINGTON (AP) - A ma- 
jor earthquake struck near the 
west coast of Mexico yesterday, 
colkpsing buildings in Mexico 
City 250 miles away and causing 
severe damage in at least three 
Mexican states. The president of 
Mexico said "there appear to be 
many dead." 
Damage was reported heavy 
in the Mexican capital, the most 
populous urban area in the 
world, with hospitals and hotels 
among the casualties. The Mexi- 
can Embassy in Washington 
also reported damage in the 
states of Jalisco, Guerrero and 
Michoacan. 
A state of emergency was 
declared and President Miguel 
de la Madrid appealed for calm 
over the radio, according to the 
US. State Department. 
Official estimates of the 
deaths were not immediately 
available. Unofficial estimates 
varied widely, from the dozens 
to the thousands. The Spanish 
International Network said 
without attribution that deaths 
were estimated at up to 300 
Ballot issue proposes coal research funds 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
COLUMBUS - The passage of 
a proposed state constitutional 
amendment would benefit the 
entire state, according to the 
measure's sponsor, state Sen. 
Richard Pfeiffer, D-Columbus. 
The proposed amendment, the 
only slate issue on the Nov. S 
ballot, would authorize the legis- 
lature to borrow up to $100 mil- 
lion   in   low-interest. general 
obligation bonds to fund re- 
search into using Ohio's high- 
sulfur coal, said Pfeiffer, chief 
sponsor of Senate Joint Resolu- 
tion 28 which placed the issue on 
the ballot. 
In an interview yesterday, 
Pfeiffer said the amendment 
would allow the Legislature to 
give loans and grants to individ- 
uals, groups and Ohio universi- 
ties to research ways to "find 
greater use of Ohio coal," be 
said. The money would be in- 
vested through the Ohio Coal 
Development Office of the De- 
partment of Development, he 
added. 
PFEIFFER SAID 96 percent 
of electricity in Ohio is gener- 
ated by coal. Because of U.S. 
Enviromental Protection 
Agency sulfur emission stan- 
dards, only 50 percent of the coal 
used can be high-sulfur coal. 
This has curtailed its market 
with Ohio and in other states 
because "you can't burn it (the 
coal) by itself," be said. 
Pfeiffer said nearly everyone 
will benefit if uses for the coal 
are developed. Research yield- 
ing more efficient and less ex- 
pensive ways to burn the coal 
would help reduce the cost of 
electricity to both residential 
and business consumers, he 
said. 
Unemployment in the south- 
eastern coal region of the state 
would be reduced, taking miners 
off welfare and becoming a 
source of state revenue, he said. 
The legislation would also help 
with environmental standards in 
the state, he added. 
"We're an old industrial 
state," he said. "This (amend- 
ment) is a component that is 
important to the restructuring of 
Ohio's economy," he said. 
Pfeiffer said the natural 
growth in the general revenue 
fund "will be more than ad- 
equate to cover the debt serv- 
ice" of the loan. 
THE STATE would not be the 
• See Issue, page 4. 
— reports of the quake, 
which occurred just before rush 
hour in the capital at 7:18 a.m. 
Mexico City time, or 9:18 a.m. 
EDT, came from the U.S. Geo- 
logical Survey, which said it 
measured at 7.8 on the Richter 
Scale of ground motion, making 
it a severe quake capable of 
doing serious damage. 
"IT WAS very loud," said 
amateur radio operator Carlos 
Santorius from Mexico City via 
an operator in the United States. 
"That was the worst thing. It 
was terrible, loud." 
"I saw a couple of people 
dead, maybe five. I saw a person 
with a flag in one building trying 
to get the attention of the rescue 
unit because he was trapped in 
this budding," Santorius said. 
Luis Ramirez, a secretary at 
the Mexican Embassy in Buenos 
Aires, told reporters that the 
earthquake destroyed about 50 
percent of the older buildings in 
Mexico City. 
A ham radio buff in Mexico 
described outlying parts of Mex- 
ico City as f'lfke a war," in 
addition to the damage in the 
business district, reported Jim 
White, a talk show host with 
KMOX radio in St. Louis. 
"At first I heard a tremendous 
noise and I grabbed my daugh- 
ter and jumped out the window. 
I had no chance to help my 
wife," said a young man shown 
on Mexican television, his voice 
choked with emotion. 
Falcon gridders divided on whether 
females should participate on field 
Editor's note: This is the final 
part of a three part series on 
girls playing high school toot- 
by Ron Fritz 
and MegTiemey 
staff reporters 
While male football players 
can take some pretty tough 
hits on the field, an even 
bigger blow to many of them 
would be allowing women to 
play. 
With the recent attempts of 
some females to gain the 
rights to play high school 
football, some of the Falcon 
gridders said women should 
stay away from the field. 
Eric Helgesen, junior cen- 
ter for BG, said a girt tried 
out for the football team at El 
Camino High School in El 
Camino,CaDf.,whenbewasa 
sophomore and the experi- 
ence was "just a waste of 
everybody's upe." 
"The girl was just trying to 
prove something," Helgesen 
said. "The coaches gave her 
special treatment and kept 
her out of the drills. She didn't 
really do anything." 
HK SAID the team mem- 
bers wanted to hit her. "but 
the coaches wouldn't let us. 
We would have showed her 
how tough football can be." 
Although most of the play- 
ers haven't had the experi- 
ence of facing a girl on the 
griAron, it doeen'fstop them 
from MM 
be on the! 
[ a girl should not 
"Football is much too physi- 
cal for a woman." said junior 
running back Darryl Story. 
"It would be an awful lot for a 
woman to prove if she could- 
play. But If she bad God-given 
talent then she at least de- 
serves a shot. I think it would 
be tough to find a girl with 
that kind of talent" 
"I've always been sort of a 
male chauvinist and if a girl 
came out for the team, it just 
wouldn't set well with me," 
junior place-kicker Paul Silvi 
said. "The girl would just try 
to be an example and girls 
like that bother me. I'd tell 
her to try something else." 
Eric Smith, sophomore 
quarterback for the Falcons, 
believes that if a woman can 
make the team and can han- 
dle it, he's all for it. 
"But I don't think any girt 
that could play college foot- 
ball would be my type of girl 
as far as dating is con- 
cerned," Smith said 
MARK   NELSON,   junior 
tackle, said he wouldn't care 
if a girl came out for the team 
if she could help the team. 
But she would have to prove 
herself, he said. 
Most University football 
players said the most likely 
gridiron position for a woman 
would be placekicker, punter 
or bolder for the kicker. 
"Kicker would be the ob- 
vious position for a girl be- 
cause she doesn't have to get 
bit," Helgesen said. "IVe 
seen girls who play soccer 
who can really kick the ball." 
Story said kicker would be 
the only position a girl could 
play. If she went out for run- 
ning back the physical pun- 
ishment would be too much 
for her to handle, he said. 
Silvi said he would be cu- 
rious to see a woman try out 
for bis position. 
"But if rite was good and 
could kick, it woukf give me 
extra incentive," he said. "I 
would feel pretty tow if she 
beat me out" 
USG plans for vote 
by Zota Johnaon 
staff reporter 
The Election and Opinions 
Board of the Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government has been 
i to eliminate any poten- 
tial problems with the upcoming 
Selection. 
The board has rewritten the 
USG election policy manual, 
which should prevent any de- 
bate over the outcome of the 
election, said Tom f'orusak, 
chairman of the board. 
"In the new manual every- 
thing has been clarified, and we 
have signatures of all the candi- 
dates verifying that they under- 
stand the rules," Perusek said. 
"This way they can't hold any- 
thing against the Election and 
Opinions Board." 
Elections for five on-campus 
and five off-campus representa- 
tives will beheld Wednesday. 
Sept IS. Voting will be from 9 
am to S p.m. in the Union Oval 
and from5:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. in 
the Jerome Library. 
CHANGES IN the voting pol- 
icy Include a new requirement 
for students to bring a photo 
identification card to the poDs, 
Perusek said. 
"We wiD have a computerized 
ust of students and we will check 
Social Security numbers against 
the ID," be said. "The students 
will then sign their names in the 
computer book." 
To avoid any claims that bal- 
lots were lost or misplaced, this 
year's ballots will be numbered 
In chronological order. 
"The number of signatures 
will be checked and double- 
checked against the number of 
ballots," Perusek said. "If a 
ballot turns up missing there 
wul be a full investigation by the 
Elections and Opinions Board." 
Poll workers will also receive 
training on the new system to 
eliminate any procedural dis- 
crepancies. 
"After the election, anyone 
who has complaints about the 
way the election was run can 
submit a written statement by 
Sept 27," Perusek said. "If the 
complaint is valid, it will be 
ruled upon by the Judicial 
branch of USG /' 
The Board is also working to 
publicize the election more than 
In previous years. 
''We are getting an organiza- 
tion together for publicity. 
We're going to put up signs In 
the Union and in the residence 
halls," Perusek said. "We are 
also sharing election advertising 
and promotions with UAO (UnP 
—/ Activities Organisation), 
although the elections will be 
run separately." 
I 
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Theater all wet 
Plans for the proposed community theater in the 
bottom of the Carter Park water tower were 
made with good intentions, but the feasibility of 
such a plan is questionable. 
The tower has already been built to accommo- 
date a theater, and it is too late to rebuild. But bids 
for construction of the second water tower to be 
built on Sand Ridge Road will be accepted next 
week. 
Before plans for that tower's construction are 
formalized, the city administration should take 
note of some of the mistakes they have made with 
the first. 
With the several theaters already in existence at 
the University, a community theater is not nec- 
essary. The space could better be used as some- 
thing that would benefit more people. 
In other cities and townships, such towers have, 
been used to store machinery or fire engines. We 
think both of these are good ideas. 
If the space under the tower on Sand Ridge Road 
were used for fire engines, the city would be 
utilizing it in a way that could benefit all residents, 
not just those interested in a theater. 
Also, the Fire Department would not have to 
worry about having their trucks held up on one side 
of the Conrail tracks, as the tower is on the west 
side of the city. 
Although the Carter Park water tower has al- 
ready been built to accommodate a proposed com- 
munity theater, no. one knows where the funds for 
the theater would come from or even how much it 
would cost. 
It is rather premature to build around such plans 
when no one knows whether or not they will be 
finished. 
Although the idea for the theater was creative, 
we think a little more logic should be used the 
second time around. 
Rambo infiltrates youth 
Sanctions won't work 
by Jonathan L. Rohdes 
After reading the same mun- 
dane, uninformative articles 
about South Africa literally ev- 
eryday, I have come to the con- 
clusion that U.S. policy toward 
that country should be one of 
complacent neutrality. 
Most Americans who read the 
paper know that the system of 
apartheid insures a perpetual 
white minority rule over a black 
majority. Personally, I think 
apartheid is morally wrong, but 
the purpose of this column is not 
to debate morality. The purpose 
is to provide a different point of 
view. 
South Africa is a country rich 
in history and natural resources, 
with the potential to become a 
world leader. These are impor- 
tant and valuable natural re- 
sources that other people 
depend upon, not just South Afri- 
cans. To disinvest and impose 
trade embargos on that country 
is an exercise in futility. What is 
to stop South Africa from trad- 
ing with rebel countries or the 
Soviet Union? 
'Take the profits out of apart- 
heid," Jesse Jackson so elo- 
quently but emotionally snorts. 
But reality says this probably 
won't work. It took a world war 
to stop Hitler and his glorious 
"Third Reich." No economic 
sanctions to date have stopped 
the spread of Communism. Only 
violence toppled the Shah of Iran 
and for what? An even more 
repressive regime. I think disin- 
vestment should be a matter of 
personal prerogative. If IBM 
wants to sell computer parts to 
South Africa, it is their business. 
IBM may or may not agree with 
the government, and it is their 
personal right to be independent 
of government policy. Even if 
economic sanctions ended 
apartheid, it would surely de- 
stroy the South African econ- 
omy. Will it then be up to the 
American taxpayer to rebuild 
THEBG 
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South Africa's economy? What 
good is freedom if one is too 
weak to utilize it? 
As I have stated before, apart- 
heid is designed to keep control 
in the hands of the whites. Con- 
sequently the blacks and "col- 
oreds" (those of mixed racial 
ancestry) may never have a fair 
shake in controlling their own 
destiny unless they revolt. And a 
revolution seems inevitable. 
However, it is their revolution, 
not mine, not Jesse Jackson's, 
Ted Kennedy's, or the American 
people's for that matter. 
The Army of South Africa is 
one of the strongest on the Afri- 
can continent. It is also com- 
erised mainly of whites. What 
appens if blacks gain control of 
the country ? I can only hope that 
the army will peacefully accept 
a transition of power and not 
promote a prolonged bloodbath. 
But I haven't seen any evidence 
that supports the idea that the 
army will align themselves with 
a black government. What is 
going to happen to the whites in 
South Africa? 
I firmly believe that apartheid 
is wrong, not as a God fearing 
Christian, but as an individual 
who enjoyed freedom all of his 
life. But who is the U.S. govern- 
ment and many people in Amer- 
ica to call the kettle black? We 
still face discrimination, be it 
sexism or racism, everyday. To 
end discrimination, we nave en- 
acted affirmative action only to 
promote reverse discrimination. 
It makes people feel good to 
point their fingers at someone 
else but who are they actually 
fooling? 
Apartheid is discrimination 
and in a sense we practice apart- 
heid right in our own backyard. 
If we want apartheid to end in 
South Africa, then we have to 
end it in the United States. 
To end apartheid is to end 
discrimination - period. 
Rohdes is a junior radio-televi- 
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Hour* 8 am to 8 pm Monday though Friday   
by Cralg Hergert 
Last week in my writing class 
we were talking about using a 
strategy of questioning in order 
to find ideas for an essay. 
Looking for a familiar subject to 
try this method on, I chose the 
movie Rambo. 
Hordes of students this sum- 
mer wrote placement essays on 
this film, presenting its plot with 
salvo after salvo of detail. My 
English 111 session further con- 
vinced me that Rambo is a hit 
with college students. Most of 
the class had seen it, and, I 
gathered, liked it. 
I can understand why people 
enjoy this movie. Even critic 
Gene Siskel, who gave it a 
thumbs-down review, said that 
it works as an action film. There 
is more action in five minutes of 
this thing than in the line to get 
in Uptown on Saturday nights. 
I do have some misgivings, 
though, about the idea of a whole 
generation of young people 
viewing John Rambo as a hero. 
My first problem with it is 
strictly professional. The fact is 
that, consciously or 
unconsciously, people tend to 
imitate their idols. As a writing 
teacher, I'm a bit concerned. 
Suppose the assignment in En- 
glish 112 is to write on the pro- 
posed legislation to establish a 
nationwide drinking age of 21. 
I'd rather not have an entire 
class of Rambo-worshipping stu- 
dents turning in something like 
this: 
"Although there are legiti- 
mate reasons for attempting to 
create a unified drinking age, 
the lawmakers must recognize 
the viewpoint of the 19- to 21- 
year-olds. All we want is for our 
country to love us as much as we 
love Schlitz. AARRGGHH!" 
I have other problems with 
Rambo, too. Boy, do I have 
problems with it. I don't want 
this column to turn into a politi- 
cal harangue (and there was 
much rejoicing,) so I'll be brief. 
about Rambo 
is that if is alantasy film posing 
as a history film. It is no more 
an accurate presentation of the 
Vietnam War than Snow White 
and the Seven Dwarfs is an 
examination of the mining in- 
dustry. 
There's something else that 
bothers me about the success of 
this film. I'm not wild about the 
idea of little kids looking up to 
Rambo as their hero. fheard 
that a major toy company has 
already begun making Rambo 
dolls the size of GI Joes but with 
bigger chests. Sure to be a hit 
with the kiddies this Christmas, 
the Rambo doll could be the first 
toy capable of punching its way 
out of the stockings its stuffed in. 
I just hope it doesn't come with 
miniature exploding arrows. 
If this muscle-bound doll 
catches on, I'm afraid Rambo 
could infiltrate other areas of 
childhood as well. Take chil- 
dren's songs, for example. Here 
are a few I'm afraid we'll hear 
in the not-too-distant future. 
To the tone of "Bingo" 
There was a soldier, had a gun, 
And Rambo was his name, oh. 
R-A-M-B-0 
R-A-M-B-O 
With lots of A M-M-O 
And Rambo was his name, oh. 
To   the   tune   of   "Rubber 
Ducky" 
Johnny Rambo, you're the one 
Who makes the Viet Nam War 
fun. 
Johnny   Rambo,   I'm  awfully 
fond of you. 
(And your biceps, too.) 
Johnny Rambo, you're so boss. 
You make a victory out of a loss. 
Johnny Rambo, go to Nicara- 
gua, too! 
To the tone of "I'm a Little 
Teapot" 
I'm a little Rambo, 
Short and stout. 
Here is the ginsu knife 
That I tout. 
I don't have to talk good 
Wit' my mout'. 
I just reach for my knife, 
Whip it out. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slayton, Minn., Is 
a columnist for the News. 
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Perpetual life is really death 
by Qeorfle Wll| 
Fred is dead and philosophic 
thoughts fill all minds at the Will 
home. One mind is especially 
somber. On the eve of her fifth 
birthday, Victoria, special 
friend and confidante of Fred 
the goldfish, has seen death and 
has decided, after mature delib- 
eration, that life is still good. 
The time will come when she 
will see that there is much to be 
said for mortality. 
Fred died of the most natural 
cause, old age. Neither choles- 
terol nor automobiles nor hand- 
guns played a part. Irrational 
eating and drinking, negligence 
about exercise, and similar fool- 
ish behaviors kill only creatures 
who can think and should there- 
fore stand at the pinnacle of 
creation. 
Victoria, having glimpsed, for 
the first time, at the skull be- 
neath the skin (in this case, the 
scales) of life, needed a few 
words from Leon Kass, a Uni- 
versity of Chicago philosopher, 
biologist and medical doctor. 
Kass lias just published a collec- 
tion of essays entitled "Toward 
a More Natural Science: Bi- 
ology and Human Affairs." The 
essay Victoria needed in her 
sorrow is "Mortality and Moral- 
ity: The Virtues of Pinitude." 
Kass says that retarding se- 
nescence and preserving youth- 
fulness is part of the scientific 
project of controlling biological 
aging. These objectives are con- 
tinuous with the aspirations of 
medicine - longer life, better 
health. But suppose sensational 
success; imagine an indefinite 
extension of life. Consider, Kass 
says, what would be lost 
Could life without the limit of 
mortality be serious? 
As Kass says, "Mortality 
makes life matter - not only in 
the chemist's sense." This is in 
part because finitude - the sense 
of not having world enough and 
time - is a spur to achievement. 
Kass argues that not only se- 
riousness but some beauty, too, 
is related to impermanence. He 
refers especially to the distincti- 
vely human beauty of good char- 
acter, of virtue. Immortals, says 
Kass, cannot be noble. They 
cannot meet the challenge of 
transcending concern with mere 
survival; they cannot put their 
livea at risk. (This Indicates why 
pacifism, far from being a form 
of idealism, is a renunciation of 
all ideals in favor of a mere 
material thing, biological exis- 
tence.) 
"Immortality," says Kass, "is 
a kind of oblivion - like death 
itself." 
The case Kass makes for mor- 
tality does not make a virtue of 
necessity. Rather it says that 
the necessity of death is the 
mother of virtue. The human 
longing that is assuaged by love 
and addressed by religion - a 
longing deriving from the sense 
of incompleteness - cannot be 
cured by longevity, however 
protracted. It cannot be cured 
by "more of the same." 
Far from bringing happiness, 
the obsessive pursuit of longev- 
ity distracts us from the soul's 
natural guest. It is a distraction 
from the duty to master the fine 
art of living well, which requires 
rising above concern for mere 
bodily continuance. 
Biology teaches what moral 
philosophy concludes: We are 
social, communal creatures, 
with strong impulses, physical 
and spiritual, for reproduction. 
We are constituted for concern 
for the species; our lives point 
beyond themselves, toward per- 
petuation. Children are our par- 
ticipation in the enduring. 
A craving for physical immor- 
tality is childish in the sense of 
being narcissistic and incompat- 
ible with a mature devotion to 
posterity. It also is hostile to 
children. Children are the bear- 
ers of our hopes and if they are 
to flower, Kass notes, "we must 
wither and give ground." 
Those who come after, who 
take our place, are "life's an- 
swer to mortality, and their 
presence in one's house is a 
constant reminder that one no 
longer belongs to the frontier 
generation." That is why to have 
children is to come as close as is 
possible to reconciliation with 
the human condition. 
That is what Fred's death, and 
Victoria's tears, caused me, 
with Kass's incomparable help, 
to think. But all I told Victoria is 
that Fred is in fish heaven. She 
can read Kass when she gets 
older. 
Will is a syndicated columnist 




And speaking of "ugly think- 
ing," let me inform Mr. Hesske 
that letters to the editor reflect 
one's own personal view. 
You, Mr. Hesske, do not have 
to agree with everything a per- 
son writes about. But, please, 
don't feel "compelled" to write 
everytime someone disagrees 
with your views. Otherwise, 
you'll be quite busy this year. If 
you don't agree with what some- 
one says; state why and be done 
with it! Do not resort to personal 
attacks and don't put down any- 
one for expressing their views in 
a public forum. A public forum 
means that you will get a di- 
verse range of opinions and 
that's the idea of it, isn't it? I 
feel Mr. Hesske's comments to- 
ward Dr. Bergman were un- 
called for. I may not agree with 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Dr. Bergman's opinion, but he 
has a right to his own views. 
Isn't that what freedom of 
speech and of the press is all 
about in the first place? 
Jerry Elder, Jr. 
OCMB1615 
Campus not scarred 
In response to Mr. Sneller and 
Mr. Good's letter to The BG 
News Sept. 18 concerning the 
alleged scarring of the campus 
by "something called a FIJI." 
As you state, we believe no one 
has the right to scar a campus 
that belongs to several thousand 
people. For this reason, our 
members used chalk which 
wears away with the first rain. 
Some other organizations on 
campus have used paint or tar to 
express their messages, which 
is far more permanent and de- 
structive than chalk. We also did 
not use tape, which would re- 
C! University personnel and 
to clean up. 
As to your suggestion of paint- 
ing the rock, we will continue in 
this greek tradition. However, it 
would not be in the best interest 
for us to paint the already 
"tainted sidewalks." This could 
lead to damages to personal 
property, as well as personal 
injuries. 
We would also like to thank 
you for bringing our temporary 
publicity measures to the atten- 
tion of those who may have 
missed the chalkings because 
they have worn away. 
Scott D. Snyder 
President 
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Complaints handled 
Cable Co. adds 24-hour help, pre-pay plan 
by Valerie Clptak 
reporter 
Complaints of Wood County 
cable customers have been an- 
swered in two policy changes 
affecting service. 
Wood Cable TV recently 
added four service technicians, 
two to four of whom work each 
evening, said Steve Manley, the 
general manager. 
Customers experiencing cable 
difficulties in the evening had 
complained about the inaccessa- 
bility of technicians. 
An answering service was also 
hired to address customer prob- 
lems around the dock, Manley 
said. 
"Most calls are between 5 and 
9 in the evening," Manley said, 
but technicians now have beep- 
ers for access at any hour. 
The $25 security deposit for 
cable service was also a source 
of dissatisfaction, Manley said. 
But starting this week, new 
customers may avoid paying the 
deposit if they agree to pre-pay 
for service three months in ad- 
vance. 
Tne deposit for the converter 
box, not part of the new policy, is 
standard to all cable systems 
because of their high cost, Man- 
ley said. 
"Our goal is to be representa- 
tive of the top cable systems in 
the country, combining good re- 
ception and good service," he 
But some might contend that 
their picture has been less than 
perfect 
"A few of our channels don't 
come in as well as the rest," said 
Jeff Moleskey, a University 
graduate   living   on  Napoleon 
"Our set goes out every now 
and then," said Bob Laird, se- 
nior finance major. 
But problems in reception 
may not be the fault of the cable 
company, said Ernie Sposato, 
chairman of the city's cable 
commission. 
"Lightening storms or vandal- 
ism often affects the reception," 
he said, adding that cable com- 
panies nationwide experience 
electrical problems. The year 
and make of the television may 
affect the quality of the custom- 
er's service, he said. 
to/Todd Mercer 
The Big Burn 
Bowling Green  High School  students get  psyched up for the BGMaumee football game this  Friday  at 
the'Big Burn" held Wednesday night. Here, several students prepare to burn a Maumee dummy. 
New program introduces creative writers 
byPhipRou 
reporter 
A new program sponsored by 
the creative writing program 
and the University Student Ac- 
tivities, called "Fridays in the 
Fall," will have its second read- 
ing today. 
Thirteen writers will visit the 
'S* 
University .one each Friday un- 
til Dec. 6. Each reading, is free 
and open to the public and will 
be in the Union Faculty Lounge 
at 1:30 p.m. Following the read- 
ing will usually be a question 
and answer session, and refresh- 
ments will be served after this 
week's reading. 
"The purpose of the program 
(•eMUwAfllMa,* 
Is to acquaint the University as a 
whole with writers who teach 
here, visit here and have grad- 
uated from here and have done 
distinguished work," said Philip 
O'Connor, the program's direc- 
tor. 
Today's writer is poet Joel 
Rudinger, associate professor of 
humanities  at   the   Firelands 
Campus. Rudinger has been at 
Firelands Campus for 17 years, 
one of which was spent traveling 
through the United States mak- 
ing a living off his readings. In 
December 1984, his second book, 
Lovers and Celebrations, was 
published by Dearborn Press. 
ALSO READING in October is 
short story writer Sue Neville, 
who mastered in the creative 
writing program at the Univer- 
sity. Neville is the recent winner 
of the Flannery O'Connor Award 
for book of the year, presented 
by the University ot Georgia 
Press. 
"For years we have had out- 
standing writers reading their 
works primarily for creative 
writing students. We feel it's 
about time to share the works of 
these talented people with the 
rest of the University," Philip 
O'Connor said. 
He said the series will ac- 
knowledge distinguished writers 
and faculty writers who are off 
campus, such as Firelands pro- 
fessors and University faculty. 
: beer• wme; ffrfa*. 
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Big looks.   Little prices.   For men and women. 
Don't miss our 
FRONT TABLE SPECIALS 
Friday and Saturday 
Sleepshirts, sweaters, sweater vests, 
casual Jackets, bangle bracelets and tops 
Seasons & Styles 
123 S. Main 
near Four Corners 
354-3000 
r SPECIAL Any Large 16" One Item Pizza For $J5Q i i 
Ex. items f) »>a 
Chicago Style Extro 
plus a FREE 2 Liter btl. 
of PEPSI with this 
coupon. A $10.50 
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Bowling GrMfV Ovo 
Open A P.m. 
FREE DELIVERY 
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lit Pizza In B.G. 
Today is the last day to submit 
Parent(s)-of-the-Year essays 
Winners receive: 
•Dinner at Aspen 
and Kaufman's 
•Tickets to football 
game 
•Tickets to Parent's 
Day Show 
•And much more! 
Essays are due in the UA0 office - 3,dfloor Union 
Phone: 372-2343 
DO IT FOR THEM! 
;i 
:■:■ 
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m 
13 1ELECTIONS 851 
"S  
Voting for undergraduate student     v 
government on and off campus / 
District Representatives: ^V  | 
* Wednesday, September 25* 
-Union Oval       9 - 5 ^/u 
(In case of rain, Union Foyer) )    v. 
-Library       5:30 - 10 
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DAWN 
Mamma & Peachcakes 
Schweiny & Peanut 
Mole & Annette 
Matt & Debbie 
Brad & Laura 
Doug & Judi 
Bono & The Edge 
Jeff & Jennifer 
Speed Racer & Trixie 
Brian & Julie 
Mr. & Mrs. Moore 
Ronny & Wendy Dio 
Jim & There's A 
Tadd S Erin 
Todd & Chris 
Neal & Heidi 
Jim & Kristy 
Thorn & Gayle 
G. Moore & P. lynott 
Fred & Brenda 
Mark & Susan 
Dave & Sheri 
Hans & Karen 
Rizz & Lisa 
Spud & Leah 
John & Annie 
Mike & Shelly 
Mike B & Natile 
Scott & Tammy 
David & Jackie 
David & Susan 
Gary & Robin 
Rob & Bev 
Webster & Wendy 
DANCE 
Bill & Lucky Girl 
The Alum & Karen 
Tom & Aunt Polly 
Steve & Elizabeth 
Mary & Jenny 
Randy & Denise 
Jeff & Jenny 
Ron & Nancy 
Bert Convey & 
Jim Nabors 
Dudley-Do-Right & Nell 
Steve & Carolyn 
Hairball & Goldie 
Jim & Julie 
Chris & Theresa 
Ken & Chris 





THE ALL-SPORTS PASS 
IS NOT SOLD OUT YET! 





John Whitehesd and Huck Cook of J and S Paving repair the Ridge 
Street Conrail crossing. The company was contracted by Conrail to 
repair crossings from Columbus to Toledo. 
Going Home? 





Soon students will be seeing 
the maroon and gold jerseys of 
the Tau Kappa Beta escort serv- 
ice on campus. 
Greg Richards, freshman 
business major, said TKB, a 
non-chartered fraternity - or 
one with no national affiliation - 
started this fall as a club in Kohl 
Hall. It has about 35 members, 
he said. 
Richards said the residents 
started the service as a way of 
becoming known on campus and 
getting people interested in 
TKB. He added that the organi- 
zation is serious about continu- 
ing to provide this service to the 
campus as long as there is inter- 
est 
The escort service, which con- 
sists of about 29 men. runs 24 
hours on Friday and Saturdays 
and until midnight during the 
week, Richards said, adding 
that at least two men will go out 
on each call. The number for the 
service is 372-5042. 
THE CAMPUS escort service 
runs from dusk to midnight, 
Sunday through Thursday. 
Since they first ran an ad for 
the service last week, the men 
have gone out on about six calls, 
Richards said. He said that he is 
hoping that they will get at least 
two to three calls a day after 
Grant awarded 
Ethnic art promoted 
by MaHnda Null 
reporter 
For the first time in several 
years, the University has re- 
ceived a grant of $2,022 from 
the Arts Commission of 
Greater Toledo for the devel- 
opment of ethnic art appre- 
ciation. 
The grant, obtained 
through the efforts of Kristin 
Congdon and Douglas 
Blandy, assistant professors 
in the School of Art, will be 
used for a two-day ethnic art 
presentation Nov. 15 and 16. 
Congdon and Blandy were 
aware of the grant and ap- 
1 for the funds to the Arts 
"We have a lot of ethnic 
groups in northwest Ohio and 
Ei the past we haven't sensi- 
tized ourselves to their value 
systems enough," Congdon 
said. 
Congdon said the program 
will give students "a chance 
to talk to people with different 
perspectives about art and 
learn about ways of commu- 
nicating and working in art 
settings with different ethnic 
groups." 
SHE ALSO hopes the pro- 
gram will "involve the sur- 
rounding community and the 
University so there will be 
more of an interchange with 
Wood and Lucas counties and 
with the University." 
According to Congdon, the 
conference is designed to 
"promote cultural pluralism 
in the University setting and 
the community setting. 
She also said that as a coun- 
try we need to develop our 
ethnic appreciation for art, 
and the University is only one 
element of this development. 
There will be seven 
workshops held on Nov. 16 by 
well-known ethnic art author- 
ities from across the Mid- 
west. 
Congdon said she "hopes it 
will make everyone aware 
and sensitive of different 
communication styles of art, 
which includes ways of talk- 
ing about art and kinds of art 
that we can appreciate." 
William "Bing" Davis, Art 
Department chairman for 
Central University and direc- 
tor of Paul-Robeson Cultural 
and Performing Arts Center, 
will be the keynote speaker at 
the conference. 
AMOCO donates device 
by Nancy Bostwick 
staff reporter 
they become better known. 
The group is stil 
rganizing .. 
•ur,>'„„ got to feel our 
roc- 
ich- 
l in the o  
ess of o itself, K  
ards said. 'We've 
way through it and do the best 
we can," he said 
The University Geology De- 
partment will soon be the proud 
owner of a luminscope, and peo- 
ple in the department aren't the 
only ones who are happy about 
the addition. 
The AMOCO Corp. wants uni- 
versities to have updated equip- 
ment for students. To achieve 
this goal it is paving the cost of 
the device, which aids in under- 













■ WE DELIVER 
440 E. Court 1 block west of campus 
crystals in rock specimens. 
The device's cost is part of 
$21,500 in grants donated to the 
University this year by AMOCO. 
The luminscope will cost 
about $15,000. AMOCO has given 
the department $7,500 thus far, 
and the remaining funds will be 
given later during the academic 
year, according to Charles 
Kahle, chairman of the Geology 
Department. 
Luminscopes are manufac- 
tured by two companies. The 
one the University will receive 
Issue 
• Continued from page 1. 
only source for research m( 
He said Ohio would be more of a 
partner with private investors 
and would be paid royalties if 
the research proved valuable. 
In addition to state money, 
Pfeiffer said Ohio would be eligi- 
ble for part of $500 000 in the new 
federal budget which takes ef- 
fect Oct. 1. 
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ALPHA XI DELTA 
"QUARRY DAYS" 
SEPT. 21, 1985 
a 
Marycay & Jim 
Kirsten & Perry 
Qndy & Bobby Brady 
Brigette & John 
Libbey &Steve 
Amanda & Ken Ken 
Bruizer & Brian 
Kelli & Joe Fraternity 
Kathy&Todd 
Kelly & Lumpy 
Wendy & Density 
Kathi & Elroy 
Cecilia & Randy 
Amy & John Boy 
Tracy & Sammy 
Mary & Stewart 
Laurie & John 
Kimmie & Jon 
Hop-A-Long & Cassidy 
Barb&Bob 
Gina & Darin 
Kel& Danny 
Kelli & Jim 
KeOy&Rk 
Snydes&Tim 
Jeannie & Shawn 
Jami & Scott 
Sue&Scott 
Julie & Mark 
LT. & Jeff 
Beth & whoever will go with me 
Zklar & Yahtzidomponitzpour 
dostinkstonopeno 
Lynn & Brian 
Kuz & Steve 
Kim & John 
Kimberly & Timothy 
Nicole & Tim 
Laurie & John 
Peggy & 2-5207 
Joy & Jamie 
Stacy & Tippy 
Xi & Spike 
Snuggles & Tweetie 
Michelle & Danny 
Jenni & Rk 
Bubbly & Craig 
Kathy & Bob 
Kimi & Patrick 
Pam & Steve 
Short & Giggles 
Juks&Privy 
Marilee & Scott 
Amy & Glen 
Terri&Jim 
Lisa&Edsel 
Amy & Dan 
Shelly & Ron 
Amy & Dan 
Laureen & Steve 
Lisa & Bobby 
Teresa & Mike 
Paige & Kevin 
Glenda & George 
Joy & Jeff 
Amy & Mark 
Jayne&? 
Mellow &Stu 
Jerry & "His Kids" 
K.B.&May 
Pammy & Sammy 
Nancy & Her date 
Sue&Zup 
Terry & Hikes 
Sue & Tony 
Kelly & Dave 
Pam & Tom 
Kelly & Hank 
FJaine&Todd 
AgA A8A ASA ASA AgA AZA AZA AZA AZA ASA AZA 
6 The Getaway 50«off 1 dozen 
Doughnuts with coupon 
Expires 9/30 
998 S. Main 352-4162 
We  deliver   7**am   to  9"   weekdays,   7* 
Saturday. No delivery Sun. 
in about two weeks will be one of 
five located in university set- 
tings, Kahle said. Without the 
funds from AMOCO the depart- 
ment would not have been able 
to purchase the equipment, he 
said. 
THE PURCHASE benefits all 
parties involved, said Greg 
Clock, media relations represen- 
tative for AMOCO. 
"This gives students a better 
feel for the equipment that he 
(or she) wiU be using after grad- 
uation," he said. 
The proposed amendment has 
gained a diverse bi-partisan 
backing already without any 
organized   opposition,  Pfeiffer 
The Senate passed the mea- 
sure to place the amendment on 
the ballot by a 33-0 vote on May 
22, 1964. The House concurred 
Nov. 22,1964, with a 89-1 vote. 
The one dissenting legislator, 
Rep. Robert Corbin, O-Dayton, 
could not be reached to com- 
ment on his vote. 
No organized opposition has 
been formed against Issue One, 
Pfeiffer said. 
The Public Utilities Commis- 
sion of Ohio, the Consumer's 
Council, the Ohio Consumer's 
Council, the Ohio chapter of the 
American Lung Association and 
the coal industry's labor and 
management are on the Com- 
mittee for Ohio Coal, which is 
headed by Pfeiffer. 
lo   lO* 
A American Heart 
^Association 
ART PRINT SALE 
NOW - Sept. 20 
10am. - 5pm. 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Union 
Reproductions of 
various and famous 
artists available 
r Guess Who's Visiting 
the Co-op Olfice? 
The folks from 
Walt Disney World. 
Representatives from Walt Disney will give a presentation for interested students on 
Monday, September 23. 1985 in the Campus Room of the Union at 6:00 PM. At the 
conclusion of the meeting, interviews will be scheduled for Tuesday, September 24 to be 
held in the Ohio Suite of the Union. 
MAJORS: Public Halations. Recreation, Marketing, Retailing, IPCO, Restaurant Manage- 
ment, and VCT. 
Cooperative Education Program 
.  222 Administration Bldg. 
^ 
372-2451 
Elsewhere BG News/September M, IMS S 
Sister of hostage reassured 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The sister of a former Ohio man being held 
captive in Lebanon said she was reassured by her visit yesterday 
with the Rev. Benjamin Weir, who was released from his Lebanese 
captors earlier this week. 
'I'm just very pleased to know that they do have each other, 
they're in reasonably good health and they're not being brutalized," 
said Peggy Say, sister of Terry Anderson, a native of Lorain, Ohio, 
and chief Middle East correspondent for the Associated Press. 
Anderson was abducted March 16 from a street in Beirut. 
Weir met with Say and the relatives of four men who remain 
captive in Lebanon, out said in a news conference he knew nothing 
about two other American kidnap victims. 
Say said she had "this picture in my mind of what he (Weir) 
described of Terry holding the Bible up ... and reading to David 
Jacobsen (another hostage). It gives me a good warm feeling." 
Weir's release injected new intensity into the hostage families' 
drive to win the release of the remaining captives. 
"It's kind of a resurgence of energy," Say said. 
She and other hostage relatives, several of whom have said the 
Reagan administration should be doing more to free the captives, 
are scheduled to meet today with Vice President George Bush. 
Bolivia declares state of siege 
LA PAZ, Bolivia (AP) - The government declared a state of siege 
yesterday and arrested labor leaders who refused to end a 16-day-oid 
general strike against a wage freeze intended to fight 14,000 percent 
inflation. 
Tanks and hundreds of troops took up positions before dawn in this 
Andean capital, in other cities and on highways. Violence was 
reported in some parts of La Pas. 
President Victor Paz Estenssoro's conservative government told 
tens of thousands of strikers they would be fired unless they returned 
to work, but many stayed home. 
Riot police raided the Congress building, five union halls, a radio 
station, San Andres University and the state mining company offices 
tfw sss. ■sssssssfSfssfffss/s/St'fSSSSSs -'' 'ssssss'ss 'X '/'///' -. /iw< ' A/' - ss/s / -s/s, //y///- 
Attention Sophomores 
If you received a 3.5 GPA in the first 
semester of your freshman year (1984-85) 
or a 3.5 GPA for the year, you are eligible 
to become a member of 
Alpha Lambda Delta 
National Freshman Honor Society 
It's a great way to recognize 
your achievements and make new friends! 
For more information contact Residence Life, 
425 Student Services Building, or call 
372-2151 by Thursday Sept. 26 
in La Paz during the night, according to union activists who escaped. 
The Interior Ministry said 150 labor activists, including the 18 
executive committee members of the Bolivian Workers Central, the 
leftist national labor federation, were sent into internal exile. 
The ministry said they were flown in four air force Jets to four 
towns in the country's subtropical north. 
Auto plant search narrowed 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Mitsubishi Motors Corp. probably has nar- 
rowed its Ohio search to one or two sites as it decides where to build 
a car assembly plant with the Chrysler Corp., according to a state 
development official. 
A decision is expected in the first week of October, Chrysler 
officials have said. Four states - Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and 
Ohio - are said to be finalists for the $500 million plant. 
Catherine Ferrari, a development department spokeswoman, said 
she believed Mitsubishi had narrowed the list to one or two Ohio 
sites. She would not give the location of those sites, although 
Chillicothe and Xenia have been mentioned as possible candidates. 
Committee postpones prayer vote 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Judiciary Committee yesterday 
postponed a vote on a constitutional amendment that would allow 
time for silent prayer in public schools after Sen. Howard Metzen- 
baum, D-Ohio, and Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, locked horns on the 
issue. 
Hatch said his amendment would permit state and local school 
districts to decide whether they want to allow a moment of silence at 
the beginning of the school day which could be used by students for 
individual silent prayer or reflection. 
But Metzenbaum and several other committee members raised 
concerns about the measure. 
"We see a threat of an incursion of religion in government," 
Metzenbaum said. "It's a matter of the camel getting its nose under 
the tent." 
Captors anxious 
Weir calls release a warning 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Rev. Benjamin Weir said yester- 
day that he was let go to warn 
that his Lebanese kidnappers 
"are not willing to wait much 
longer" for the freedom of 17 
men imprisoned in Kuwait - the 
terrorists' sole demand for re- 
leasing their six other American 
hostages. 
He said he was given no 
timetable for action. 
Weir said he saw four of the 
six Americans before he was 
freed Saturday after 16 months 
in captivity. He said the four - 
Terry Anderson, David Jacob- 
sen, the Rev. Lawrence Jenco 
and Thomas Sutherland - all ap- 
peared well. But he said he 
knows nothing about the other 
two, Peter Kilburn and William 
Buckley. 
After the news conference, 
Weir met privately with the 
families of the hostages. 
Weir looked weU, said he felt 
fit, and that doctors confirmed 
he was. His son, John, said his 
father was within one pound of 
his previous weight and except 
for a new, well-trimmed beard, 
"he hasn't changed a bit." 
WEARING A yellow ribbon on 
his left lapel, the 61-year-old 
Presbyterian minister comfort- 
ably answered questions from 
reporters at a 50-minute news 
conference. 
"A window of opportunity has 
been opened at least a crack and 
the opportunity for negotiations 
should be seized," he said, add- 
ing,"! fear that opportunity may 
not last long." 
He said he was expected "to 
make this message known to the 
U.S. government." 
The 17 prisoners were con- 
victed in Kuwait of a series of 
bombings on Dec. 12, 1963, that 
included an attack on the U.S. 
embassy. Three have been con- 
demned to death by hanging, 
seven others have a life sentence 
and the others have terms rang- 
ing from 15 years to two. 
sn> the society of Professional Journalists 
invites you to a discussion on 
the Media's Impact on Hostage 
Situations with former hostage 
Bill Niehouse 
Monday, Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m. 
121 West Hall 
* Following the discussion there will be an 
informal meeting and social for all prospective 








PHONE FOR INFORMATION OR TRANSPORTATION 
PHIL 352-1286 or 352-0417 
RICK 352-9263 
First Baptist Church! 
749 Wintergarden Road, Bowling Green, Ohio 
GET A BONUS WITH ANY WENDY'S 
SANDWICH, REGULAR SOFT DRINK & REGULAR FRIES. 
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS 
SUN.-WED. 7 AM-2 AM - TUTORS. 7 AM - 3 AM - FRI. & SAT. 7 AM ■ 4 AM 
GOOD THROUGH OCT. 6 NO COUPON NECESSARY 
Sports BG Ncwi/8eptembcr t», IMS « 
Ghost of UK haunts as Miami invades 
by Karl Smith 
sports editor 
Just about everyone said noth- 
ing could be better for Bowling 
Green than upsetting Kentucky. 
Now that the Falcons accom- 
plished a victory over the Wild- 
cats, the repercussions haven't 
been all positive. 
True, the win did give head 
coach Denny Stolz his 100th ca- 
reer victory. It also maintained 
BG's undefeated record (2-0, 1-0 
in the Mid-American Confer- 
ence) and continued the nation's 
second longest win streak (five 
games, along with Air Force and 
Arizona). In addition, the Fal- 
cons also gained two votes in the 
Associated Press Top 20 poll, 
Sving them four points (35th in 
e nation). 
Yet, Stolz is now realizing that 
the victory is causing him trou- 
ble. 
"It's been a tough week and 
we've been working hard on 
C'ng our concentration," 
said. "It's not just the 
players, everyone's still talking 
about Kentucky. 
"There's lots of distractions 
that must be overcome before 
we play well against Miami." 
MU squeaked past Ball State, 
17-13, last weekend even though 
the Cardinals held an advantage 
in almost every statistical cat- 
egory. 
The reasons for the Redskins 
ability to overcome their disad- 
vantage in the numbers are sim- 
ple - George Swam and a 
"We've worked hard on concentration 
and   it's not just because of the 
players,everyone's still buzzing about 
Kentucky.These typed of distractions 
must be overcome before we play well 
against   Miami." 
BG head coach Denny Stolz 
swarming defense. 
Swam broke off an 87-yard 
touchdown run en route to 180 
rushing yards. His scoring run 
provedto be the winning margin 
and Stolz has respect for the 6- 
foot, 201 pound junior tailback. 
"Years ago, tnere were a bevy 
of real good runners in the con- 
ference/' Stolz said. "Unless 
others surface, he's the most 
outstanding back in the confer- 
ence, he always seems to break 
a long touchdown run." 
Despite Swarn's dangerous 
running, it is the Redskin de- 
fense mat produced the victory 
over BSU and will provide the 
I 
CHECK OUT 









• ill Collect 9 stars and get FREE movie!    #«##• 
Can't find a parking place at your favorite 




Tnmxr 10*3 H. Mai* St., I.G. 354-MOI, Mon..Sol. 10-9. Sun   11.J I II I   II 11 
-f4& 
POQliQi'S 
Pizza • Pasta • Subs 
Free delivery alter lia.in. 
945 S.Maln      352-7571 
Free 32 oz. 
Mug of Coke 
with any 7" Sub 
Free Delivery w/coupon 
Try our fabulous sub* and keep (his )2 oz. plastic collectors Coke Mug 
full o\ Coke tree. Offer limned while SUDDIICI IJM 
50""off any 
Pasta Dinner 




















IN PARIS       (R) 
THURSDAY STUDENTS 





30 A 9:30 ® 7:
CLA-ZEL 
N MAIN ST 
EMTtKT BEMI 
WNWNCHAM ESTEVEZ MOORE 
EVES- ADULTS $3.60 
WEDS. — ADULTS S2.00 
ANDREW 
^Ml^SXn DE- 
biggest challenge for BG. 
The Cardinals had the ball 
inside the MU 20 six times and 
inside the 10 tour times, yet 
managed only 13 points. Pete 
Mather, MAC defensive player 
of the week, had 19 tackles Last 
week, including four for losses. 
Safety Steve Fitzhugh and 
tackle Andrew Marlett managed 
15 tackles each. 
"Miami lives by defense; it's 
defense first, then play from 
there," Stolz said. When we 
had trouble with Miami in the 
past, they made their great 
blitzes come true and that's a 
nightmare of trouble." 
Blitzes will be nothing new to 
quarterback Brian McCiure and 
his vaunted offense. UK (yes, 
UK again) had everyone rushing 
McCiure at one time or another 
but with little success. McCiure 
tossed for 309 yards and three 
touchdowns against the Wild- 
cats. 
MU runs a more balanced 
offense than the Wildcats' ball 
control variety and Stolz hopes 
to balance out an attack that 
threw only three times in the 
second half of the UK game. 
"Kentucky had the ball all day 
and we were behind 17 to seven 
(at halftime) so we knew we had 
to get on the board quick," Stolz 
said. "We'd like to take the ball 
away from Miami more (than 
against Kentucky) and if we 
have the ball more, we'll run 
more." 
Falcon Notes: BG split end 
Stan Hunter has caught at least 
one pass in 26 consecutive 
games and is five receptions 
awav from the MAC career re- 
cord of 138 catches set by ex- 
teammate Mark Dowdell; 
Hunter is also 199 yards from the 
yardage mark set by BG's Jeff 
Groth; McCiure has thrown for 
845 yards against MU in three 
meetings, including 302 yards 
last year; 
Otter MACtlon:Ball State at 
Purdue; Northern Illinois at 
Iowa; Ohio University at Duke; 
Eastern Michigan at Akron; 
Kent at Syracuse; Toledo at 
Wichita State. 
MIAMI VS. BOWLING GREEN 
WHEN: Sat. Sept. 21. 1:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Doyt L. Perry Stadium (Grass) 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1984 record: 8-3, 7-2 In the MAC (second) 
1985 record: 2-0, 1-0 In the MAC 
Head coach: Denny Stolz, eighth year (47-44-1) 
Returning starters: 16 (off.-7; def.-9) 
Players to watch: Brian McCiure (QB), on a pace that will 
make him the NCAA's all-time leading passer, threw 
for 309 yards against Kentucky making him MAC 
offensive player of the week; Bernard White (RB), 
led the '84 Falcons in rushing (1,078 yards), receiving (56 
catches) and scoring (90 points); Gerald Bayless (TE) 
caught six passes for 89 yards last week; Erik Johnson 
(LB), had 15 tackles against Ball State; Melvin Marshall 
(DB) intercepted two passes for TD's at Ball Stater 
MIAMI: 
Nickname: Redskins 
1984 record: 4-7, 3-5 in the MAC (tied for sixth) 
1985 record: 1-0. 1-0 in the MAC 
Head coach: Tim Rose, third year (9-14) 
Returning starters: 17 (off.-9; def.-8) 
Players to watch: George Swarn (TB). gained 1282 yards 
in 1984, gained 180 against Ball State last weekend; Tom 
Murphy (SE), top receiver in '84 with 32 catches and 15.4 
yards per catch; Steve Fitzhugh (DB), top returning 
tackier with 110; Pete Mather (LB). MAC defensive 
player of the week for performance against Ball 
State; Gary Gussman (PK) connected on 15 of 24 field 
goal attempts, top scorer in '84 with 60 points. 
Series record: MU 28-11-3 
Last meeting: BG won 41-10 at Oxford. September 
22, 1984. 
Student Recreation Center 
# A  Ji 
FIT—FOR-ALL AEROBICS 
Drop-in Program Dates      Sept. 23-Dec. 13 
Level Days Times location 
I Green 
Co for If 
25 minute* of 
.irrnlm 
Tuesday A Thursday 
Moodev thru Thursday 
Monday thru Thursday 
Friday 










S 1 Vfc ISpm Activity Center 
II Yellov. MoncUy A Wednesday        L'U4S|»m 
EiefciseW.th 






Ml Red Monday A Wednesday      6*U»pm Archery/Golf 
Easy Does It Room 
9-10 minutes 
eeroOK 
Level                Days Times Location 
JO Minute            Mondav   Tuesday. 
Workout                      end Thurtdiy 
i Mo IhaUpn Monday 
Archery/Coll 
Tues A Thurs - 
Combative* 
Dance 
Water Aerobics   Tuesday A Thursday 7t*t8i1Sdm Andrew* Pool 
Weight Room ' 
Awareness              Monday A WedrtewJay 7-Apm Wei|hi Rooms 
t 
Special Events 
7th Annual Triathlon Saturday. Oct 12 
< ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS 
X 
jtUa 2)elt A we re 
BORN TO BE WILD .„ '85 
Susan & Derick 
Diane & George 
Eli & Dale 
Patti & Ed 
Kay & Steve 
My Dear & My Dear 
Lisa& Scott 
Rhonda & Dave 
Ellen & Brett 
Michelle & Robb 
Mary & Paul 
Heidi & Meal 
Anne & Jeff 
Gayle & the Thorn 
The Pledge & The Pres   ' 
Pasta & Pizza Face 
Lori & Doug 
Lynn & Pat 
Melinda & Dan 
Deb & Joe 
Beth & Roy 
Nancy & Henry 
Debby & her date 
Max & Minimum 
The "Our Gang" , 
The Queen & The King 
Tushia & The Plum 
Lynn & Jim 
Bing & Ding 
Spunkie & Skin Head 
M J. & the Bare 
Sniff & Polo 
Happy Camper & Cold Feet 
Jedi & The Force Shield 
Baby Cakes & Milkshakes 
Cathy & P.B. Eggar Jr. 
"Decoy & The Real Thing" 
Patty Cakes & Tony the Tiger 
Groover Mom & Groover Dad 
Hammer Head & 
Jr. Hammer Head 
Lie to me & Tell me I'm happy 
It will be an adventure you'll never forget! 
'ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS 
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Sports Cap 
At home: 
FOOTBALL:    The 
Falcons, coining off an upset 
of Kentucky, host Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference rival Miami 
tomorrow at Doyt L. Perry 
Stadium with kickoff at 1:30 
pm. 
VOLLEYBALL: Af- 
ter winning their first match 
Tuesday by topping Notre 
Dame in three games, BG 
hosts MAC foes Kent State 
tonight and Ohio University 
tomorrow night. Both 
matches start at 7 in Ander- 
son Arena. 
MENS CROSS- 
COUNTRY: The harriers 
host MAC opponent Ball 
State tomorrow morning at 
11. The race will be run on 
Forrest Creason Golf Course. 
Away: 
WOMEN'S   GOLF; 
The lady Unksters start the 
Lady Northern Intercolle- 
giates today 
SOCCER: After 
dropping two matches at the 
Rebel Classic in Las Vegas, 
the 1-4-1 hooters travel to 
Marquette for tomorrow's 
match at 2 pm. 
WOMENS   CROSS- 
COUNTRY: BG travels to 
Oxford for the Miami Invita - 
tional tomor row at 11:45 am. 
Keep 'em off the gridiron 
On the Fritz 




Brian McClure resumes his 
chase of Doug Flutle's 
NCAA passing yardage re- 
cord against Miami tomor- 
row. Last week, McClure 
moved up three notches on 
the all-time list to seventh, 
517 yards behind Joe Ad- 




Yard* to tie 2,447 
Against    Kentucky:   309 
yards 
Nest opponent: Miami 
Flutle 
Women should not play 
contact football against guys. 
No its, ands, or buts. 
The sport is much too 
dangerous for a woman to be 
playing. If you don't believe me, 
ask the doctors, trainers, 
coaches and players associated 
with the sport. 
According to Dr. Don 
Mitchell, an orthopedic surgeon 
in Nashville, Tenn,, girls are the 
weaker sex and he has stacks of 
medical journals to prove it. His 
testimony was used by the Knox 
County School Board to prohibit 
two girls from participating on a 
football team. 
Now I'm not trying to 
discriminate against women, I just think other sports are more 
appropriate for their body 
You may remember Broadway Joe 
Namath appearing in panty hose 
commercials, but you have never seen a 
football player wear makeup. 
Women's athletics have 
become so popular that a girl 
can participate in any sport a 
man participates in except for 
football ana possibly wrestling. 
What more do they want? 
I can see all the women 
getting upset and calling me a 
male chauvinist pig, among 
other things, but it is for their 
benefit they don't play football. 
Last week I witnessed 
Westerville North sophomore 
Shana Smith practicing with the 
football team and for some 
reason she just didn't fit in with 
the rest of the team. 
FIRST OF ALL, when she ran 
down the field, her blonde hair 
was blowing free from 
underneath ner helmet. Long 
hair is definitely a deterrent for 
a football player because when 
somebody comes up to make a 
tackle, they are just worried 
about stopping the ball carrier. 
They'll reach tor anything and 
could come up without the tackle 
but with a handle full of hair. 
Then, when Smith took off the 
helmet, she still had her makeup 
on.You may remember 
Broadway Joe Namath 
appearing in panty hose 
commercials, but you have 
never seen a football player 
wear makeup. 
And while I was watching her 
on the field, another interesting 
thought entered my mind - what 
happens after practice in the 
locker room? 
A coach doesn't have to 
control what happens on the tiles 
and I feel that no rules should be 
placed on the other athletes 
regarding the girl in the locker 
room. I think high school 
athletes are mature enough to 
know nothing should happen to 
her and she should be respected 
as a fellow teammate. 
Regardless of the ERA 
upsurge, a woman can't be a 
man's equal on the football field. 
If women want to play football, 
they should try forming a touch 
leauge and if that generates 
interest, then they may be able 
to form their own tackle league. 
But they should play against 
themselves. 
IF A GIRL wants to be 
involved in football against men, 
they should be in the marching 
band or become a cheerleader. 
Was OSHAA unfair 
in banning 4 players? 
I Want '* PIZZA 
$l.°°OFF 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Ohio 
High School Athletic Association 
illegally discriminates against 
Ohio students who live out of 
state by barring them from par- 
ticipating in Ohio interscholastic 
sports, lawyers for four Ken- 
tucky residents argued yester- 
day. 
OHSAA attorneys countered 
by saying the Kentuckians have 
failed to prove that their federal 
constitutional rights are being 
violated. 
A three-judge panel of the 6th 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
heard the arguments Thursday 
and took the case under advise- 
ment. The judges gave no indi- 
cation when they would rule. 
When the lawsuit was filed in 
1983, the plaintiffs - F. Dennis 
Alerding and brothers David, 
Douglas and Gregory Moeller- 
ing - were students at St. Xavier 
Huh School in Cincinnati, a 
Catholic school which is a mem- 
ber of the OHSAA. 
David Moellering has grad- 
uated and is attending Washing- 
ton University in St. Louis, but 
the others are still attending St. 
Xavier. lawyers said. 
The four students have been 
barred from participating in 
sports at the school because they 
live out of state, in northern 
Kentucky across the Ohio River 
from Cincinnati. Alerding lives 
in Fort Thomas, Ky., and the 
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It Kappa Kappa Gamma i 
would like to announce their 
2 new pledge officers: * 
J President Laurie Caskey* 










CONGRATULATIONS!       | 
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Rachel & Andy \^ V; i[        V."«'l    / Martha & Mike f 
Theresa & Ron         f K. Lavon & M. Ericson 
■*,--■-e»    w ^ 
Q Chris & Bob Sandy & Jim Angela & Doug        g 
Q Lori & Matt Patty & Jeff Cheryl & Jeff           S 
a 
Y* Jody & Jacko Donna & Mark Lisa & Dave 
a Lisa & Jeff Loraine & Don Patty & Tom           | 
2 Deenie & Scott Carol & Bill Sindy & Brent         g 
Amy & Dave Dana & Steve Monica & Kevin       g 
2 Anne & Ron Anne & Ken Laura & Theodore   § 
s Holly & James Holly & Jameel Laura & Will 
Claud & Ed Jackie & Kameel Sweetheart & Ted E.g 
s 
Q Beth & Dave "2 Pairs of Twins' Bear                     g 
Denice & Rick Michelle & Mark Mouse & My Bear    | 
2 Jennifer & Chris Laura & Scott Pam & Dan            g 




Colleen & Scott Sue & Mike Beth & Thorn         g 
Sue & Tom Marie & Michael Sue & John 
Donna & Scott        | 
Sue & John            g 
2 Julie & Erich Chris & Greg 




Lora & The Mystery Kathy & Chris Jean & Jim             g 
Man Colleen & Chris Jamean & Paul       jo 
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CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
AMA MEMBERS. 
loan » n HI ay in renew or begat your 
mernbererapi Slop by M Bat BA table Of Math- 
Science buikang   Don't m out on Bto AMA 
ekparktnoel  
ATTENTION: BGSU SATURDAY CUMC FOR 
THE HANDRAPPED - SATUROAY SEPTEM 
BER 20. 10:46 HAYES  
BGSU TRIVIA B ON ITS WAY' 
Dot Sigma PI auMnmrumwry 
Into NB» Thurs Sad 26, 7 30 pm 
McFM Center 
Conn 3— What Won Al About!! 
CrtnM Jueace OromUation mealing Tuesday. 
September 24 « 8 00 p m in 102 Harm - 
Everyone la watooma  
C 64 uaare group now lomang lot 2nd graal 
year. Over 1000 programa avalaUa Only $5 
tor msmbsrsfap Fk-st meeting Oct. 3. A113 
Hayeeat7 30.  
•"FINANCuu. HAWAOffHT"' 
ASSOCIATION 
MFOnUTNNAL MEETING Wed . Sept 25. 
7.30. Rm 114 BA Any quseaone ass BuHOn 
Board or atop al at*) In BA Lobby today Biru 
ThurarJay , 
Jevriah Sarderrta Qroup. SnaBOal Sorvloaa. 
Friday ev*nlng. 6:00 pm. si Bva Faculty Lounge 
ol Ha Student LMon Cal Bruce KotBer tor 
rtormeoon. 364-6420. Paychology Dapl 
Lawrence Thomaa - UnrvaraBy ol Norm Cero- 
>ne at Chepel H* end Obsrsn Ccaage 
"Hunan Nature. Love, and atoraary" 
Monday. Sept   23. 7 30-8:00 pm.. Alumni 
Room. Union. (Reception afterward al tna home 
ol John and Jetty Alyana. 1432Ctouph 
NEED A ROE? 
WATCH OUT FOR THE AMA RPE BOOKI 
NOTICE" MEP PRE-REOtSTRATION MEET- 
MQII Al atomeraary ad matore and awrnanary 
ad /speck* ad. dual and trip* majors who 
appfesd tor Spring. 1066 MEP ere oxpsctod to 
sttsnd Bia Pre-Reg Maanng, Thuraday. Sap- 
tember 26. 7 30-8 30 p m . 515 Ufa Selene* 
BBg BE THEREII         
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
Future Buemeea Leader. 
"• MEMBERSHIP DRIVE"' 
BA Lobby 8-2 30 tnru FRl Sapl. 20 
Comataktoua 
FsvJ out what you're mteeing  
SCHEDULE FOR PHOTOGRAPH ID 
APPOINTMENTS 
Al main cempua student. wB nave tnair photo- 
graphs taken me week ol September 23 m the 
Racket Room ol me Recreation Cantor tor 
untverairy ioentmcebon carrja The Ural latter ol 
your **t neme w* determine your edleduM 
ame 
Monday 23 Sapt, A thru O. 10am-8pm 
Tuesday 24 Sept., H Biru M. 10 am-6 pm 
Wednesday 25 Sept . N thru S. 10 em-8 Dm 
Thursday 26 Sept . T thru Z. 10 am-8 pm 
Friday 27 Sept, MAKE UP. 10 am-8 pm 
Saturday 28 Sapt. MAKE UP. 10 am-8 pm 
Students must present one ol me knowing at 
the rime of the* picture taking 
1 a vaed Driver's License 
2 a State photo ktoriancaeon card 
3. ■ bath oertmcete 
4 a passport 
FTetonda students wB have thek picluraa taken 
Octobar 7 and October 6 at Fketonde.  
Society ol Professional JourraVaeta preeants B* 
teahouse, lormer hoelage. speeklng on the 
Meow's Impact on Hostage Situations Mon 
Sapl 23. 7:30 p.m.. 121 Weet Hal. 
Open lo el  
Society ol Proleeaional Joumelata 
Fret tormal meeOng Mon Sapt 23, 7:30 p.m.. 
121 Waal Hal Oteojeesd en be the MarJa'a 
Impact on Hostage sauahona 
Al rjroapacaVe mambara watoorne 
THE   AMERICAN   POWERBOAT   ASSOCIA- 
TION WaU CONDUCT HYDROPLANE RACES 
AT NARY JANE THUMTON STATE PARK IN 
GRAND RAPIDS, OHIO ON SEPT. 21 AND 22. 
THE RACES IEQIN AT 9:00 A.M. AND ENO 
AT APPROXIMATELY 8:00 P.M. EACH BAY. 
DRIVERS FROM 10 STATES ARE EXPECTED 
TOCOaBPITF.  
THE FANTASY AND WAROAMrNO SOCIETY 
of BGSU wokcmee you Wa meal HHa and 
awry Friday ol Via ssmeeler Meotmga are 
field al the Of! Campus Student Cenler(beae- 
rnent of Moaary) General buamaas meeting at 
6:00pm and gamingloaOwa DID. TRAVEL- 
LER, STAR TREK. Morrow Protect end many 
ostiara. 
The Women tor Woman ptorastog rjoaamrttae 
Bar a "TAKE BACK THE NIGHT" Rally and 
March aril be misting Mon., Sapl 21 at 7:50 
In aha Seeks Room ol the university Union, 
Woman tor Woman Imrrtee you to a 
COFFEEHOUSE 
Feekartng the rmiarc ol SPECTRUM 
Staging songs of peace and •omen's music 
Sept- 20th. 1:00 p.m., Amenl Room 
All doaeltons will be given to the 
Seneca Woraon'a Paaoa Encampment 
Carkbaan AaarxtotJon Mealing Sunday Sapl 
22. Tafl Room. Umvsrsrty Union. 4 p.m. Open 
to al For more Information cat Errol Samuel at 
364-2026 or Paul BWday 363-2610.  
RIDES 
RUe needed to Zamava*. OMo. Sapt. 27. 28. 
and 29th Cat Alee or Karen 372-3833 
SERVICES OFFERED 
-  Enjoy  Happy  Lea ftrneea Baauau 
SkW ra al yours Free Repon Mr Hsppmsaa 
Bo. 223 AH Serge. FL 32716.  
FCtlTSTYPSeQ 
Sl/pagt (DS| on campus pick-up 4:00 pm. 
668-2578  
LSAT ' MCAT ' QMAT ■ ORE 
• CPAREVCW • 
STATE NUHSaNO BOARDS — NCLEX 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
No  1 11 TEST PREPARATION 
14191 536-3701 TOLEDO. OH 
PORTABLE TCtLET RENTAL 
Free pickup 1 daavsry 
 362-7316  
RuaHe'a Sewtvj and AaaraBrjiia 
Everymmg must be dean 
Phone 352-7266  
PrcliaaloneJ typing done on en IBM Your work 
wa be storsd on (taken* reedy tor leal rranuto 
change* or corracaona $1/06 page. -Cal 
Tore* M 1-674-1461. 
PERSONALS 
ALPHA DELTS: ARE YOU REALLY BORN TO 
SE WHD? WE'LL SEE TOMORROW MOHTI 
HOPE YOU HAVE YOUR CRAZY CAMPsMO 
DATES - IT'LL BE A NNHT NO ONI WH.L 
WANT TO eBSSH  
Atpha XI OeBa'a QUARRY DAZE „. cpmlngl 
Amber, 
The purple naBVea are reeaees In ttva year of 
t»FU Pic 
* Man al Alpha Oar**: 
On your mart, gel eat, ready tola ga to the 
gr^tor^a»o*yBrMr«ybooBr*M.So 
tol'a s* Alpha dams and gat psyched  See 
yoaMltaOtll  
ATTENTION: Citoalnal to aft I Majors 
CJO Meeting Tuee . Sept 24 at 8 p m m 102 
Henne Quest speeker Clnl BaDer from Toledo 
FBI  
Attention Sigma CN'sl 
Belter get ready lor s wtd time   cause me 
Gamma Phi's are ready to party w*h you. 8a* 
youFrkasyl  
ATTENTION SAE't WE'RE "JAIBMM"' AND 
READY TO "RHASTA" M OUR TOOAS WITH 
AU OF YOU AND CRUCIAL DSC TONMHTI 
TOQA, TOOAI LOVE. THE DEE 0EE1 
Arm: To the ! men 4 Mead from KoM Hal 
Whet Strsagahl What Cliarelryl What guyel 
Thar* you so much tor taking me beck to the 
tosrara — my ankle Blanks you, tool 
CMO  
Batay. 
r ■ that ftme of yaw 
yes. the Islander » near. 
Watch out. ma natives are reaseee 
rungFLIJMO  
Bred Baker. 
Congratulations and thanka - aoma days. 
we M need help getting storied 
BROTHER OF THE WEEK. SEPT. IS 
The Brothers ol SigmePhl Epalon 
bast Mend — amer* aw yaaT Da—  
•••fJuelneeeMitora"' 
DELTA SMMA Ft aWBNEII FRATERNITY 
■Mies you to B4FO NTTE. THURS SEPT 26 M 
7:30 p.m . McFai Cantor. Coma SEE WHAT 
WE'RE AU ABOUT. DELTA SIGMA R — WE 
MEAN BUSttESB  
BGSU FLAG CORPS 
Beat of kick to afl of you In the fret show and 
dumg the rest ol me seeaon Were behind you 
al the way Love. Ussy and Curie 
cm Oa maybe mud  lovers but you 
bewerd because we've go) a toam ol luggers 
mat are stronger than lair 
ANNETTE AGEE 
CHHeS CUfkNWGHAM 
KAREN HERBORT      % 
DEE DEE JABLON 
LAURA PEEBLES 
USA SCMUC MART 
KELLEYSIZER 
Good luck toaml Your Chi 0 sisters are putJng 
toryout ' 
ChnaKtoin. 
Thanks lor M your oedleetlon to 
the House - its karl beginning to pay on 
BROTHER OF THE WEEK, SEPT. S 
The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epeaon 
Cnrs)« Kurt. 
Wa want to Bank you tor ma Darby Data Fun. 
As coschee you were F1. 
Love, me Stotora ol Phi Mu  
CONORATUIATIONS ANNE BAKER 
ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO LEROY HARRI- 
SON MAY YOU BE BLESSED WITH MANY 
LITTLE LEROYS  
Cortxatuasaona Alpha Chi's on winning Darby 
Day Gamea. 2nd overM and tot runner up 
Derby Derang - Wendy1 
Keep up me great work!  
Thars s Bsg Aklght on your Phi Del ActrveBCm 
Csn't wan to lake Amy and Cynrj to the lal oeM 
party! Oh. by Bia way. due to Aoct 222. the 
■atotoad tor me reel ol the 
la  
Oat a duel There's only 22 days Ml and the 
auadown'a begun  Gat scoping now tor a 
whrJa lot of ton.  
DEI SCE MUD TUG TEAM 
WE'RE   "PULUNQ'' FOR YOU, 
YOU'RE PUUJNO OUR ROPE 
YOU'U ww WITHOUT armNO MUDDY, 
WEH0PEI1 
LOVI, YOUR DM Bag SISTERS  
DEE ZEES AND ALPHA SKIS 
The men ol LAMBDA CHI srs looking torwsrd to 
our He tonight. LETS PARTY UF11  
Hit*, 
LOOMM   FORWARO   TO   TONMHTI   WE 
COULDN'T   THB4K OF A BETTER WAY   TO 
"KICK-OFP' A WUBJIB WEEKEND. 
LOVI, THE ALPHA PHM  
DESPERATELY  SEEKMQ  MaxE    Meet   ma 
Friday. 6:00 p.m. el the City Park by Bat tunnel 
sea* [Stone Shaaar« raawig)   Anger 
DO KIDNAP COUNTDOWN: 
 4WHKSII  
DONNA. GUESS WHAT HAPPENS SUNDAY? I 
FORGET SURPRISE ON THE WAY? WE 
SPENT ONE YEAR TOGETHER AND THERE IS 
MS-LIONS MORE ON THE WAY. WHAT AN 
BeBFtlATION I LOVE YOU, STEVE. PS. 
WHAT ABOUT WYOMING? 
ftnupM 
Sapt 21. 1862 





FAU MTO Q*s£EK WEEK '•* 
Greek Week le Comlngi 
Mon. Sapt. 30-Bat.. Oct. 8 
FAU BTTO GREEK WEEK a» 
FWfS: 
THANKS FOR THE COOKOUT YOU OUYS 
AM AU GREAT GET PSYCHED FOR GREEK 
WEEK CAUSE THE PHrS CANT WAITII 
LOVE. THE ALPHA PHW 
Free B QSU and Bowing Green transient on 
any of our merchancsse  Jeer* N Things. 531 
25m*  
OOOO- LUCK DELTA ZETA MUD TUQGE RS - 
LET8 KEEP THE WwNlwNG TRADITK3N AND 
HAVE ANOTHER MUD TUG VICTORY TUB 
FWPAYI  
GOVERNMENT HOMES Irom *1 
(U RapNr). Abo delnquenl ton property. 
Cal 1-606-687-6000 Ext GH 8848 tor Wor 
GREEKS - THANKS FOR YVELCOMBJG US 
TO OUR NEW HOUSE ON CAMPUS! A SPE 
CML THANKS TO KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA. 
ZBTs AND PHI PSfs The FUla  
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
Laurie Roatoeh 
Gamma Phi love and mine. 
oraaoant tag Mooy  
HewMroomei. I mink you're torrtac and I canl 
watt to go home watt youl Remember. I am 
akraya her* to eatonl 
Love, your Kappa loornmala  
HEATHER ROSS: Tonight's Bat raghtl I'm 
paychad tor siBJaBon and I hope you are too. 
Get ready tor a greet Urns! AOT" 
KD love and mtia, Dana.  
Hay Alpha Chi's. 
 "LETS TUG-  
Hay AXO'a t datoa. 
Gat ready tor a "WET -N WILD WEEKEND!" 
Hay Daa Zeae do you have your dale for the 
Weetom Wind-In Data Party yet? Better start 
looking only 3 more waakel Yaa Hal  
Gotta Cruah on a 
Bettor let her know! 
HURHYIM HURRYIII 
Gel involved In Bia workta argeel 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
Future Buaneaa Laadara 
MEMBERSHIP Drive TMa FRl . Sapl 20 
Stop byandaaktouamtheBA Lobby 8-2:30 
inducaon of new mambara Sapt. 30 
B you need a g*l - We have ■ at CotonbJ 
naatcaons, 126H W. Woostor  
Janni Band. Laura Motnti. Mataaa Puokat. and 
Lea Arm Rodtord 
Or*/ 1 mors day '■ baBaBonl Gat psyched! Wa 
Ova youl Your Kappa siolsra  
JENNY BUND 
I HAD A FANTASTIC TB4E THIS WEEK GET- 
TBsQ READY FOR BsTTIATION TOMORROW 
YOU Wli REAUY GET TO KNOW KAPPA 
AND WHY IT B SO SPECIAL TO AU OF US' 
O0N0RAT3. LOYAUY. 810  
JON MANKE AND DENNY DORM: 
Oat reedy to party,  gat paychad tor tun, 
uBJmato tnebee Si the sun The ome of your He 
* vary naar. Alpha a Deaa dato party • aknoat 
here! Oat aicRad, lOmrres t Koray  
KAPPA DELTA COrsORATULATIS: 
KEUY ECSUa - HsaYnCST ACTTlT 0U»JL 
KEUY ECKLES 1 OJNNY kBLLER - HMH- 
EST BM AND UTTLE Q. P.A. 
HEATHER ROM - HIGHEST PLEDGE Q.P.A. 
lula>»IJPTHIvY«a«TwX»raX||  
KaBaaan SuaVan and Belay Gardner. 
CorvjrssjIaBons on rrvaxlng Mudant oourli Youl 
boah maka great delenae sttoumaysl 
Love, Your PN Mu Stotors  
Ksssy. You are the beet bkj anyone ooutd aak 
tor. I am ao aaoaad tor Saturday I know ■ wB 
be a rraariory I wl rawer target. Lova. Mat 
KBU.YN WAKBP*XLD, 
A BM COIawMTulATMNS ON YOUR AL- 
PHA PHUJELTA CW LAVALeSRING TO JOHN. 
WHAT A BURFRIBtl! 
LOVa^YOIJRALastAFSBaTaTIRS  
KSer Carl and Tommy Bia Turd, 
B you work rooty hard, rnayba eomedey you 
guyacenra»matonw>a» ate Jsrrrry McVeigh s 
Kan wmgar. Ccrvjrelulsrlorvj on your an- 
gegement You aurprtoad us M st the candto 
piling Wewtehmabeatlorbomolyou 
Love, Your PN Mu Slsaara  
KRB AND STACIA. 
THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESSI 
FUDAN  
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA — 
GET CRAZY AT THE TMRO ANNUAL CAMP- 
B*3 DATE PARTY WE'RE GONNA MAKE ITU 
lAIJRACBtLAR 
Happy BatMayl The wad one itnaaY Una 18! 
Cant wa» to patty AU weekend- rnayba now 
you won! gel kicked out of Mem SI I 
LoveyaiKaay  
Laurie. 
Congrats - you Unsay mads • baby! I canl waB 
to cetobreto" Thanka tor bang such a great 
Marat — "Cheere" to mors taraaaac and axcB- 
hg advanajraa! Good kick wan Qarnrna PN. 
Love. Amy ^^_ 
UTa Jamaan I Coaaan - 
TNakttl 
Ccrigraruleeonson your rtoatjon — AOT. and 
al thai funky alutl! Gal paychad tor one partrkl 
KD love and mine - Anna 
UNDA POWELL. 
Not only are you a greet Rr»Chl a year War but 
a great Blend tool Wa ton yal Two great 
GAMMA PHB. Sue I Aaaa  
Uz. I am ao gkd yo ohoaa Kappa and I hope I 
won't Haappom you! I lova to saton ao remem 
bar our iriendehip whenever you need a frtandl 
Love, Mel   PS Mud Tug, was* out tor ua. 
MEGHAN CAMPBEU- 
CONGRATS ON PLEDGaNG KAPPA - I WBH 
YOU AU THE FUN AND HAPPINESS N THE 
NEXT 4 YEARS AS I HAVE HAD. LOVE S 
LOYALTY, YOUR SISTER 8MBHAN  
MELAME. GET READY FOR YOUR SECOND 
VISIT TO FU BLAND. OUR NrGHT M PAR 
ADBE WaU. BE EVEN BETTER THAN LAST 
YEAR-SI YOUR FU NATIVE. SCOTT  
Men of Bets Thete PI - Are you reedy tor a •*! 
I crazy toe war. the Alpha De«a? We went to 
see « any ol you are bom to be wldl  
IBCHAEL DUFFY, 
HAPPY 22nd BSnTHDAYIN 
AUBTY LCrVE.aBCt4fllI  
MOLLY MoGEOUGH 
DO I TEU YOU HOW HAPPY I AM YOU'VE 
PLEDGED KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA" I AM SO 
PROUD TO SAY YOU'RE A KAPPA   GOOD 
LUCK TUB SEMESTER AND KEEP UP THE 
GREAT WORK LOYAUY. SIOBHAN  
Mr Hood end m* gal al me front desk: 
CorHjrarukMona on becoming an "Bam.'' You 
know. But on a pizza! 
The gal m me top bunk  
Mud Mud Mud 
Mud Mud Mud 
Mud Mud Mud    
NEVER AQAJN la B/JBjBJ OcL 41  
Happy 21at Birthday" I hope yours w* bo as 
good sa you made mat*. Lowe ANraya. Corbki 
PN Mu Mud Tug Team: 
Phi Mu ruggers are reedy lor fun 
You w* soon aee we're #1 
Good kick to our torrttlc ruggers 
Karen, Jan. Unda. Hoovey. Mary Anna and 
»-*  
PN  Mua.   Ties   weekend   m   gong   to   be 
greet   Mud Tug. Sig Ep Tea t eauerhood/oam- 
pout. Gat paychad satin!  
PhJPaTa. 
The Alpha ChTa war* proud to work wati you In 
the bathtub raceel Gel paychad tor nert yaarl 
Lovs.AXOsPS.ss 
The Abha XTa want to Mart ma weekend out 
right by partying wth me Pfcee toraaht1 
PROUD TO M A OK ZEEI 
Room AatoTIi m MY HEART — For a warm. 
eanaBhs and cartrg FEMALE 18-26. 
WHY NEED ccrrcer*Drvjrap 
WHO NEEDS a companion: Tel Blender male. 
teyra. ok) 
Contact MaXE « 335 BROMFKLD. Sartoua 
lyjarteooray  
Sarah Latham - Happy "18 " fl'a time to atari 
partying. Sorry rm not there. Brand* . 
ShaBy Burrows: Your 2nd Anchor Big tova* 
youl Have a greet weekend! 




BHHH! MUMS THE WOROI 
ORDER YOUR MUMS FOR 
PARENTS DAY TODAY AT 





COUEOE PARK 1:00 
SkjEpe 
We're puah tor yal Haw a greet day and get 





The ASPENPrime Rib & Champagne Brunch 
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
ALL YOU CARE TO EAT BUFFET 
ON LY $6.95 including beverage 
C^> Prime Rib 
O Champagne 
«S> Eggs Benedict 
O Chicken Lorraine 
O Deep Fried French Toast 
O Fresh Coffee Cake & Rolls 
O Cream Cheese 
O Mousse 
^ Bagels 
^ Fruit & Juices 
"Enjoy an incredible Brunch before the Game!' 
ajyajarajaaajaii P»J»" 
STEVE. 
YOU HAVE MADE 22 A MAGIC NUMBER AND 
THE LAST 12 MONTHS THE GflSATEST OF 
MYUFE THANK YC<lfH» A TRULY SPECtAL 
YEAR. "WHAT Ot TFTYBaO TO SAY aS TM 
GLAD YOU SPILED THE BEERM" HAPPY 1st 
SWEETalll I LOVE YOU. DONNA  
Suaan. 
ra amoM ame tor FW BJLANO ao get paychad 
lor a raaty PUPJPLE Bmal 
FU TERRY  
SUB*. 
TUB purple raaM * gating reeBaaa beceuss 
m» FU BLAND W be Bia beat.        Oaotl 
••TAMMY CANTBSt" 
Evan Bough you era only 16,1 *■ Bar* you're 
dHvjuaangly outoll Happy Birthday honl 
Lovaya. Jan  
TarrlDurbh. 
Happy 20th BMMay! Good Bye to PlnoocNol 
Lo»a. Morganra* . 
THE ASHLEY OtALUTMOt.. 
DAM TO a* THINE 
DARE TO BE THERE 
DARE TO BE TrBJRE  
THE GREEN T AaaaXXIPJNE af OPEN 
WE WANT YOUR AUauMS. CASH 
HNDITATtSTaOUOH  
Tloket aitoa opan today Gat As-Sports 
Paaaaa and Miami game Bcketa 8-6 « Andar- 
eon Arena-  
TO OUR QUARRY BAH DATES, 
STIVE.   BOBBY.   JOHN,   BRIAN.   PERRY   * 
mm 
HEY. HEY OUYS, YOU BETTER BE PSYCHED 
TM TaWI WE'RE WAITING FOR 
IS SATUROAY MJOMT 
ALL SEVEN OF US JUST LOVE OUR DATES 
AND WE KNOW YOU AU. JUST CAN'T WAIT 
LOVRTHe'M-tOMaTOOBTTIH  
To Bat IrasasOal rr«ml and Spring 
CHofcen ol CMiatlia 4a* HAPPY tMM Donl 
ekidy toe hardl The oBvat BhaCBant  
TelHeSajPrae- 
The ade • up. tot'a grve a cheer. 
Quarry Data w* aoon be here' 
As Friday night etowty paaaaa. 
Saturday wB bring Iota ol drtnks 
IBM FAU PLEDGES, 
CimgiaaaaBnr*. and watooma to Bia 
House wan ma Heart. Take the ulaaenjl 
end bs psn ol ths Bsel New Member 
Education Program N BGSU! 
The Brotnara of Sigma Phi Epalon 
WANTED 
• needed tor noueeet 221 SB 
on comer of SouBl Sumnat mouse wBNn. 
Waraad: Ntont AudBor rraarey tor weekenda. 
Apply h person « me Buckeye Budget Motor 
i 6 a m.-4 p.m  
So g*t e«c**d and com* aaYa. 
your Alphs XI dsto w* see you 
around aval 
From XI Prei 
TUOTUOTUO 
TUOTUOTUO 
TUOTUQ TUB  
What happened to Bia SPAM after graduation? 
NIK Cleveland. Dear*, or dkl be go back to 
Oeytone? I hope ha antoya Bat Merni 
game you never know aM mom and Bat 
puppy nUyUrJni 
Whan you aak tor change, who tstone - snd 
k»aa acaon? UNOERGRAQUATE STUOENT 
GOVEFaNUENT Shore m me voice Vole lor on 
and off oampua dkurtcl repreaantaBvea 
vreds .Sept  25 In the Union Oral 9-5 and the 
Ltrary 5:30-10.  
WHY rS EVERYONE SO AU AGLOW? 
BECAUSE THEY AU KNOW 
THAT SIX LITTLE NEC* 
ARE GOBM TO BE ACTIVE CHI 0*1 
GOOOLUCK NEOPHYTE8I LOVE. YOUR XO 
SISTERS  
XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO 
THINK MUOi 
SEE DEBRA PHPPSI     . 
THNKSPBaT! 
SEE CHI OMEGA! 
XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO 
YOU KNOW WHAT THEY 8AY- 
THFaSE TBaES A CHARM- 
COME ON ALPHA XTB 
LETS PUT MUD TUG Bt 
"M BAQ"II  
YOUR CM O BatTERS CANT WAIT 
FOR THEsR NEO'S BBTIAT10N. 
IT IS GOING TO BE GREAT 
 A REAL CELEBRATION  
OX)VEI»aV*=NT JOBS Sie.040-SSe.230/yr. 
Now  Hiring   Cal  1-606-667-6000  E«t   R- 
9648 tor currant toderel eat.  
CM 372-4860 ond wtoh Laura a 
Happy fNtndayl ■ 
ABaiBaia Laaaaal I need to dance tor you 
Parttoa. btrBidaya. and amal get togethera are 
my apertol,. Mala danoar For more Ho. 372- 
3462.  
wa toke top ouaBry. hand crafied iteme m on 
ujrwignmeiii. See ua at Cotoraal neBeilum 
126H W. Wooaaar. 363^677.  
Fnendry. Cute. Overworked Male ArBet looking 
tor  tnaaagant.   romantic,   outgoing.  atsracBva 
torraBa who grvea greet baokrub* and BUM to 
have ton. CM Jack 363-0607. 6-10 pm, MWF 
31 Bavora are tul ol fun 
Sat * Sun. youl be me one 
to gst s brownie or fudge free 
I you bring mat m to me 
and pur cheee al toast a cone 
Pasaaa ooma. but donl pome alone  
1MB BM IP MUD TUG 
Today. 3:00 Cossg* Park 
1 mats roommate needed tor house on E. 
WnoBtor ecroos from Sigma Nu Cal 681-6376 
or 352-6000  
1 MALE NEEDS ROOM PREFERABLY 
WITHROOMATE 
CAU 372-6467  
4 ackala for Lettorman Sapaambar 26 
Cal 364-1410  
2 Ferrva* rotxraraa** needed lor Soring to rent 
ataaretianl doee to oampua. Cal 363-8606. 
1 FEMALE RMT. needed to ahare furrlehed 2 
bdrm. apt Good tooason CM 363-0812 
HELP WANTED 
Martwahg posBJona i aBaiila. RapkSy expand- 
Ing cable TV company * searching tor a*H 
inuBiMid tnrjrvktueai to work m the aataa t 
marketing department FiaT > part Ume poaWons 
I llatll. Must be neat I personebis flllitli 
k^eportoaon raoukad   CM KaBiy al 878 
8631  
REWARD - Free Btp to Daytona plus rxxnrnla 
aton money. WANTED: orgenlted group or 
mdMdual to promote the number one Spring 
Break up to Daytona if you are mteraaaed In 
our reword cal 414-781-0466 Or 1-800-453- 
8074. IrninJMllil Or write Oeeigners ol 
Travel, N   48. W   13334   Weal Hampton Ava 
Manoraonee Fall, Wl 53061  
BsCys»1er/LD Tutor: 7 30-8 30 am. 
M.W.R.F tor 6 yr ok) gat. 
Cal 353-2112, 6 p.m.-9 p.m.  
DaBvery peraon raaada oar 
Cal 364-2164 or 362-0526 
Attonaon Actora. MuNdane I Studenta 
Do you tova pubic btoadcaaBng? Need anic- 
uksa, energetic, outgoing people to mva* by 
tesnmuni. vtowera I Islsners of TV 30VFM 81 
puHc brraaaoMaYai Toledo, to become mam- 
bara. Part tint* houra, ongoing training S ad 
waxawiaril potanBal. If you're dynama* on me 
rjhona cM arts merkeang. aak tor Coiean. 242- 
5O04 0etw*«n 1-4pm  
FOR SALE 
For Sate: 1B74MsrajryMora*go New battery 
and area S600 CM 666-1886.  
PLEASE BUY MY BRAND NEW SK INCH 
OOUBLE-SDE, DOUBLE DENSITY COM- 
PUTER DISKETTES  S2 EACH. 6 FOR S10, 
JM 372-4886  
FOR SALE: TOP OF LBC WIB8TLER SPEC- 
TRUM RADAR DETECTOR. JUST BOUGHT 
THJB SUMMER! I NEED MONEY — CANT 
PASS IT UP. 353-8002, $140.00  
1874 Prjntlec Lamene 
Run* eircalanl. many new parts. Some body 
datnage. aaktig S800 Cal 353-4605 
rataar nnrvann 77 Fa> conrjaon Aaktogtor 
$1.200 or beet offer Phone 362-6382. 
PEAVEY T-OO Electric Garter w/hwdahM case 
CilQlNnl Shape   MUST SEE   $260 or Beat 
offer. Cal 362-6866. aak tor Doug 
Stereo wax AM/FM radto. turntable. I B-treck 
wBJi eland Cal 352-2605 from 86  
FOR SALE XEROX 620-1 personal computer 
$1.600 00 FBeVJ Contecl (37)2-7267 or 
362-1071   
PERFECT APARTMENT FURNITURE 
Mia* aaiaransoattsryl Good price*   weterbed. 
deek.  aatia-chalra,   hnoticaaai,   ivde-e-bed. 
shades  4  more.  Ptoaaa  cal  $  Breve  your 
fl get bock ASAP  1-362-6746 
FOR RENT 
to lutilun 2 bedroom apt. "Own 
bedroom.   Iota  ol  space    $166  4 
l or Erica, 364-5676 
UVE M NEW YORK CITY FOR $ I SO.rrr*. 
WELL   NOT REAUY. BUT YOU CAN SHARE 
AN APT. M DOWNTOWN B Q FOR 
$150/rr*h - FUUY FURNISHED, tod. UTIL . 
MALES ONLY, CAU SEAN 354-2500 
2 bedroom epersrwnt cbaa to UnrveraBy. ado e 
1 room efficiency wati uBaBee pen, 362-6822 
Sub tosse eparanent M 222 S CoBage 
Coraad: Newtovo Apia . S Mem. 362-6620 
TWO BEDROOMS IN PRIVATE HOME FOR 
RENT WITH KITCHEN PRIVILEGES CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS COME SEE 126 BYAU. CAU 
362-2616.      
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Trude Mkhtl Stilt 
ACROSS 
1 Part of the 
school yaer 
t Anceatral 
it Baby food, eg 
14 -Caronome," 
an. 
15 Biblical dancer 
16 Coatarol 
"Oulncy" 
1? Rekjmdar to an 
"old nat" 
whlmay? 
20 Mlaa-an  
21 Moo musical 
22 Elevator man 
23 " dlller 
ence..." 
25 Small quantity 
26 Sia'a alb 
28 Part of a word' 
Abbr. 





38 Come-back to 
a "stock" 
phraae? 
42 Game bird 
43 College club 
44 Letter abbr 
46 Zero 
47 the lint 
48 Viper 
52 Cow catcher 




61 Reply to a 
"common" 
comparison? 
64 Coal measure 
65 Reluctent 
66 Culmination 
67 Summer. In 
France 
66 School award 
89 TV actor Tim 
DOWN 
i Keep on 
2 Leila father 
3 Facathaday 




6 Hall ol 28 Down 
7 ease 









16 Daily, for one 
18 Neither* 
companion 
24 Short dash? 
25 "Onthaavar- 
aga things sre 
mediocre.' e 
26 College near 
Phllry 
27 Cries at a meet 
26 Norse god 
31 New Zealand 
natives 
33 Cuckoo 
34 Curved toiler 
36 Movie VIP 




41 Chain rope lor 
a mast 






53 Cancel a space 
(light 
55 Kudo from s 
critic 
57 Guffaw 
56 Tale opener 
59 Big rig 
60 Hurried 
62 Actor Linden 
63 Celtic Neptune 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE: 
noun 
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Keeping love alive over the miles 
by John Brooker 
Friday reporter 
Mike, a sophomore English 
major, found out the hard 
way that without constant 
communication a long-dis- 
tance romance hasn't got a 
chance. He and his girlfriend 
had been ''going together" for close to two years when he 
came to the University. In 
one month, their relationship 
was over. During that month, 
one letter passed between 
them. Only one phone call 
was made. 
What's the hardest thing 
Cou've ever done while at the 
niversity? For some stu- 
dents, the answer might be 
CS-202, or that three-hour 
chemistry lab or even the 
Rec's annual triathlon. For 
others, however, it's staying 
in love. 
There are two basic types 
of long-distance romances: 
successes and failures. How 
do successful couples coun- 
teract the distance? The an- 
swer is not complicated. The 
most important ingredient to 
a long-distance romance is 
communication. 
According to Elroy Miller, 
of Family Services of Greater 
Toledo, the term "long-dis- 
tance" applies to any 
relationship where the couple 
is apart for at least two weeks 
at a time. 
Miller suggests that long- 
distance lovers set aside time 
or budget ''a systematic way 
to communicate." He said 
they must agree to write or 
call each other a certain num- 
ber of times during the week 
and then adhere religiously to 
the schedule. 
"We make a commitment 
to communicate and then we 
get too busy here on campus 
and we start making excuses 
(for not communicating)," 
Miller said. 
He said long distance lovers 
must force themselves to sit 
down and write letters or 
make phone calls. 
For example, Barb, a ju- 
nior journalism major, has a 
boyfriend that goes to school 
in New York. They have a 
successful romance despite 
the miles. When asked how 
she and her boyfriend keep 
their romance aflame, she 
replied, "... tons of letters 
and owning stock in the tele- 
phone company." 
Another important element 
to success, according to 
Miller, is establishing limits 
to the relationship. He said 
that the partners should sit 
down ana discuss what kind 
of commitment is going to 
exist between them. Will out- 
side dating be acceptable? 
Should the relationship re- 
main as close or should things 
"cool off?" 
Miller even suggests put- 
ting the terms in writing and 
keeping them close at nand 
for reference. 
According to Miller, newly- 
formed romances are espe- 
cially hard to keep going over 
long distances. He said that 
this  is because young  ro- 
Dancing '50s style 
by Greg r&rkx 
Friday editor 
For many years one of Tole- 
do's most popular dance clubs 
was Renee s, a cavernous, bus- 
tling party spot which rightfully 
styled itself as the "Place to 
Move Together." But despite 
outward signs of success, all 
was not well with Renee's and 
the club was sold in April. 
With new owners came new 
ideas and, on July 25, the club 
was reborn as Henry J's Fun- 
drinkery, a sassy, original 
dance and drink establishment 
that promises good times for the 
21-and-over crowd in Northwest 
Ohio. 
According to Kevin Brandt, 
manager of Henry J's, the club's 
new image and higher admit- 
tance age (Renee's admitted 
patrons 19 and over) are de- 
signed to appeal to an older 
clientele. 
"Next year there's a very 
good chance that the (drinking) 
law in Ohio may change to 21," 
said Brandt. "In preparation for 
that, we wanted to see what kind 
of crowd we're going to get with 
a 21-and-over drinking law. 
We're going for an older crowd 
now. 
"We gave Renee's a complete 
facelift. The idea was to bring 
the atmosphere from the '50s 
and '60s into the '80s, and we 
tried to do that with the decora- 
tions, the employees and the 
music." 
Indeed, the essence of the 
1950s and 1960s lives again at 
Henry J's. From generous help- 
ings of vintage Motown music to 
waitresses wearing bobby socks 
and saddle shoes, the club is a 
refreshing step into the past. 
While decorations at Renee's 
were generally limited to disco 
balls and table tents. Henry J's 
is a playground of visual diver- 
sions. 
Bright neon and fluorescent 
lights reveal furniture set up to 
mimic the quintessential 1950s- 
style diner. 
Padded booths line one wall of 
the establishment and barstools 
surround the outer railing of the 
dance floor, giving patrons a 
ring-side seat to watch the latest 
moves. 
Other unusual touches include 
a billowing, white parachute 
suspended over one of the pool 
tables and a dozen shiny hub- 
caps suspended over another. 
The club's most intriguing 
adornment is its namesake, a 
1953 Henry J automobile which, 
according to Brandt, was pro- 
duced in Toledo by the Henry J. 
Kaiser Company. 
The bright green automobile 
is perched on a pedestal in the 
middle of the dance floor; a jukebox, circa 1950, guards its 
rear bumper. Hanging above the 
car is a projection screen alive 
with the moving images of the 
Supremes and other music leg- 
ends from the 1950s and 1960s. 
• See Henry J's. page 11. 
mances are typically based 
on "beat of the moment" 
emotions and on physical con- 
tact As a result, after only a 
few weeks apart, the pair 
may begin to realize that the 
romance lacks the concrete, 
lasting elements that more 
established relationships 
have. 
At that point. Miller said, 
the partners should discuss 
where the relationship is at 
present and where it should 
lead. After careful consider- 
ation the relationship may 
end, but at least a lot of pain 
can be avoided. 
The transition from seeing 
each other everyday to al- 
most never seeing each other 
is sometimes a tremendous 
shock, said Miller. One way to 
avoid being knocked cold by 
this transition, he said, is to 
talk about it with someone. 
Miller advised lovesick stu- 
dents to "find a friend you 
can trust and tell them how 
Ci're feeling. Simply vent- 
your emotions is a sound 
way to begin to deal with 
them." He also suggested 
that getting involved in 
"meaningful and useful activ- 
ities" might help to ease the 
pain of long-distance longing. 
So if you're in a long-dis- 
tance relationship and are 
having problems, or if you just want to help make it last, 
here again are some tips you 
and your partner can use to 
keep your love alive: 
1. Establish a systematic 
way to communicate and then 
adhere to that schedule. 
2. Set the limits or terms of 
the relationship, including the 
extent of the commitment. 
3. Find a trustworthy friend 
and talk to him or her about 
your feelings. 
4. Fill your time with mean- 
ingful and useful activities. 
If you would like more in- 
formation about how to insure 
a successful long-distance ro- 
mance, contact Elroy Miller 
at Family Services of Greater 
Toledo, 352-4624. 
State Discount 




Visitors to Henry J's Fundrinkery dance around the club's namesake, a 
1953 Henry J. 
For those who feel disenfran- 
chised by high prices and a lack 
of record competition in Bowling 
Green, there's no longer a need 
to drive to Toledo or Back home 
for the bargains. 
State Discount Store, located 
at we old T.O.'s building on 
College and Wooster Streets, 
opened for business on Aug. 15. 
Their motto, according to as- 
sistant manager Molly Maher, is 
"Classic music, classic prices." 
"We carrv a complete variety 
of music, although we're a little 
weak on country and western 
and jazz," said Maher. "It may 
not be as complete a collection 
as Finder's (Record and Tapes 
on North Main Street), but we're 
not as expensive either." 
The "classics," including rock 
standards like The Who, Led 
Zeppelin and Neil Young, are 
marked at $3.99 and $4.99. 
New releases generally cost 
$5.99. The album of the week, 
usually a Top 40 selection, is 
marked at $4.99. 
Greg Halamay, owner and 
manager of Finder's, considers 
the competition healthy. 
"When you have competition, 
you're naturally going to put 
more items on sale. It makes 
everyone work harder," Hala- 
may said. 
Sales at Finder's are usually 
limited to "contemporary old- 
ies" such as Steely Dan, Tom 
Petty, Elton John and Spyro 
Gyra. They are priced at two for 
$9. Finder s also has recent Top 
40 hits priced on sale at $5.59 or $5.99. 
In the past, Halamay said, 
about four other record stores 
have come and gone in Bowling 
Green for various reasons since 
Finder's opened in 1971. 
"It's been a pretty compet- 
itive town for records in the 
past," he said. "But we're Bowl- 
ing Green's first independent 
record store. 
"State Discount uses their re- 
cords to draw people in. They 
hope that, when you're in there. 
SDU'11 pick up beer or some of 
leir other drug store items." 
They have no qualms about 
admitting that fact, either. As- 
sistant manager Maher says 
that State Discount has been 
trying to promote its drug store 
items for the past two weeks. 
"We're the closest place to cam- 
pus that carries drug store 
goods," she said. 
Amy Overly, a senior graphic 
design major, said it was beer 
and cigarettes that first brought 
her into State Discount. "Then, I 
noticed all the great albums 
they have, so I went home for 
some more money," she said. 
"Today, I bought four albums at 
a really good price." 
Maher insisted that low prices 
do not mean low quality. State 
Discount's policy is an auto- 
matic refund on defective goods, 
she said. 
~/M-Sfee7s~ 
What are the ingredients for a perfect evening out? 
DM TROWBRIDGE, freshman 
undecided major, Mentor, Ohio: 
"Fun, good conversation, the 
right person and trying some- 
PHIL HJSSONG, senior fi- 
nance major, Piqua, Ohio: "A 
few drinks, a nice dinner with a 
girl and to sit back and relax 
while listening to music and let 
things lead tothings" 
SEAN CONNERY, sophomore 
business major, Woodville, 
Ohio: "Dinner at Kaufman's, 
then a quiet evening at the 
apartment with champagne and 
quiet jazz music. Then let your 
imagination run freely." 
LUCY JAROSZEWICZ, junior 
fashion merchandising major, 
Seven Hills, Ohio: " The evening 
should definitely start off with 
wine, cheese and crackers. The 
perfect ending would be an out- 
door symphony concert" 
MARK MOREL, freshman 
business/biology major, Young- 
stown: "Long stem roses, Dom 
Perignom '52 and a nice Italian 
dinner." 
KIM WOLFE, junior business 
major, Indiana, Pa.: "First, I'd 
like to be picked up in a nice car, 
then taken out to an expensive 
restaurant where there is candle 
light, soft music and dancing." 
Friday/September 20, IMS 10 
Dress it right at Seasons-N- Styles 
The latest from Pakistan and B.G. 
by Uu Latttmorc 
Friday reporter 
With the recent closing of Ma- 
cy'i in downtown Bowling 
(keen, the fashion-conscious 
student may think that a trip to 
Toledo is now the only way to 
satisfy that occasional shopping 
Not so. If you are hankering 
for fashionable and unique im- 
ported clothing as well as famil- 
iar domestic designer names, 
then you should visit the new 
downtown clothing store, Sea- 
sons-N-Styles. 
The store, located at 133 S. 
Main St is nestled between T- 
Square Graphics and Endicott 
Johnson Shoes. Formerly hous- 
ing Winton's Appliance Store, 
Friday/Mike Nemeth 
Marcy Speer, an employee of SessonsNStyles, looks on as Jenny 
Davis, junior communications major, picks out a sweater and asks Karen 
Zauder, senior education major, for her opinion. 
"THE WAY II 
LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL! 
— Starring Live 5 Groups! — 
* DEL SHANNON ("Runaway") 
* LOU CHRISTIE, ("I ightning Strikes") 
* THE DRIFTERS ("On Broadway") 
* DANNY & THE JUNIORS ("Ai rheHop") 
I rad.'     | 
* & ROCK'N ROBINS RHYTHM KINGS. 
September 24, 7:30 p.m. 
"Hancock Recreational C'enterl 
Findlay, Ohio 
[Tickets available al: Hancock Recreational Center 9 - S 
I p.m. Finder's Records A Tapes, Findlay, 403 So. Main 
I Street 422-1161, Hours 10 - 9 p.m. Mon. - Sat. 
I Finder's/Bowline Green, 128 No. Main Street, 352-7677, 
I Hours 9 - 10 p.m. Mon. - Sat.    12 - 5 p.m. Sun. 
IK KITS $9.00 




Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew, 
7-Up, Diet 7-Up, 
Orange Crush, 
A&W Rootbeer, 
Slice & Diet Slice 
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the building's upstairs and 
downstairs have been remod- 
eled. 
Women's fashions fill the first 
floor. Here can be found hand- 
made leather shoes and clothing 
imported from Pakistan. 
Imported shirts range in price 
from f 13-930, while domestic and 
Imported sweaters range from 
mm. 
Men's clothing is located on 
the second floor. Seasons-N- 
Styles carries suits by Christian 
Dior, Bill Blass, and Austin 
Reed. They also stock imported 
leather shoes and jackets. 
Many of Seasons-N-Style's 
dotties are Pakistani imports 
because two of the store's seven 
investors own a material store 
in that country, which enables 
them to Import clothing at a 
cheaper rate. 
In addition to flashy foreign 
imports, Seasons-N-Styles also 
stocks many domestic lines in- 
cluding Sasson, Shaker and Gas- 
oline. 
A line of "splashed" sung- 
lasses and T-shirts produced by 
a local company, First Impres- 
sions, is also featured. 
The unique line is marketed 
by Robbie First, junior radio- 
television-film major, and Mike 
Baldridge, junior marketing 
major. 
Styled after designs originat- 
ing on Eastern seaboard 
beaches, the glasses and shirts 
Seasons-N-Styles, a new local shop, features clothing for men and women. Friday/Mike Nemeth 
are dabbled with colorful plastic 
ink. In all, 88 different design- 
sare available. The sunglasses- 
retail for under $10, while the 
shirts sell for up to $25. 
Store owners Cindy Ingraham 
and Elia Stamboulieh nope to 
open other stores in the region. 
In the future, look for stores in 
Ann Arbor and at North Towne 
Square Mall in Toledo. For now, 
though, Ingraham and Stambou- 
lieh are looking for a steady 
stream of customers in Bowling 
Green. 
"We'd like to keep our eye on 
the University community and 
serve them," said Ingraham. 
'Tor instance, If we know that 
sororities are going to be holding 
a rush or other special occasion 
we'd like to offer them a dis- 
count on our dresses. 
"It's not only fraternities and 
sororities though, we'd like to 
help out any college organiza- 
tion that will be holding a special 
occasion by offering discounts." 
Both owners have attended 
the University. 
Stamboulieh is a candidate for 
a degree in public administra- 
tion and economics, while Ingra- 
ham graduated in 1964 with a 
degree in industrial psychology. 
Seasons-N-Styles is Stambou- 
lieh's first venture into the fash- 
ion industry. Previously, he has 
helped his brother run a male 
cosmetic store in Minnesota. 
The store, called Hemish - 
meaning "macho" in Arabic - 
sold colognes, aftershaves, lo- 
tions and soaps. 
Seasons-N-Styles prides itself 
on the fact that it is specifically 
designed for the well-dressed 
college student. 
"We offer fashion that they 
(students) can't get anywhere 
else in Bowling Green, at prices 
that they can afford," Ingraham 
said. 
'Creator' sinks in its own deepness 
by Scott E. Norman 
Friday reporter 
The fall movie season has 
begun. There will be no more 
movies about teenagers doing 
weird things in their basements 
with home computers until 
Christmas time. 
Fall movies are supposed to 
be adult, meaningful, and above 
all, "deep". The makers of the 
movie Creator" neglected 
mundane elements like plot and 
characters  in their  quest  to 
make a "deep" movie. 
"Creator" stars Peter OToole 
as Dr. Wolper, an eccentric re- 
search biologist at a California 
university. 
For the past 30 years. Dr. 
Wolper has been trying to bring 
his dead wife back to life 
through experiments with cells 
from her body. 
Wolper enlists the aid of a 
lonely graduate student named 
Boris (Vincent Spano), and Mel- 
lie (Mariel Hemingway), a "19- 
1 FREE POP 






year-old nymphomaniac" who 
furnishes Dr. Wolper with the 
fertile female egg he needs to 
grow his wife back. 
The problem with "Creator" 
is that the story is only an ex- 
cuse for the characters to give 
long-winded speeches about 
"deep" subjects. 
For two hours, the audience 
receives one long lecture about 
God, God and science, sex, love, 
death, science and death, God 
and death, and of course, fund- 
ing for research. 
Dr. Wolper calls all this part 
of "the big picture." I call this 
Philosophy 101 with sex and 
explicit language. 
The talented cast of "Creator" 
never had a chance. OToole 
makes everything be says sound 
like a Shakespearean mono- 
logue and every other scene he 
delivers another drippy proverb 
about life. 
Mariel Hemingway, as Wolp- 
er's love interest, is not bad in a 
surprisingly small part, but she 
tries too hard to act uninhibited. 
Spano comes off best when he 
is chasing a pretty lab assistant 
during the first half of the 
movie: unfortunately for Boris 
and the audience, his love ends 
up in a life-threatening coma. 
What follows will send even die- 
hard "Love Story" fans scream- 
ing from the theater. 
Ivan Passer's directing is 
wildly inconsistent. The movie 
starts off as a black comedy and 
then just goes black. In the end. 
Passer creates a boring, pre- 
achy movie. 
My advice, fall movie fans, is 
not to give up. It can only get 
better. 
PARTY IN PERRYSBURG 
HAVE YOUR GATHERINGS AT 
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WE HA VE EVER 
ESHOP 
UR TAILGATE PARTY! 
Minimum 
s-$1.99 
♦Ice Co ♦Snacks ♦AllPe ♦Dorito 
AFTER THE GAME STOP I     FOR ALL YOUR  PAR      NEEDS 
■■ ■■ 
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'Grownup' secret is out 
by Tracey Batdorf 
reporter 
"One day I threw away my 
crayons and coloring book. It 
was time tor me, I decided to 
give life a look. So out I ventured 
with hopes to find the peaceful 
world I had In mind, I saw the 
people Just letting life run on 
rt. I began to wonder If I tried 
grow up too taaf'-Aoony- 
mous. 
In the witty manual, "How To 
Tell If You're A Grownup Yet. 
Or, From Here To Maturity/' 
author Cornelia Ravenal offers 
tips on "Grownup" attitudes to- 
wards sex, the arts and politics. 
To see how badly you need her 
advice, here is a sample quiz 
taken from the book: 
1.) Even when you're busy, 
you never run out of: A) beer B) 
rolling papers C) cigarettes or 
D) toilet paper 
2.) To polish the furniture you 
use: A) Pledge B) lemon oil C) 
nothing -that's the great thing 
about orange crates, they don't 
need polishing or D) a maid. 
3.) When you have a good 
time, you usually say: A) "It 
was awesome." B) "We're 
taudn' supergreat." C) "Like 
woah. Totally."or D) "I had a 
good time." 
Scoring: If you chose mostly A 
answers, most of your friends 
are as immature as you are, but 
that's no excuse; B's, you need 
this book more than anyone; 
C's, you're best described as 
"going through a stage;" and 
D s, no question who's a 
grownup here. 
According to Jerry Wicks, as- 
sociate professor of sociology, 
this type of book is appealing 
because it gives us a chance to 
laugh at our culture. 
"It is nonsensical in that we 
all know we have done these 
things and that it Is culturally 
accepted," said Wicks. "Our 
changing statuses can be looked 
at through humor." 
"Grownup speak." as the book 
points out, is simple and direct, 
unlike the language of a "Mere 
Adult" who basically beats 
around the bush and can't quite 
get to the point. Grownups also 
assume a sense of responsibil- 
ity, not only to others (by send- 
ing thank-you notes, and always 
R.S.V.PJ but also to them- 
selves. They do not drink a Diet 
Coke while eating a Twix candy 
bar. 
A common misconception 
about Grownups is that they are 
a stuffy, humdrum breed of peo- 
ple. They also enjoy recreation 
and amusement but do so in 
moderation and, of course, ma- 
turity. 
When choosing Grownup re- 
cords, singers over the age of 
forty are a safe bet. Your record 
collection should include albums 
by artists from Frank Sinatra to 
Igor Stravinsky. One of the 
things that makes Grownup mu- 
sic so, well, grown-up is that the 
people who make it are not 
afraid to use their whole names. 
Kiss, the Go-Go's, or the Dead 
Kennedy's do not and can not 
make Grownup music. If Sina- 
tra doesn't float your boat, try 
faking, as the book suggests, to 
include singers who at least 
have names that sound decent, 
like Gordon Lightf oot or Olivia 
Newton-John. 
Fast, frivolous automobiles 
can be fun for Grownups If han- 
dled with finesse. A BMW is the 
perfect "Grownupmobile," un- 
derstated and elegant; you don't 
need to show-off. but all the 
other Grownups know exactly 
what it costs. A Mercedes-Benz 
is the grandaddy of Grownup 
cars, even without the hood or- 
nament On the other hand, a 
Mere Adult has an "Isuzu Im- 
pulse": the car is so compute- 
rized, you wonder what it needs 
you for. 
And remember. Grownups see 
films - Mere Adults go to see 
movies. For example. "Women 
in Love" vs. "Women in Chains" 
and "Mask" vs. "Halloween." 
Toe purpose of a Mere Adult 
party is to get all your friends 
together to get looped and ex- 
change unintelligent comments, 
barely audible over "the tunes." 
The purpose of a Grownup party 
is to ensure that the other people 
there invite you to their parties. 
The book also includes the 
Grownup ways to ask for a date, 
get even and handle the chil- 
"How To Tell If You're A 
Grownup Yet, Or, From Here To 
Maturity" may not make the 
New York Times Best Sellers 
list but it is a sure bet for some 
witty, humorous reading. Au- 
thor Ravenal keeps the book 
light and punchy, while at the 
same time making some telling 
statements about our increas- 
ingly Yuppie society. A must- 
read for any aspiring Grownup. 
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AMERICA'S OUTSTANDING FOLK ENSEMBLE 
In a FESTIVAL of Folk Music, Song and Dance 
of EASTERN AND SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE! 
An Artist Series Presentation 
Sunday, September 22,1985       8:00 PM 
Kobacker Hall 
Bowling Green State University 
BGSU Students FREE   Tickets $3,5,7   Senior Citizens Vi price 
Tickets on Sale in Musical Arts Box Office 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
» Why Walk Through   *| 
when you can Drive Through? 
CokeN/R's $2.08 
Dr. Pepper 2 Liter 99* 
Coke Classic Returnables $1.79 (+ ftr+ Deposit) 
Pepsi Returnables $1.79 (+ Tu + Deposit) 
Budweiser Returnables - On Sale 
Cains 1/2 lb. Bag, all flavors 99* 
Doritosllb.  $1.99 
"Bowling Greens only Drive Through" 
780 S. College   352-9851 
Henry J's 
(Continued from page 9) 
In addition to being a dance 
club, Brandt said thatHenry J's 
will also live up to its subtitle as 
a "Fundrinkery," opening daily 
for Happy Hour at 4:30 p.m.W- 
hile enjoying "Margarita Mon- 
day" or'Thursday's "Hawaiian 
Afternoon," patrons can also 
munch on nachos, popcorn and a 
variety of other snacks. 
Henry J's Fundrinkery is open 
from 4:30 p.m. to 2:30 a.m. Mon- 
day through Friday and 7 p.m. 
to 2:90 a.m. Saturday and Sun- 
day. 
FIND   A B.G. DATE 
Who are the ten most compatible men or women tor you at BGSU. 
Find out tor only $3.00! 
Just (ill out the answer sheet below and let our computer determine who they are. 
The tact that the person's name appears on your list is a great conversation starter. 
REMEMBER, if you don't participate, your name will not be on anyone's list. 
Send your answer sheet and $3.00 now. 
Deadline tor receiving answer sheets is September 28, 1985 
You will receive your print-out within five days ot the deadline date. 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Answer all questions below. 
2. Fill out name, address, sex, class, and (optional) phone number. All addresses and 
answers will be kept confidential. Addresses will be used ONLY to mail your print-out 
back to you. 
3. Send answer sheet along with $3.00 cash, check, or money order to: 
DATA MATCH 
1089 Fairlield Drive 
Marysville, Ohio 43040 
4. You will receive a print-out of the ten most compatible men or women for you. Each 
print-out will contain ten students' names, each with a phone number (if supplied), 
class, and a compatibility rating. 
Art you: 
1  male 2 female 
Does it bother you when othan smoke? 
i  yes 2. no 
3. sometimes 




4. almost evary day 





Which beat describes your attitude toward school? 
t. I want to excel     2.1 want to do well 
3.1 just want to get by 
4.1 don't care 
My parent! are: 
i.thegreateet 
3. out of touch 
I think money ii 
1, vary important 
3. not Important 
2. fairly undemanding 









2. a nice thing to have 
4. the root of all evU 
What kind of music do you like beat? 
1   rock 2. pop 
3. country 4. soul 
5 punk 
The blggeat drawback to casual sex le: 
1. It is mortify wrong 
2. fear ot disease     3. pregnancy 
4. no drawbacks       5. lack of partner 
Is it okay for s woman to aak a man out? 
1  yes 2. no 
3. not sure 
Physical attractiveness Is: 
1. very Important      2. fairly Important 
3. somewhat important 
4 not important 
How do you feel about religion? 
1. very Important      2. Important 
3. okay 4. not Important 
My main ambition la to: 
1. make money        2. get a |ob that l like 
3. find and wtte/hueband 
4. graduate 
When It comes to marriage. I: 
1. will definitely get married 
2. will probably get married 
3. probably won't gat married 
4. will never get married 
What type of community did you come from? 
1. farm 2. small town 
3. suburb 4. Inner-city 
I worry most about: 
1. getting good grades 
2. having financial security 
3. being popular 
4 finding the perfect mate 
Love is 
1. lust an exaggerated emotion 
2. the answer to sll my troubles 
3. beautiful and sweet 
4 the reason for e lot of sadness 
16.     Where would you most Not to go on a date? 
'bar 2-party 
3. dinner 4. movie 
5. stay home with my dete 
19. How do you feel about Iratemltlee/eororttiee? 
1  they're all snobs 
2. good for tome people only 
3. they're okay 
4. not sure 
5. I'm t brother/sister and I love It 
20. How do you feel about little kids? 
1. late them 2. can't stand them 
3. depends on the kid 
21. Where do you go to meet new men or women friends? 
i school 2. bars 
3. parties 
4. footbelUbeaketbell games 
22. On a typical flrtt date, you would: 
1. meet for coffee or e drink 
2. have lunch 
3 tee a movie or concert 
4. have dinner 5. other 
23. The section of the newspaper I read first la: 
1 the front page      2. sports 
3. comics 
4. Ann Landers/Dear Abby 
24. How do you feel about your sex Nfe? 
t. ecstasy 2. satisfying 
3. lousy 4. nonexistent 
25. How do you feel about singles bsrs? 
1. greet place to meet people 
2. meat market        3. never been to one 
4. my second home S. no opinion 
26. Abortion should bt: 
1. up to the women 
2. the couple's decision 
3. Megal 4. not sun 
27. I am most comfortable with: 
1. average people     2. the "In" group 
3. Intellectuals 4. bums 
28. Who can really make you laugh the most? 
1. David Lettermen   2. Johnny Carton 
3. Edit Murphy        4. Joan Rivers 
20.     Do you find yourset!: 
1. leading 2 following 
3 getting In the way 
4. dispassionstely observing 
30. What characteristic do you look for most in s friend? 
1 loyalty 2. etnet of humor 
3. generosity 4. teneftMty 
31. I consider myself 
1  outgoing and willy 
2. thy end quiet 
3. studious and reserved 
4. rude end obnoxious 
32. I usually 
t  attack life 2  let life attack ma 
3. get clobbered m the process 
33. I most fete lo take clsssss thel srs: 
1. • challenge 2. an easy grade 
3. bizarre 
4. most beneficial to my future 
34. Whet ettrects you most to someone? 
1. physical characteriatlca 
2. moneyretatua       3. Intelligence 
4. common Interests 
First Name 
DATA MATCH ANSWER SHEET 50S5 
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Be sure to enclose your $3.00. 
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Friday/September 20, IMS 12 
/t^w6^: Saga, R.E.M. offer new albums 
^^ I For the good news, flip the     life's gone through so many     chooses to leave any explicit       The song is • perfect 
'Behaviour' 
by Donny Rouajh 
Friday reporter 
Americans go to California to 
find themselves. Canadians are 
more original. The Toronto- 
based quintet Saga went to 
6laces like Nassau, Zurich and 
lunich to record their third 
album, "Behaviour," and to dis- 
cover why they haven't had a hit 
record since 1981. 
Did they find the answer? The 
results are mixed. 
Side one of "Behaviour" con- 
tains nothing reminiscent of 
"Worlds Apart," their first al- 
bum, or ''Heads or Tales," 
1983's release. The album opens 
with a symphonic prelude that 
should be followed by more sub- 
stance than the mundane "Lis- 
ten to Your Heart." 
Next up, "Take a Chance" 
bounces through a tedious four 
minute run with cutesy rim taps 
and whispered vocals that would 
make Adam Ant proud. For 
Saga, however, it is nearly un- 
forgiveable. 
But before giving last rites to 
"Behaviour/' force yourself to 
listen to "What Do I Know?," 
the band's current single. The 
song is undeniably catchy, due 
in no small part to the efforts of 
veteran studio vocalist Sharon 
Benson. 
It still doesn't follow the prom- 
ising style which was starting to 
evolve on the band's first two 
outings, but it is an excuse to 
give the rest of the album an- 
other chance. 
album over and dig your stylus 
into Side Two, which travels 
further back into familiar Saga 
territory. 
"Easy Way Out" features 
swirling keyboard and guitar 
leads, and establishes what can 
only be called a trademark Saga 
sound with the breakneck stac- 
cato runs so prevalent on 
"World's Apart'* The lyrics 
aren't much above a sixth-grade 
level but. then again, moat 
aren't. When vocalist Michael 
Sadler sings "Look at me-can 
you see/A reason for these ques- 
tions/We've come so far/It's 
only started," you can only be 
happy that the lyrics fit the 
music. 
The next cut, "Promises," is 
OK - no more, no less. It fills 
space before the album cli- 
maxes in a pair of tunes con- 
nected by a clever acoustic 
piano interlude. 
The first of the pair, "Here I 
Am", is the old wish-I-had-my- 
friend's-girl scenario which, de- 
Slte being virtually clubbed to 
nth by songs like Rick Spring- 
field's ''Jessie's Girl," still man- 
ages to sound fresh and sincere. 
Sadler sings, "You know there's 
something wrong/And I know, 
I've seen it on your face/Soon as 
he finds you're gone/There'll be 
someone taking your place." 
As "Here I Am" fades, the 
sounds of children playing can 
be heard, setting the scene for 
the second song, "(Goodbye) 
Once Upon a Time." This time 
the narrator hopes his childhood 
naivete has blossomed into adult 
wisdom: "As a young man/My 
tes/All the dragons/I 
I'd slain became my 
atkos." 
Saga's listeners can only hope 
the Canadian quintet will also 
make some changes. With more 
cuts of the caliber of those on 
Side Two, Saga could grab a 
stable audience and move into 
the realm of consistent hitmak- 
ers, Joining the Journeys and 
Loverboys of the world. 
Album provided courtesy of 
State Discount Records, 902 E. 
WoosterSt. 
'Fables  of the 
Reconstruction* 
by Mike Lawson 
Friday reporter 
With the possible exception of 
Bruce Springsteen, the Georgia- 
based quartet R.E.M. is the only 
band on the American music 
scene that has inspired respect 
in both critical ana popular cir- 
cles. 
Their much-anticipated fourth 
album, "Fables of the Recons- 
truction," has finally reached 
the masses, and the album does 
not disappoint. 
As its title implies, "Fables of 
the Reconstruction" draws 
heavily upon the earthy senti- 
ments of the American South, 
although the album has little to 
do with post-Civil War history. 
Due largely in part to the 
nebulous drone of Michael 
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meanings darkly introverted 
and deep in the back of the 
listener's mind. 
Their Southern heritage is 
perhaps best epitomized in 
''Wendell Gee," an elegiac story 
about a backwoods odd-ball. 
With a tone of grave melan- 
choly, Stipe sings of a man who 
"Takes a tug upon the string/ 
That held theline of dreams" as 
a banjo enters to pluck dolefully 
away. Similarly, songs like the 
murky "Feeling Gravity's Pull" 
and the gloomy "Old Man Ken- 
sey" sound like they have been 
masterfully cured in the red 
Georgia clay. 
As the band's sound began to 
mature, most notably on their 
classic 1963 LP "Murmur." they 
became known as "psychedelic 
revivalists" - the last of the 
hippie bands. R.E.M.'s psyche- 
delic intent seems magically 
apparent with their patented 
Byrds-like balladry and chiming 
guitars on "Green Grow the 
Rushes" and "Good Advices." 
With lines like "Stay off that 
highway/ Word is it's not so 
sale" and "When you greet a 
stranger/ Look at her hands" 
(respectively), these cuts could 
conjure up a deluge of intellec- 
tual dissonance over their inter- 
pretation. 
On "Can't Get There From 
Here," the band takes a bold 
step forward. Complete with 
scratch-funk guitar and an aug- 
mented horn section, they slam 
into a rousing chorus of "I've 
been there/1 snow the way" as 
Stipe growls contrarily, "Can't 
get there from here." 
 i a t pick for 
airplay, but the pertinent issue 
and question is not only "Where 
are we going?" but also "How 
are we getting there?" 
With ?'Driver 8," these ques- 
tions are answered. This "(rain 
song," although pleasantly 
bouncy, echoes sentiments of 
depression and remorse. A faint 
harmonica wails away mourn- 
fully while the song paints a 
picture of a decaying country- 
side passing outside the window. 
Although eloquence has never 
been a standard for R.E.M.'s 
music, "Life and How to Live 
It" inspires one to think that an 
sit message is inherent. 
e's delivery is almost com- 
indecipherable (some- 
j about carpenters and dogs 
going through walls), and this, 
indeed, becomes the eloquence 
ofitaU. 
With 'Tables of the Recons- 
truction," R.E.M. has tossed 
their critics and fans into a 
serene yet doubtful world where 
they are forced to think for 
themselves, drawing a fine line 
between reality and abstraction. 
The faithful and the daring 
usually decide and rely upon the 
latter for a true interpretation 
and appreciation of R.E.M.'s 
music. ''Fables" may or may 
not gain the band many new 
followers, but it will more than 
satisfy their fanatic flock. 
R.E.M. remains to be, as Aldous 
Huxley once wrote,... things 
without pretensions, satisfied to 
be themselves." 
Summer's 
last rock gig 
by Uu M. Schmltt 
Friday reporter 
Do you feel like school cut 
in on all your summer fun? 
On Sunday. September 22, 
you have a chance to end your 
summer in one big, final rock 
n'roll bash. 
The Toledo Speedway in 
cooperation with WIOT-FM, 
is sponsoring The Toledo 
Speedway Fest. According to 
Ann Kelly, promotions direc- 
tor at WIOT-FM, the concert 
line-up will include local 
bands such as Shyster, Hot 
Licks, The Other Half and 
Bowling Green's own Wet 
Shavers. 
The festival will also in- 
clude an antique car show, 
volleyball games and a tricy- 
cle race with a grand prize of $100. 
Tickets for the all-day festi- 
val are $8.00 and can be pur- 
chased at the Speedway 
gates, which will open at 12 
noon. No coolers, bottles or 
cans are allowed into the fes- 
tival but beer and other re- 
freshments will be sold 
during the snows. 
To get to the Toledo Speed- 
way, go north on Interstate 75 
to the Alexis Road exit. Turn 
left onto Alexis and make 
another left onto Benore Rd. 
The Toledo Speedway is a 
short distance from the inter- 
section. 
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Pianist goes to Warsaw 
by Greg Klcrfcx 
Friday editor 
At the age of 21 Edward Zil- 
berkant has already soloed with 
several major symphony or- 
chestras and performed on in- 
ternational television and radio 
programs. His biggest challenge 
to date, however, lies only a 
week away in the unlikely venue 
of Warsaw, Poland. 
ZUberkant, a senior music 
performance major, was one of 
133 pianists selected from 
among thousands to compete in 
the 11th Chopin International 
Piano Competition, to be held 
Oct. 1 through 20 in Warsaw. 
But ZUberkant's challenge lies 
beyond artistic excellence. 
while most young musicians 
would have no reservations 
about attending such a presti- 
gious event, ZUberkant had 
many. In fact, his own parents 
begged him not to go. "Hie rea- 
son is simple. 
Warsaw is behind the Iron 
Curtain and Edward ZUberkant 
was born a Russian Jew. 
ZUberkant was born in Volgo- 
grad, a medium-sized city lo- 
cated on the Volga River about 
400 miles southeast of Moscow. 
A strong musical heritage 
runs in the family: his father 
was a bandleader and his 
mother a singer. ZUberkant be- 
gan studying piano at the age of 
three and, at age seven, was 
invited to perform a concerto on 
Russian television. 
As musicians, the ZUberkants 
were respected. But as practic- 
ing Jews, they were persecuted. 
''Because we were Jewish, we 
were persecuted constantly," 
said ZUberkant. "My brother 
and I were beaten up and I was 
even poisoned once. My parents 
knew that things were getting 
worse for Jews. 
" At the time we decided to 
leave, emigration was legal for 
Jews, but you had to know some- 
one (outside of the Soviet 
Union), a relative or a good 
friend. You had to find the right 
channels, secretly." 
The ZUberkants left the Soviet 
Union in 1974, when Edward was 
10-years-old.and moved to At- 
lanta, Ga. There, ZUberkant's 
career exploded. 
He made his American con- 
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cert debut at age 16 with the 
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 
and his performance was such a 
success that the orchestra In- 
vited him back the following 
year for 20 appearances and 
three concert tours. 
ZUberkant went on to perform 
as guest artist with a number of 
symphonies, including a perfor- 
mance at the University of 
Michigan where he was given a 
full four-year scholarship for his 
talents. 
At the University of Michigan, 
ZUberkant studied with Louis 
Nagel, Theodore Lettvin and, in 
the past year, Jerome Rose, who 
is also Artist-In-Residence at the 
University. 
ZUberkant transferred to the 
University this fall to further his 
studies with Rose and was 
awarded a full scholarship to 
complete his undergraduate de- 
gree. 
ZUberkant calls the Chopin 
competition in Warsaw "the big- 
gest thing I've done so far." But 
while his hopes are high, he 
knows that more than Just talent 
will be taken into consideration. 
"Like any competition, there 
are politics and there are always 
some stipulations," he said. 
"My background will be inter- 
esting, because I emigrated to 
the U.S. and now I'm going back 
to try to win this competition. 
Being the way Poland is now, 
I'm sure that mere will be many 
Russian judges (at the competi- 
tion) ana I'm sure that it will be 
a very Russian competition. 
"But it is still a very great 
competition honoring a very 
great composer." 
In preparation for the compe- 
tition, ZUberkant wUl present a 
free recital tonight at 8 p.m. in 
Kobacker HaU of the Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center. The program 
will consist of works all com- 
posed by Chopin. 
Friday/Jim Sakola 
Musically, ZUberkant said 
that he is ready for Warsaw. 
But, be added, there is reaUy no 
way to prepare for anything else 
that might await him. 
"I'm a little nervous. I don't 
think anything will happen, but 
you never know. It's one of those 
gambles you have to take." 
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(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THU) 
(TMO MOV* (TUE. THU) 
MO 
• •     GUIDING     LIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
Q CORONATION STREET 
• SANTA BARBARA 
■ GENERAL HOSPITAL 
■ WOOOV WOOOPECKER 
• NATIONAL  FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRI) 
• COOKING      MEXICAN 
(MON) 
• SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (TUE) 
I ALOHA CHINA (WEO) 
COMPUTER     CHRONI- 
CLES fTHU) 
• SPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (WED) 
MO 
• •  U.S.   OPEN  TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRI) 
I DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS FS.M PESTTVAL 
(TUE. WEDI 




■ WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON-THUI 
• CANADIAN      REFLEC- 
TIONS 
LOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
HART TO HART 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
• • SESAME STREET (R) 
• VOLTRON.    DEFENDER 
OF THE UNIVERSE 
KSPN)     JULIUS     ERVING'S 
SPORTS FOCUS (TUE) 
■ SPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING (WEO) 
fTMO  MOV*   IMON.  WED- 
FRI) 
4: SO 
• DIVORCE COURT (MON 
THU) 
tTRANZOR (»..!) 
THUNDERCAT8    □ 
(MON-THUI 
■SPNI WORLD  CUP SKIING 
(TUEI 
(TMO MOV* (TUE) 
MOO 
I BENSON 
I VIDEO HITS 
PEOPLE S COURT 
HE-MAN    AND    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
IS MBFTER ROGERS |R) 
WHAT'S HAPPENINGII 




| THREES COMPANY 
• •A*B»H 
| READING RAINBOW 
IQOOOTtMES 
| ON THE MONEY (FRI) 
BITS.     BYTES    AND 
BUZZWORDS (MON) 
| ON THE LINE (TUE) 
I ART BEAT (WED) 
| TIME OUT (THUI 
(ESPN)    OUTOOOR    LIFE 
(MON. FRI) 
(ESPN) FISHING (TUE) 
(ESPN)    MARK     SOSIN-S 
SALT     WATER      JOURNAL 
(THU) 
(TMO MOV* (MON) 
• • LATENIOHT AMERI- 
CA HoM Oenrra Wheat. Sched- 
uM ptfKNi OmVym NIMI 
Genii lM<cN*.l / lehr.i 
(wwohour):   13-yoar-old  homer- 
aaaaawr Wara SUM*). Vtappra U 
•     KIDS     HAVE     RIGHTS 
TOO   That   Petti**   4   Pooaaea 
cMd abuaa apatwl <• QMtM more 
towfd &m cMO tftan th« parawia 
ano NCMWI   on «nai   cMdvt 
ataaM   a)   <    N.    ai    bang      tiwt  "" 
-JH1L • BENNY HSL 
ITP°M.     MAGAZINE    On*      ■~««™»'-«- 
.M Owi— *a.i*w—   •—.  
• MOV* 
(1972)   Leonard    N«nov 
i: 
(aHapnai Waae Sm4H 
• WELD. WtO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
• THREES COMPANY 9 "3?*MQ MAHOV 
ESPN)   FAM4.Y  TRADITION 9^^J^^^ 
M m now >UOS tUNNY ^^^„«. 
ITOM ANNOUNCID ?*" •I"?*** ' ^ W" 
>«(WI   «PD€R   IS_». l~.?°J" ??**"■!*."* 
KITT    .M.V.    „ «IO»'<»|ll"" 




•"Wfl     wanetarmaMon     aRar 
naar*r   baatg   daavoyad   by   ma L~  ' 
luaaafnant a amaart* powarM 
•araOa amh a daaity batlanng 
ram   Stara CNmd HaaaaBtofl anal 
Idoard MuHwa Q ** 
• WEBSTER   ISaaaon Pram- 1 OO 
—I Whaa on .acaaon a. Anaona. •  MOW   **    THa  Paopai 
Wabaiar bafcanoe a lunonr rant* That Tana FonjM" 11977) Paaxa 
hand (Jata  f "ami  and hMme trw Warna  Doug McCkaa 
aaoa.   of   an   CM   W»   aand ■ JIPAMV SWAOOART 
•wnad MoonhuM.  g ■ MOV*  * * *     The Chap- 
• •      WASHINGTON men Report    II9S2I E»»m Zan- 
WEEK IN REVKWC3 beaal Jr . Jena Fonda 
• MOV****    SfcvRidara l:SO 
(1976) JamaaCobum   Suaaman (TMO     MOV*     **n        S. 
Yorli   A aaam of Keng ghdng ea- orata       I19S2I    Haaan    LaaRav. 
perta aaaauHa a moanuin faraeaa A-ma CampOafcJonaa 
» raaa« a kianeppad lam*, aom                                  2.O0 
larronata •NEWS 
*SPM  NFL   '84 A  MM*  at  rr- w 
L»An-*.P*o«-   IBM^ JjMfJMfi;*    TnaAm^mg 
rTMO  MOV**.    On. From        LTT^Xo^' SS 
Tfa. «aart" (1962) Fmdar. Far-        l^*****-   •*»»-«•   Chap- 
•aei  Ten Gen  OaacaadbyFi 
Coppola The mai year 
a Laa Vecjae —woom drm» end 
her  Brt-dMMr  boy*-nd  braoke 
>a>. aa each of Bham fnde a mona 
miwaaimg partnar   1 
MO 
• • DALLAS Rapraw ol rha 
aaaaonfMla Aa Bobby praparaa 
lo ohooaa banaaen Janna Wada 
and Pam. a >«ngeM Kaahanna 
Wanmorih commandaam an aw- 
tomobaa MHt rna ataant of hAVaj 
ram «) Q 
O MOV* ** Man BHaT- 
MHIl Rnoaaa Raoaon A hunaar 
bacontaa caugni baraman en at 
cohoacandraaaale 
• • WALL STREET WEEK 
aTSPN) NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEK 
fM 




I OET ALONG GANG 
BASEBALL P-ownel co«a> 
aga ol Naa, York VanUrn at Bah> 
mora Oranaa or Monvaal E epoo al 
Si. Lcua CardMaM, 
• SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING 
• SAVING ENERGY Fuetat- 
kcaata maenoda of veneporUaan 
tndudng ear pookng and now rta- 
aa m maaa vaneM 
*9PN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING Amancan Gold C« »w» De- 
von. Pa. 
rTMO    MOV*    **■■>        True 
Canliiiioni     UHli   Roben  Da 
Nro. Roban DUMB 
1:S0 
I LAND AND SEA 
I POLE POSITION 
| PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
JUSTIN WKSON'S 
LOUISIANA COOKIN F*apa- 
'aaon of ore—fan codhUa «gg 
aMad and cruabad er aokar a and 




BEST OP NRL FOUJES A 
loot at aoma ol rha more coma:« 
pleya and happanatga on ina NFL 




BSPN1 AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL Prabaanary Fnal eve 
bom VH Part at Vetom. Aaaae- 
byl. 
■ AMERICAS TOP TEN 
• UNDER SAB. Robb- Doyaj 
aasabna wnai to do ai mama am 
ergencan. and be piBiiaaa an e> 
noduc non to Mia morkj of eaaboat 
• ALOHA CHINA 
MO 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
THE   RACE   FOR   NUM- 
BER ONE:  COLLEGE  FOOT- 
BALL PREVIEW 
• VICTORY GARDEN A MM 
to the Maeeom Botanical Cardan 
at Si Lotae: Vciory Gar dan South 
3O0 mam 
(TMO  MOV*   ••»     MyT-- JJDO IT YOURBELF SHOW 
w      I1BB31  Caran  Kay*.   Mtt Carl  Bartaek  and Aaam  Rogara 
Lenann daxuee uaaa ol tty-aB and enow 
4 30 
• THaS WEEK  IN  PARLIA 
MB NT 




■ REAL FaBtSNO 
• HEE HAW Guaata (.*. 
Han> Thompaon. Stan Fraaaa aba 
GaMownBenol 
I SMALL WONDER 
• SOLBD GOLD Hoat 
Oamna Warwa* Guam Mac 
Davn Jaok Waanar. Paul Young, 
John Pan. Maunca Whna Syhna. 
In* Star   Jafl Anman Icomadyl 
• MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Tha Inert R M ' A ooma- 
dy of emara a eat m motion «man 
Faary   ajefoua of Barnard Shuta'a 
to   Sady   Knoa.   aaaa 
•a B>ant 3 
of •) IRI g 
• EVENING     AT     POPS 
Stave    Lanronee    And    EvdfeB 
Gonna       Tha    nueband and mfe 
aaam wnah it* Booaon Pope Or 
chaabe at a Nwa to mang Bar 
bn.ni 
■SPN) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
MHdr.N*a YonV ma vaa> a 
beat vtfJeoa are nacognuad anth 
aararda lor performance apacad 
afracra. tftoraography and benaw 
dta-eamera worb MOM I-kbe 
Murphy Imartaranant 0. Pat Ba 
rmm Sang. Taara lo. I ear*. John 
Caogar Maaarcamp Hal B Oeaea 
and aha Eurvthrmce 
(EBPNI COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
i«, 
(TMO MOV* ***# Katd 
Hearta And Coronate' (14491 
Alec Giarataee. Domae Pnoa Oa- 
raad iwa befh»ght bacauaa rao 
mother memad below her ataron 
e aandieri young men pan em, 
murdere   aw   aeoananc   taaabtee 
fTMO MOV* •# "Staymg 
Abwi' 11963) John Traaotba 
Cyndw) Rhodaa A yOwng aapaaig 
dano* baw* a naa n e produc- 
tion thue wnperaeprej Ne >•"> 





• ABC NEWS CJ 
11:00 
• MOV*  *** H     Arport 
H97t»0aanMaran. Ban Lartcaa- 
■er A apBaearam. a mead plena. 
en   eaNrt*   eeoiaway    and   tha 
BRHHM 
• MOV* • * * "New Yon. 
Naw Yo* 11676) L« Matnaal. 
Robert OoMeo Ounng the baj- 
beraj era. a oaoceaad mua-aan 
«e*omSi   Foal a 
Anghcan  Chwch   oKabrern  aha 
vajat of aha Ardahahop of Canaar- 
bur*  Robert Pumaa 
PEARLE BRUCE 
BTTHE PRESS 
| NEW TECH TIMES 
FAME Oaapna oppoamon 
bom tha boye. the gab) dacaaa lo 
pn Danny a aorabai teem 
• NOVA   An 
cfaldran'a ac4 
dunng mar Uat lour yeera 61) g 
IttOO 
• ■NFI  TOOAY 
■ NPL   SB ■ PORTRAITS 
• ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
■SPN) AUTO RACING CART 
Dear OH New* dam) Pru baa bom 
Brooklyn. Ma* 
1:00 
■ NFL FOOTBALL Si Iowa 
Caraknele   at   Naw   York   Qamta 
Ma) 
• COUNTRY      CANADA 
t STAR TREK 
CAPTTOL JOURNAL 
rTMO MOV* *•• Twfa 
cape Arkart I1BB2I Gnfhn 
OMaai Ten Can A lean egad 
bey bom e lemey ol megariene 
Knge to loaow v tha tootaaapa ol 
• VICTORY GARDEN A f 
port bom V«tory Garden Wear a 
wart anth a pnra-ajevang orgarac 
7:30 
• 894ALL WONDER vtdb'a 
comptnwuad hean ekjpa a law 
neate when aha meeia HanaNe 
naw toy Rodney rha Robot 
0 FRONT PAGE CHAL- 
LENGE 
• WEEKEND MAGAZINE 
aSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
BOO 
• • AIRWOLF An ON brand 
01 Hawba a raaraa afiar 20 yeere 
hnoa  bat  daioaajn  t 
ba) maaa; end laa eongaeeae wm» 
• SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Moete Mr T and Haft. Hogan 
Gwaeie tba Commodo'ea 
I NaawahaV' AnanaJ bMhnct I 
IRI 
11:36 
• STAR SEARCH 
11:46 
• MOV* ** H "Tha Gin 
aom Gang" (1B71I Xen Oaray. 
Tony Muaenaa Beaad on e novel 
by JamM MaOwy Chaap. A pay 
cnoparha: kidnapper  taw at lova 
SATURDAY 
21. IB 






I UNITED WAY SPECIAL 
SPORTSWEEKEND 
Sohaihaed World Roweig Chanv 
pnrwhpe bom aaApum World 
Trook and FaM Grand Pn> fawl 
bom Roma. Seegrem C-*i Seakae 
horae raoe   a maa and rwo far- 
Jt
     .
H?9ANa       yaP-oMb and up bra bom Wood- 
bate Raca Tiack at ToronM 
•   THE    NUTRITION   TEST 
Ouaaoone rangaig bom the rarav 






MACNEK      / 
koaman with a aanaa lor fee play 
aaaa out to nght aaonga by eeub- 
bafanga prrraw dalactna agency 
Stara Robert Unch Richer d 
Jeeckai g 
• GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Dance In America 
Sabmchaw Ceaabreaae Strawnaky 
Thrao beBaea choraographad by 
George Seam tram at honor of 
Njor Stravmak. > 100th baoMay - 
"Aojon" ■ Venahone and 
Pereephona -- era parlor mad 
by tha Naw York City Babel  IRI 
• DOCTOR WHO 
■BPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE 
IOTOO 
• • FALCON CREST 
Ropneaof the oeeeon hmtu Laa 
eandroe moahar Wain la Hobn) 
conhonti Angara arnh naara that 
aanda ahockaravaa tbrough Fakaon 
Craoi Lorramo a baafah oogfew to 
•aha. Angara aaana a party to hab) 
ha- repeat control o< the land  DT) 
• NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
• MIAMI WOE Crockett m B> 
Nctem » haBt tha VKO aowad end 
ROCK   N- WRESTLING 
(SESAME STREET 
I SUPER POWERS TEAM: 
ACTIC GUARDIANS 
INEWSFRONT 
IG.I   JOE 
I KATMY-S KITCHEN 
NFL S      GREATEST 
E NTS Featured   1663 Loe 
Angeara R*dara tvohaght* 
10:30 
IPUNKV BREW8TSR 
13 GHOSTS OP SCOO- 
SY-OOO 
■ BUSINESS    OF     MAN- 
AGEMENT 




(CSS STORVBREAK Q 
CORONATION STREET 
GREAT  SPACE   COAST 
owm mtoka ol chedren and aduha 
am ana wared by hoot Or Frank 
FMd and a o*w , 
Is 
"Stayatg 
■ oparaoon bw EfBM 
• ALVPM AND THE CHIP- 
MUNKS 
■ 8COOSVS MYSTERY 
FUNHOUSE 
X MOTOR WEEK 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR 
OENINO 
(TMO MOV* 4* teejht- 
meraa 11963) Cnapna Ranaa 
Imaraleaavai 
llaOO 
• • DUNGEONS B ORA- 
IKIOO VTOEO 
UTTLE8 
MOV*  4 * H  The Oee.. • 
Rate      I16S3)    Fboherd   Burton 
I 
i COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
I ROBAAAaNOLI'S TABLE 
AUSTIN    CITY    LIMITS 
Borne Rant amga    Green LajM" 
and    eonge    bom     her     eBaan 
Tongue  at Groove      Trig laRoi 
aVoahera   perform     Rockm    Da4 
dy   and    B^T,m<Opara»or 
■SPN)  GOLF PGA  World San 
■ire kivriat«nai  aaoond round bra 
bom Chartotbi. N C 
(TMO    MOV* 
Abva       119811 
Cyntfw) Rhodaa 
3:30 
• •COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Gaorga) at Caameon 
f HOW TO PLAY PIANO 
MOV*   64     They Came 
From Wrth-i    119751 Paul Kemp 
ton. Barbara Swab) 
14:00 
PffSH 
TONY  BROWN S JOUR 
NAL 
• SOUNDSTAGE    Tha  per- 
formenoa by bra Roche a avAaral 
Tha Marnad Man'    eatf 'Tlbi 
largaat  Ehrabatb <n aha Work) 
then myatericvery luma on tha 
Fem. poemg e dan gar owe naw 
threat  IR) 
f TO BE ANNOUNCED 
GIMME A BREAK Net 
tekee ipb aa a a—gar on a onaee 
afap to help rha Kanrakai pay oR 
(ba mortgage but. wtwe on board 
bar rormer raaraend Tony leveele 
a itunrang eeoet  (Port I Of 2) 
• HOLLYWOOD BEAT 
IP-emara| undercover cope Iwok 
McCarran and Jack Redo uaa a 
number ol dMguajee and rah/ on a 
netwrjrk ol neighPorhood con- 
tacn to enpa out or ana at Trnoot- 
lown Sten Jock Scaba and J*r 
Aoovono.g 
• MOV* 44 H Tfaj An. 
dromada Stran 11971) Arthur 
H6. Dewd Wayne Thrao boaat- 
tana   work   to  aranofy  a  daorjy 
tana kt> eeve 
• COLLEGE FOOTHAIL 
Weat Wgaw) at Maryland 
• MOVTE *** • The Strange 
Low Of Manha bran" 116461 
6ortere Swnwycfc. Xak  rJougkaa 
• manwd aramen m wtbmued by 
a chddhood playmate who 
-etched her kd her aunt 
8:30 
• FACTS OF LIFE Mr, G. 
reti and bw gna haa a hoppy-go- 
k**y contractor I George Cknnayl 
1200 
■SPNI COLLEOE  FOOTBALL 
ER) 
12:36 
• SOUL TRAIN 
12:40 
fTMO MOV*  46    CHUO 
116641 John Heard  Denee Sown 
IfOO 
• NEW      YORK      HOT 
TRACKS 
1:30 
• NFL FOOTBALL Oaoon U 
onaWliirNauaaAeCoKoEraal 
• NFL FOOTBALL Regwrwi 
ooveraga ol Denver Bronooa at 
Ailania Falcone Cleveland 
Browne « OaBaa Cowboy* hew 
England Paenota at Buffalo Bale 
San Drags Char part at Crncaurati 
Binaeb) or llouaton Oaara « 
Pittaburgh Saaakva alnai) 
(COBnwMJNlTY CLOSE UP 
•     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW Q 
• MOV* 64 H Save The 
Tajer (16731 Jaok lemmon 
JeokGatard 
(Tbaa MOV* 44 Cracfcan) 
(1664) DonaM SurharUjnd Jack 
Warden 
1:30 
• HYMN SING Seaochona m 
etude S-tg 10 tt- Lord a ManraV 
oua tons': Lord Teach Ue aa 
Pray and Tha Lord b) My Shop- 
hard     (Rl 
IWAR OF THE STARS 
• WALL STREET WEEK 
MO 
• LAND OF THE MOUN- 
TAIN ELEPHANT The oaaang 
of  agaraj etepharia  at  a aaaajR 
aChOOlet   Ihaearx) •• rvghhghwd m 
• ON THE MONEY Featured 
food  and  bad  bonda    mieeang .' 
abroad    barteratg.   praparatg   For -, 
ratr/amani  IRig 
■BPNI   MOTORCYCLE   RAC- * 
ING Storkum Suparcroaa    Uftce .* 




•  FRKNOLVB  FALL   FES- 
TIVAL AND FAIR Tha Fnendk/ 
Grant  (Bob Hommal and  eavorel 
including raturnmg to Bchool Hal- 
■oaraan and Thenliagiying through 
poetry and aonrj 
■ PUNKY BREWSTER M*. 
ITK Carter I >WBM Punfey par- 
aueda ma branda W harp bued a 
• RaPLEY-8 BELIEVE IT OR 
NOTI IMlaN world ■ ok» 
oat copy of aha Scae. a man 
amoee  hobby  e>  roacranf  baae. 
new procedure* m knae ewgary 
(Rig 
• MY HEART. YOUR 
HEART Newemen Jan Lahrar ra- 
caBa has 1663 heart atiaok. aur- 
gary and rabeBawaoon m Baa ra- 
port on heart eraaeaa  mrAabng an 
tNEWS 
I I MOV* 6 '-Craven - Srarar 
Monaaar" (I960) Mach FumoBa. 
'YrJuKorneiau. 
3:18 
(TMO MOV*  4 4    Iwadhouae 
M ' 11*64) Waram Defoe. Judge 
2:30 
BSBO 
• MOV* 64 V)    Speedway 





■SPN)  GOLF  PGA World San 
rare    eyayaranreM.    aaoond   round 
bom CharUm. NX. 6D 
.rTMO  MOV*   6644     Kmd 
Heart*   And   Cororwta      11*491 
A)acGu-vwaa  DraaraPnca 
a   tour   Of   me   country   *   northern 
capnat Chrang Ma and the erew 
M aiaphai't roundup (R) g 
• SASESALL Ai pteoe bme. 
ABC had kmtetnrahi arAeoUad 
Montreal Eapoa at St Lour* Cartfc 
MM or Now York Vonkaeo at Ba. 
trmora Onoraa  Inra) 
taoLO 
GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Dance a> Ajnanco 
BRanclana Cakatraaaa Serevawky 
Throe baaat* Oraoaogaphod by 
Gaorga SMerdten at honor of 
Igar Strawnaky * (OOth brrthday 
Agon Vanetrone       end 
• FAMS Ai the outlet of • 
mar    vocation     Cam 
with hwno* before moving to Cat 
aorraa with har lamay 
• A WALK THROUGH THE 
2QTH_ CENTURY WTTH B4U. 
MOVERS The avofcibon of ma 
weaponry of war barm aha ma- 
chete gun. eubmarrne and bomber 
Bane - a* ahought to be enaurora 
af peace - to aha earaeenco- 




IOkPF RE NT STROKES 
MECHANICAL      UNI- 
■SPN)   AEROBICS:   BOCN8S 
IN MOTION 
m6C)  MOV*  444    ThaRa- 
turn  Of   Majlai   Gaono'    116811 
Gerard Oaperorau.  Maaheae Bay* 
In   rural   1 Bah con tun/  franco,   a 
young huabend   myakanouely ab 
rant  rat  a number of  rear'    ra- 
hrme to raeham rva wae end lam. 
h property IDubtrarB 
6:30 
■ •CSS NEWS 
•   MOV*    46     -She   Cmd 
Murder      (1673)    Tafly   ti  ilai. 
Lynda Day Gaorga  Altar wOneoa 
. rowvg model he. 
By   an   under cover   oporl 
onoa know fR I —jraa aaoasn. 
• NEWS ■     MAGIC      BRUSH     OF 
(TMOMOV*  44W     Rock   ht        GARY JENKINS 
Rot  Hkah   School'    11678)   PJ 
Sera*     Wioant   Van   Patta"     A 
buOYJng eongwrrter at Vbypa lom- 
berdi  rtrgh   trw*  to  oat   me  Re 
ang  aha  poke,  of      Braaeara 
! 
ABC NEWS rg 
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
SLRWRTBB REPORT 
7«0 
•    •     ENTTRTAINaAENT 
TONIGHT   rntarvtaw    with   ac- 
• WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
• NEW1.YWEDOAME 
• BLIStNESS REPORT 
• M•A-B-H 




• P.M. MAGAZINE Drag 
racer Srvrtey kAwdownay a lour of 
earner   Fan)   Co    aaaarny   ohrat 
bar  euuaby  ambrboua band pur 
>ua. the achool haamhrob    PG 
10:30 
• INTERVIEW WITH Rl- 
CAROO MONTALBAN Acior 
PWeTdo Moniofban lacaBi hai ear- 
ly year* at Hrdhjwead. hbj aerug 
gwa and aucca.ee* and hr. hope. 
bar today e Leon at tore 
£BANPORO ANO BON 
BURNS ANO ALLEN 
Bel    HARNESS    RACaMG 
Cream   Chanxtranahrp 
Raca One ava bom due ago 
1IO0 
• •■••NEWS 
■ CON* BY TONIGHT 
■ WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
• BURNS ANO ALLEN 
II 26 
• OOOOROCKIN' TOFMTE 
11:30 
I TAW 
MOV*   4 44   "The  Tram 
MB/2)   John   Wayne. 
1200 
• MOV*   464   Tha Tem 
MaeNnp      11676)    John    Bar* 
Pnacah) Barnaa. 
(CELEBRITY TENNIS 
LAND OF THE LOST r ArSC WEEKEND SPE- 
CIAL 'The Return Of Tha Bun- 
jag" afawwNB Bun*** a ptaha) 
tone croatura. and Ma manda 
Karen and Andy bme baral to the 
MrdrJa Agoa (Part 1 Of 2) (R) g 
I WHAT B MAFPENINOff 
HOW TO PLAY THE  PI- 




MAQtC   OF  OB.   PAINT- 
ING 
BOO 
• MYSTERY! Rumpcw. Of 
TtaBbwy'- Rumpot. gam to Afri- 
ca -her. ho ewanda Naranga a 
mauatar for home attaaa on a 
muraar charge  (Atg 
(STAR SEARCH 
STATIONARY ARK 
*SPNI  HORSE  PLACING Low 
aaane Super Darby Ikaal 
rTMO  MOV*   4 4 H      Mother 
Lode    (16821 Charlaon tkaeeon. 
NaAMavtcuoo 
6:30 
IMUEBC CITY USA. 
SNEAK   PREVIEWS   A* 
Boy Lyona and Michael  Madvad 
rovahar   Pwnry    anr)  Cropaor 
lonarar   ana   of   Edna'a Edbkn 
(Part 2 of 3>g 
6.00 
• • MOV* 6 6vt IMad 
Car* IIS60) Kurt Ruaaarl Jack 
VVardan. Afaar bw owner Of * 
berorupt car ahop draa bra em 
plmaai fry to oorar up bra darraae 
to prevent ha> iiiafi, car aaaa. 
brother from rnhermng aha boa. 
aM.il 
• GOLDEN GIRLS Baanohe a 
•aMt Wgjrraa iSharae North; 
neeaa a kldnoy beneptani: Doro- 
rhy (Sea Anhurl bapterb) an mfant 
that aaame lo have no permanent 
bamo 
(TI40 MOV* 444 (oucar 
«g Fata"  (1663) Mchaal Caaa, 
by the Now York Crty I 
ESPN)   TRACK    ANO   FCLO 
6B REVIEW 
MO 
• CAPITOL JOURNAL 
fTMO   MOV*   444     Mother 
to  A  freehman     (1*4*1  Loratta 
Young, Van Johnaon 
BwM 
• CFL FOOTBALL 
SaakMchawan Rougtv-ieri at 
Wevrwpog Bha Borrrbera Lrval 
• BBOV*    44 4       Tobruk 
(16B7)    Rock    Hudaon.    George 
and    McLoakay   con    rack    and 
Jaeee vtto (ranaat 
dynamaa  BIQ 
• SaVVER     | 
womea about Bjaaoj ha avdapand 
anoe ahar  awing  b» eawiarad a 
OlOO 
• ■     MURDER.      SHE 
WROTE   Muro. 
ar   durrng  a  raav 
aaorm  BTig 
• SHEENA EASTON SPE- 
CIAL 
• MOV* 4 H fowl FaaM 
Fury' (T9B0I Paul Iwnvman 
Acauebna BraeM An arupimg 
vofrjano On  e South  Seaa  attend 




DAY OF DoSCOVERY 
NOVA 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
WCRKINQ VVOMEN 
10:30 
• NORTH COAST MAGA- 
ZINE Featured an update on 
Oevela" a i efton to gat tha Rock 
N Ro* Muaaum. a irfbute to aha 
tote Stale Stum a prowaw of aha 
'Daaato Cram ". fa* navel guaia. 
Den Cougkn a eporta oonunanta- 
• MOV* »*» A Thunder 
Of Drum* 119611 Richard 
Boano. Gaorga Hamdron 
■SPNI GOLF PGA WorM San 
an amataannaf fawl round bra 
bom Cherkuw. N C 
MO 
• INTERVIEW WITH Rl- 
CARDO MONTALBAN Acta 
Rcardo MimiBaii racaBa haaar- 
tf year* at ttOkywoed. ba) afrug- 
raaort (Rig 
• EMMY AWARDS Lrve 
from the One Auratontan m Paee 
dena Caaf John Fonrytha. Mary 
Tytor Moore and Mario Thomea 
era among bra 9ue.ii ■< tha 
Academy of Talenaion An* and 
Soanpa a 37rh annual ooramoran 
honoretg iniBinduato and program. 
•or  the   19*445  prrme hma  TV 
■  •  EVENkMG  AT  POPS 
The Manhattan Tranaaar The 
an vocal group pane tha Boaaon 
Erygbah gal daodae to barker bar 
■a* by farng to coaege aAora 
ana oharma w* ^wnaabc. aacottoac 
pfawaaai ano prckog up the pate 
ea of rak wrrang oaroar PG g 
B.30 
• 237 Mary a wan-aga daugh- 
ter Branda fRaaaw KataJ aaaba 
aovn. horn •wondrybond 
• LM6E STREET IFtamaaral 
London-baa id rrwaranoa mvath 
oator Jama* Groyaon Cuhrar 
team* up with e Brtboh partner to 
aerAma oonaa of oaaaa tor one 
of Greet Britain a Brgoet Bwunng 
agencre* Start Robert Wagrw 
and jrAn Stanaara, g 
ICrOO 
Eal HUNTER ISaaaon Pramwra) 
_   WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
Bwt 
| KIOS INCORPORATE O 
I A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BBJ, 
MOVERS 
AnrvMarg.^     A   M-afa   artrtoer 
cover hotl-a-mdkon doaaii «. gob) 
whtoh har huabend htd bafora bra 
eaaah 
•    TONkQHT   Hoat     Johrvty 
ENTER 
12:30 
• SPREAD YOUR WtNOB 
A 14-yaar-oM hvmat Eekeno 
leerne   Bw  art   af  carvaroj   aaap- 
• CHARLC BFXrWN ANO 
BNOCIPYBHOW 
• SPIOER-MAN  ANO  HaS 
ENDS 





EVENING     AT      POPS 
"Skava Lawranc. A--1 EydN 
Oomw Tha huabend and wda 
team with th. Najagn Pope Or 
chaetra at a bwwa to bwng Bar 
•n 61) 
I STAR TREK 
V*TNAM     A    TELEW 
» to-       STANO  Faahaod   aha   I  Tata 
Oh   Ue Tram   of   Thought'I 
Cock Robm   Courtney Co. ( "Maa- 
braolScranea  ) 
• ABC NEWS NrOMTLINE 
The    fnt 
VwtrwmWar    <94S 1964    Afaar 
eajht yeera of Itaheng and racaw- 
FOOTBALL     "0 W 9 bohon rUS   ad  N 
rwvyttlnd-na IVar^ Irwa Ihra Aaan atnpao at 
•  VKTTORY GARDEN A r,      Oran Bran Phu «)g 
part from Wvtory Godan Waef  a     «SPW      MAJOR      L E AGUE 
BASEBALLS      GREATEST 
I4TTB 
etaaler Bw afcaymga of rwo other 
mooOh who worked lor   the Urn. 
•eudw Stara Frod Oryar and Step 
•enw Kramer 
• COLLEGE      FOOTBALL 
Oha, State at Colorado 
10:18 
■ MOV* 6 64 Don i 
aoahar To Knock 11962) Marayn 
Mora oo. Faohard Wldntani A 
mantaby urwtaMB gal workmg aa 
a hotel baby amor ataarnptt to 







MTV     VkDEO     MUSIC 
AWARDS From Rarho Oty Mu 
TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
L 
(ESPNI      MARK      SOBIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
(TMO   MOV*    46    Tha Sba 
Lagoon    116601  6>ooke Shwtda 
Chraiaahar ABUna 
116*0 
• ■ FACE THE NATION 
n WESTERN GARDENER 
»er today t lam actor* 
4.00 
• • NFL FOOTBALL San 
hantaaoo 49ara at lc Angvara 
Harder* llrval 
• PAOV* 4*4H abardar 
On Tha Onara Eapreee ' I1S74I 
AawnFayrwy Lauren Bja* 
• MARY LINCOLN Baaed on 
tottare and tiaayaphwa Bra erap- 
awnwn ehow iracae Mary Lb> 
cobt a bto bom har rob) aa f tot 
Lady to har later year* at en ek> 
ertyrocbaw 
fTMCI MOV* 44 Tha WM 
laa' (1664) O-wtophar Ponn 
EncfMoh 
4:30 
• MUSK OTY U S.A 
BOO 
• LIPESTYLES OP THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS 
(GREAT DEPRESSION 
LIFESTYLES    OF     THE 
RICH    AND   FAMOUS   inter- 
vwara  anth Roger  aaoara.  Tanya 
9jbBJ 
I  IRI 
I 
• THSi  WEEK  WITH   DA 
VXJBRINKLEY 
• INTERNATaONAL     EDF 
TON   
SraPBO BPORTwCENTER 
• FIRING LINE Where Are 
Wa Haw Pad at Nicaragua' 
0<i m Or Manual Airuaara. t 
vobrrtraar who neati woundbd 
Canoraa at Hondaraa [OrJOVoaor 
Of paBac ratobone tor Lean Amen 
ca and the CaraMwan Otto Pawn 
■SPN) AUTO PACING USAC 
Hat 100 6am Tarra Haute «rj 
flepaa) 
>       Duke    of    DV 
btBMt     61) 
• PUTTIN' ON THE MfTS 
Laveyncod randraone of Oawd Laa 
Roth a Cektorrva Gala Dan 
"artman i "I Can Oraam About 
Yau" and Pam, Cema'e Papa 
LovaiMambo   ' 
ItSPN) NFL'S GREATEST 
M066ENTS 
rTaia MOV* 44 The Skra 
Lagoon 11660) 6rooka Stwda 
CNayaufaha) Aauw Two caetB 
way ctwdron grow to adDaaaoanco 
on • remote South PaptOC raktnd 
and eapenanoa rha panga of Nat 
kpra   R 
6: SO 
• MOV* 444 Wahm, 
TaT (16731 Joa Don Ba.. te*. 
aboth    Hartmen     Shanfl    Butord 
• START OP SOMETIwNO 
843 , 
MO 
• • CRAZY LaKE A FOX 
Marry bwa IP Bnd Herrwon • oM 
eaaage  chum.   .   poputo.   arfhor 
enma at San Framraoo ») 
• • MAST1RPKCS   THE- 
ATRE    TheawhRM ' Vaatoa'a 
I3«0 
« TOOAY 
m John Ta*- 
a and Greg Proari.  Catwega of 
• MBSIBIti PLACE Tot 
I I VICTORY GAROEN A r. 
cap ol the S*.enth Annual V<*ory 
Garden     Contoei     HBawBtt, 
Fbary n 
lent Hare Mend and rha Mae* •* 
boapad by Moaaawaro Vtn 4 of 
6i ng 




• ITS YOUR BUBfaaCBB 
6:46 
(TwC)    HEART    OF     MOLLY 
10«0 
ALMANACK     Faaiured 















ft am a- aw With this COUpOPJ 
ltOE.WocaterBtrwiii^Qraai     PB.I8MI10 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Exp. Oct. 6. 19B5 
South Side Six 
carryout 
737 S. Main      352-8639 
•Cold Beer, Wine and Champagne* 
Ohio tottery agent for 
all Ohio lottery games 
The Number, Lotto, Pick 4, Instant Lottery 







© MlfMBf The Hutch Pali & Supplle. 1021 S. Main Bowling Green, Ohio t to Vanity Lane*) 
ill 
Aprox. 150 fish tanks, fresh and salt- 
water. Small animals - gerblls. hamsters, mice, 
guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. 
SPECIAL 
Parakeet Starter Kit 
including bird $39.** 
expires 10/5 
352-8459 
E FIRST EDITION HAIR DESIGN STUDIO 
Call us Today for your 







434 E Wooster 
Uon kYn D.O. 
New Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
Howard's club H 
210 N. Main 
No Cover 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
J&**£)I After the game, See you at 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
HUE. Wooster 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
■ona Hud-   proN* of mat* 
• TRAPPEfl JOHN. M.O. 
Jackpot ■tlejkt* an ■<•-« attw 
be MM e nuree leave ■ aenouery 
•wM petwnt alone dmatg "• 
(MM at th* hoapil* loannang ■ 
-HP 
■  0  MYSTERVI 
Of TheBaery 
Rianpoto 
It* okd boy rwiwork whan ha 0* 
fane* a couple accvaadof btor* 
mM   «d oparalevg   • broth*!    "*> 
IP WASHINGTON REPORT 
iisPN)      SUPHIIOUTS 
Muhammad Afc v* Joe Ftanw 
Jnm 74«N«rwYc*t 
fTMCl MOV* *** T*y*pv 
•n I19B4I hto* Notta Jr»B«th 
VVekemi * Urweu* brought 
■garnet a roc-** urban ivgh 
Khooi lor awwdtng a aptoM io 
an   attwaie   anjdaM   ■«   • 
burneJ-«it aYBtruCtOr K keerth 
taMMcadMittNH   1 
10:30 
O KENNETH COPE LAND 
11 OO 
tm•• NEWS 
NATIONAL I   The Nabon • 
Buthne**    w*l Ic-tow I Q 
0       0      JACOB      BRO 
NOWSKI   LIFE  AND LEGA 
CY(-nii« traead that thapad 
the Ha and caiaai o( *o*rvMi end 






a ABC NEWS Q 
11:30 
0  AT  THE   MOVIES Sch*d 
<**d   ravatwa      Ptrnfy     IM.vt 
Satrap    Strngl       Creator      iPaiai 
O Toot* Mae* rtwnetgwayl 
■ MOVIE * * •*    PWMM In 
Iha   Dan     (1979)  MM the  Ma 
ion. Kadaaran Baker   A phywcatn 
hnde    hat   own    atn«r    airangih 
iiwough iha cad*** ol ana of ha. 
patient*     a    «Megeout    young 
•woman with a tarnwai Pneee 
0  ENTERTAINMENT TH* 
Stephen ling 
a ran MV PEOPLE 
11:36 
0 MkU-ONAIRE MAKER 
11:46 
0 MOV* # * *» Murder On 
Iha MaJraght Eepreaa (16761 
Judy Geaaon Charto* Gray A dat 
tr aught young •«• "a* bOub*a 
cnryaaycang a (an* paawngw 
mat ahaKaa aaan a daad body •> 
ona of iha compart mania aapa 
cady whan iha man aha aaaciaJaa 
lurne i* ekv* 
12:00 
S  ENTERTAINMENT  THIS 
WEEK    toiarwww    w*h    Mnot 
Stephen Ung 
m 7O0 CLUB) Sch*r*A*d a 
ootnpanaon of anew** (flvpi -nth 
iha praaani-day Ltorted Siaaaa 
ESPN) GOLF PG* World Sen 
ror* Inyitanonal hnal round ham 
Chdrtona. N C (Taped) 
fTMCl MOVtE ** fcchafd 
■ Pryw    Nara And No*    116631 
12:3)0 
• FISH 
I OO , 
m AMERICA Scheduled acior 
Michaai J Foi C" Ruth 
VVadMvaanat Man. V«a >iar 
Don Johnaon 
INEWS 
AFRICA   CftVOf ACON- 
ThNENT 
MONOAV 
2i i sea 
, OO P»   oon-naioa oWnfl a muidaf 
dJJ    **'5    wand Oflha loai ■*—'■■■"«"  w 
(1960) RKha-d Gnana  LdU Hat- IOOO 
p., 0) MATtOMAL  /  JOURNAL 
maO   **      Th.   B.^   P-n. • • TMf  EDGE  OF  SOR- 
n«BJ|   Dn  "*»n-a    Sanaa  Sa» VTVAL Sohatoona to Iha pnttMama 
V™* of daa> *.*.« (a. naarty ona ba 
fcon paOpM on ^ W«. <* .1-v. 
™«-    ***u      «—_-*. *qnaraaaanvnad famadonkx* 






MAC!**.     /     IEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(DtFFRE NT STROKES 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
(ESPt.1 AEROBICS BODCS 
IN MOTION 
mao   MOV*   ***    c* 
II9S4) John Lynch Hahn lAnan 
m No thorn kaiand a Ifl yaar otd 
Caahoac man ra haunaad by hra m 
vrjavamanl ■> Iha murdar of a 
Ptotaaianl porreaman H 
B SO 
IS CBS NEWS 
CAROL   BURNETT  AND 
F IENDS 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS Q 
HARRY DAYS AGAIN 
_  BUSINESS REPORT 
BSPNI SRORTBLOOK 
1*00 
a a ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Mrjhhohta of iha 37rh 
Annual Emmy Awarda 
(HOUSE CALLS 








a  • •* M.   MAGAZINE  An 
mtarvan*   -rdh  Chartlon  Haaton 





WHO   WB-D WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
a THfafi'S COftaPANV 
KSFN)      NFL      FB.MS     PFIE- 
SENTS 
MQ 
a 0 SCARECROW AND 
MRS KINO iSaaaon Piamawal 
Siar»   Kala   Jackaon   and   Bruca 
KtPN) AUTO RACING CART 
Dahort Nanra Grand Pna h on. 
fxootryn  Irhoh ITapad) 
10:30 





BYTES      AND 
BUZZWORDS 
11:26 
a MOVIE * * Tha O—i 
Gun MH71Fct«*M TuOh*. Jan 
tnnna A ranchar muai raaon » 




REMINGTON     STEELE 
hapriaa   rjl   aw   aanaa   rjnafnrara 
Snugghng pmana aya I aura ttoh 
I iv
IHANGIN   INCJ 
TV6   6LOORCRS   AND 
PRACTICAL JOKES ISaaaon 
Pnjrnraral NBC aaacufnra (Warn 
I-*ar haajM pul a practical raaa 
on Johnny Caraon at VV>t«Madon 
Jukan Lannon lat ai a brnna Cab- 
lomai drtvar i laai Ed McMahon 
and Da* Clara oahaal 
a MARDCASTLF AND 
MCCORMICK rtllinn Pram- 
•aral Mark and Iha wdoa attufjoja 
la   0«W  IWM  whan   rhaa   ptana 
> 
protaci aoma TatuatMa iawata horn 
poaannal ihanraa axfcjrjnoj a mya- 
lanoua Hrangar CPn.ce B.oanani 
N 
a BEST OF CARSON Horn 
May 1664 Sammy Oavw > and 
Charlaa NaMon Raah, jam hoal 
Johnny Caraon IR) 




ITMC)       MOVIE       *** 
Moonbohirng 0662) Jararny 
irona Eu«anaLaMn«*i Four Poaah 
n-ortart aant io do rapaa won. on 
mar/ coriupi boat a London houaa 
ham a 9"Wi hma raanwi, io 
daal anth I ngaah aooaty    PG 
12^30 
a     STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
INEWS 
COMEDY  BREAK  WITH 
MACK ANO JAMIE 
CBPN)      NFL     FILMS     PRE 
•■NTS 
12:30 
8 LATl  NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID  LETTERMAN   From  May 
1666      Michaai    Kaaaon      Hugh 
Marnar  IR) 




a MOV*  * * Vi     Sorrkathrnn 





«PN) KARMEBS RACING 
aaaadwa Crown Champ*nahrp 




B6PNI INStOe BASS BALL 
IOTOO 
K6PN1  GOLF PGA World San 
•ora Waauawd. aacond round 
Bom Chartocnt N C   II apadl 
12:30 
•ISPNI COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
M 
•MM 
KSFN) JULHJS ERVhVGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
4:30 
IE6PNI   HYDRORLAHC   RAC- 
ING Graatar Oklahoma Thundor 






fTMC) ** Swakowa And Ama- 
m" I16T«I Wgrnra UcKama. 
RonaWFfMM« 
6:36 
(Tl4Ct**v» -Saerata 11962) 
Haaan Lrndaay. Anna Carwpbak 
Jonaa 
10^00 
fTMCI  * * *     Navw Say Navw 
Afla-    11663)   Stan   Corwafy. 
Klaua Hano 6randauar 
12:30 
(TMC) **    TranenobN'   116621 
Margot Kiddar. Robarl Haya 
liOO 
a ***H      "Tha    Loai 
Momant'' (16471 Robert CwflnV 
og.  Aor*a Moorahaad 
2:30 
[TMO # *   3 natai a And Ama- 
rona     (1974)  Waraa McKanna 
RoraMFraaaf 
4:30 
imO    *•      Traaaura   lr*and 
11972)  Oraon  Waaaa.  Kan  iur 
Maha    orcumatancaa    propel 
NEWS 
agam   PG' 
0:30 
8 GROWING PAINS (P>em- 
■»al A parchuntial cornbayaa hra 
pracne n-th homamakrng whan 
ha) <nta daoalaa io ratum to hat 
roirmaham caraar Stara Alan 
nacka and Joanna lUrna Q 
BOO 
a 0 MOVTE Tha Otfyar Lo« 
ar" tPrarraarei Linda ay Wagner 
Jack Stake An an gnmani lotne 
mo an aaaigralien between rha 
man aid rnarkatetg dMciot at a 
putAehng nouaa and  Iha author 
2:30 




K9PNI AUTO RACING >ormu 
la Ona Bakjaan  Grand Pm  hom 
Spa  lakyum  Hapad) 
4:1S 
fTfceCI    MOV*     *•}*      Hop 
acoteY' 11660)  Waha. Matthau 
Glanda Jackaon 
WcONESDAV 
SEPTEkaBER 26, 1666 
DAYT 
■aOO 
tCBPNI HARNESS RACING 
BraarJata Ctown Ch*ra>onah* 









(ESPN)   OCIJF  PGA World San- 
«ra  mntatinal.  Brti toand hom 
Chartoire  NC  (Tapadl 
12:30 
61SPN)  AUTO  RACING USAC 
Hut   100 Irom  Tana Hauta   tod 
ITapad) 
2:00 
•ESPN) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
n 
S:30 
KSRN* OUTDOOR LIFE 
DAVTaW MOWS 
MO 
(Ttaa ** CracfcarB' 11664) 
Oanatd Suthartand  Jack WaTdan 
•:30 
rrMCI    **       Tha   B-aaa   P—J 
11663)  Dana  Marnk.  Syha.  S-t 
nav 
BOO 
(IMQaaev,    MoaraiMhanfl 
11662) Jaramy Itona. Eugana la> 
kta* 
1CH30 
fiwa **Vi Tap Saoatl 
(1664)  Val KaYnat.  l-cy Guitar- 
11:30 
fTMCl **#* "M Tha Praoc 
dant a Man (16761 Robert Red 
ford. DwaanHofhnan 
Start 6r.an Keith and Oanral 
Huoh-Kaky p 
a 9 SLACK MAGIC Tha 
HarTlord. Conn dtrubaa Dutch 
lump ropa teem ra aaan aatorna 
the adntntutaa of iia proa mv 
r-ng irrp to England and danvon- 
■tiatmg rha prn—aaa that btd 
tharn M victory at a 1663 ataaa- 
w-Ja compatitron O 
aMOVIE** FMturnOITha 
Rebel* I168M 6arbara Eoan 
Don Murrey A rnotorcycta gang 
gathar  lor  a twanty-nya yaar ra- 
tCSPN) ONE PROM THE 
HEART A look at iha Saatrja 
Saahawka <964 N»I Saason 
ITMC1 MOVkE ** 4 "Tap Sa 
on*)' 11664) Val Karnar. Lucy 
Ovnandge A apool ol apy mmaaa 
and (Mi Praakty Nma m n*aeh 
an Amaru an rook n roi alar gat* 
caught up at high Hual aapronaga 
whnaicroglaaiGarma.-.    PG 
OkaVJ 
a TOM JONES Gueal Taddy 
Fender greet 
(ESPN) NFL MONDAY 
NIGHT MATCHUP A pre new 
of toragnt a gama bateraan tha 
lot   Angela*  Rama   and   Seeine 
IfOO 
f HAWAII FIVE -O 
JIMMY 5WAGGART 
«6PN) SUPERSOUTS Robarlo 
Duran   v*     Sugar   Ray   Laonard. 
June BO m Montreal 
1:10 
(TMC)   MOVkE   **      Night  Of 
the JugoHr     I1960) Jornaa 6ro- 
kn  Cafl Gorman 
1:30 
INEWS 
MOVTE     ft*       Romanw 
Comedy     (1663) Outlay  Moore 
Mary Sieenbwnaan 
MO 
a CSS NEWS 
NKJHTWATCH 
a NEWS 
(E6PN) ROWING National Coaa- 
garia Champrdnahrp hom Cavsav 
nao  (Tapad) 
2:30 











| MOVIE luy AndMoa 
i) Jack- GHaann An 
Carney In the 1620*. two a. 
vauckyvirhant 1-rned Prohrbtt-on 
agent* hnd Ihraa and danger a> 
tha   arond   of   apaehiaan*   and 
a CALGARY WINNERS 
a MOVIE 'amay Taja Vaca- 
tion <Pr*m*.e> Maradrth Baatar 
6ana> Mrchaal Graaa Tha Kaa- 
lon clan tia-at. to londrm for a 
.acanon hkad anth 
erMobery    and 
a NFL FOOTBALL loa Anfja- 
laa Ram* at Seattle Saahawka Q 
diva) 
8    •   QUEST    FOR    THE 
KALERS  Tha   1ft yaar afteri  to 
cura Iha rthabrtant* of tha Cat) 
bean lakavl of St   Lucal ot a on 
aaaa cauaad by a paraamc worm 
9 
»BPN) INBfOE BASEBALL 
• 30 
a REACH FOR THE TOP 
AJbartaa* Gwbac 
•E6PNI AUTO RAONG Ra*y of 
tOOOlakat kom«*iend ITapadl 
fTtBO MOVK ##vi Tnai 
Corrlaaarona M66D Robert Oa 
Nao Robert Qua** Tha irauafly 
teparata work** Of two brothara 
oiaa   MOVIE    *•*     Cat 
(1664) John lynch. Haaan Marten 
1:30 
KSPHI TOP RANK BOXING 
John Meek «t v* Joay F artel ■> a 
lumor wahawnarght bout achad 
uktd lor aaght rourtda from Allan 
KCtr  NJ  11 aped) 
4:46 
fTMO    MOVIE    #***       U 
Tha   Praarden-i    Men"    116761 
Robert Radrord. Duatm Hoffman 
TUESDAY 




NEa.     /     LFHRER 
Nf WTSMCJUTI 
(DIFF RENT STROKES 
i ALL IN A I IFF TIME 
KSPN) FISHIN   HOLE 
S:30 
I CBS NEWS 
MOVIE  **H     LtoaradFa- 
ihar      (16741   Joaaph   6otkorna. 
Kay law   A young man hghta to 
gtan   cuatody   of   hat   neammeta 
fJSJ, 
I NBC NEWS 
I ABC NfVVSQ 
I HARPY DAYS AGAIN 
I BUSINESS wranT 
(ESPN) WORLD CLASS 
WOMEN 
fTMCl MOVE 6* * Rock N 
Rot rkgh School (16761 PJ 
SohM. V-tcent Van Patten A 
budrjng aongwitar at Vmc* lorn 
ban* High trree to gat the Ra 
monaa to record hat rnuac who* 
hat aouaty arntntroua tnand pur 
*uaa me achool heartthrob    PG 
VaM 
a a ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT mtarnew amt. Orvuj 
Newton John 
■ WHEEl OF FORTUNE 
m NEWIYWED GAME 
a BUSINESS RE PORT 
• M-A'S-H 




a a * M   MAGAZINE A e> 
uraon  of   Ung-loat   broahara  and 
-*•  »—"•*- 
•AHOY 
I TAXI 
i WAD. WAD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
a THREE'S COMPANY 
6TSPN) ARM WRESTLING 
MO 
a a HOMETOWN VVhan 
CNMieayhat at ttcad *nth a patar 
nrty lurt   ha teak* rahjg* anth rea 
IWA YNE ANO SHUSTE R 
MOONLIGHTING (Saaaon 
Ptarnrere) Oavaft happy-go-lucky 
brother ICharta* Rocket) arrnree m 
town and anmadMaa*. lake h* 
Madeaa Star* Bruoa W-ka and 
Cn^Shaphord rj 
a   STa*>HANS   OJWPPELLi 
gurlarajl* and a beat pieyw 
a LIFELINE Dr   Dana*) Smrth. 
cnral raaidanl phytrcMn ai obaiat 
nca at Woman a Hoapnal at toa 
Angalat. • proNad. (Rl Q 
6:30 
a 242  TOM  JONES Guaat 
Suaan Anton 
CSPN) ROLLER DERBY 
10:00 
a  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
IB REMINGTON STEELE 
(Saaaon Prenuarei Laara't lurch 
tor tha miaamg Share* lakat n— to 
London where tha ctacovara that 
Scotland Yard haa Ratrungton 
pegged aa a prena auapact at a 
aroonan and Staphanra Zimbakat 
IPan 1 of 2) 
(OUR FAMaLY HChNOR Q 
a LOST IN TIME Thra a* 
ploratron of pretuitor < Irujaan cul 
turaa aM*je*ng iha itvouridbuad- 
art Of akJIMttyppi Mao aaamrnoa 
poaaOla Ice Age rnrgratajn routa* 
hom AM IO tha U S 
a NEWS 
rrsao   MOVIE   **W     sa- 
aatt 11662) Helen L-tdaay 
Anna Campba* Jonaa A 13 yoer 
Old pn t dracovary ol her late la- 
ther i teoei Maaorac lodge 
booka laada to a aanaa of rtaaun- 
oaratarHknga at horn* and M her 
boarckng achool  '6' 
•0190 
a SANFORO ANO SON 
KBPN) TRACTOR PULL 
11.00 
I •••■NEWS 
FOCUS F*_M FESTIVAL 
Awerj* annrang Nma made by col 
lag* atudania Seen Plvatpa ac 
anoa-hction lantaay Annatjad- 
don Doug MAar'a Machm- 
Slory tracing tha hetory of ma 
chtna lachnology and Greg 
Siravw ■ Manrtaai take* a lot* 
at aiydmng   Hoal   oYactor John 
OAYTIME CHLDREN S SHOW 
DAYTtiai SPORTS 
B:00 
ESPN) MOTOCROSS SUOcc 








(E6PNI      SWIMMING    FlNA 
World Cup Synchronuod Charnpr- 
ortahrp  team compatit-on Irom in 






ESPN)  GOLF PGA Work) San 
■or* kwitatronai   hnal round from 
Chanotte  N C  (Tapad) 
IMO 
H6PNI   TRACK   ANO   FIELD 
66 REVIEW 
1*00 
ESPN) MOTORCYCLE RAC- 
ING Staceum Super croa* 250cc 
<J*aa from Paaadana C**f 
(Tapadl 
MO 
BSPH) AUTO PLACING CART 
OeBort New a Grand Pn* hom 
tVookryn  M. h  (Tapadl 
6*00 
ESPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING American Gold Cup from Da- 
mn Pa  (Tapadl 
9*90 




• MAIN STREET IPrarneva) 
Today ahow cohoei 6ry*nt 
0»*MBH r* (MnatJ by aev-M 
younaaaar* for a took at pec***. 
ptooaa and am aa -aan through 
tha a^aj* o* tha cheoren 
OAVTbME CHfLDREN 6 SHOWS 
4O0 
a MAIN STREET (Prenwa) 
Today ahoar (ohoai Sryant 
Gumbe.    *    romed    by     teverM 
t FIFTH ESTATE 
ATE AM (Saaaon Fyernaval 
Tha A Taatn (Mr T. George Pap 
pad. Oy**gM Schuru Oat 6ana- 
dtotl rwrta a-to h.ar*a on tha Ngh 
aaaa when they at tempi io reacue 
| WHO 8 THE  BOBS' tSa. 
n rVajmrara) Angata i 







looked yary much tka Tony   Star* 
Tony   Darva   and   JurMh   Lrght 
I Part 1 Of 2) Q 
a a NOVA A look M mode. " 
tprartota attempt to aotaa tha 
myakary of iha ctaaaaa Actatarad 
mmuna Dafaaancy Syndrome 
known an AIDS IR) Q 
a MOVtE *** Tha long 
aM Yard" (1674) 6urt Rayncada 
EddM AJbart A former pro quart 
arfktr* doing tana m a Southern 
prawn ra gnran the rob rxtocfang a 
group of cornecla lor a no tycade 
bartad fooabaB game agajnat iha 
Sward* 
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
ON THE LINE 
KSPN)   MOTORCYCLE   RAC- 
ING Siarkum Supart'oa*    126cc 
c*aa*      hom     Paaadana.     CaM 
ITapadl 
11:26 
a MOVIE * * Return Of Tha 
Apt Man' (1644) ft*** Lugo*. 
John Canadme A eoawitaK rre 
ataa a deadly apa which 
poaaaaaaa a human bram 
11:30 
I TAXI 
SIMON Si SIMON Tha 
Simon* inveaiigata atranga 
gojng*-on at an armaMrnant part 
a^vrjMng tha part a owner a tar- 
ronai and a gnome (R) 
a TL>NrGHT HoM Johnrty 
Caraon SchacMad AAtaandra 
Paul  Tad Oanaon. Lou Raw** 
I ABC NEWS NrGHTLINE 
a LATE NIGHT  AMERI- 
CA 
a BENNY HAL 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
riiaaMOVW **• P*hwnai 
6*ei 11662) Mara* Hanwngway 
Patnoa Oora>a*v Two young 
•eman itrwne* ar* torn Oatwaan 
toua and arnbrtron aa they tram for 
Orymprc compatit ayi.  R 
19)00 
a     STREETS     Of      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
IBJ/IOSO 
COMEDY BREAK WITH 
MACK ANO JAMtE 
ESPN) HYDROPLANE RAC- 
ING Graatar Oklahoma Ttv^yrJar 
boat Oaaarc hom CAlahoma City 
(Taped) 
12:30 
a LATE  NIGHT WITH  DA- 
VID  LETTERMAN   Schedukad 
Chartaa Ku. ah 
a THREE STOOGES 
12:40 
a   MOVtE   **H      Chcacae 
(1661)   PtM    Ca-arotea      Veto. 
Fn*r*A 
yoo 
( HAWAII PtVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 




MOVtE  **«,     rhacmavtr 
Story    MtS'lEr^Portrnan   John 
DAYnME MOVES 
SOO 
CTMC1 * * • M Moonaghtrng 
(1662) Jar am, tone E ugan* I« 
■BSJ 
9*00 
(TMC) **W Storraa From A 
FtytngTna* (1676) Miaiay Ma*- 
tan. membert of iha Royal 6a*at 
10:00 
(TMCl **H      Agent 9 9/4" 
119*661 Oat Bogarda. SytyaKoac*- 
•OtOO 
(TMC) *** Educatatg Rita 
(16631 Michaai Came Jute 
Wetter* 
1:00 
a     **    "THt  Money  Jur-Jk. 
11666)    John   E'rcaon    Lola   Ai 
bnght 
2 00 
(mO     ***H Tha     laai 
Tyooon'- (19761 Robarl OeNao 
-laanne Moraau 
4430 
•TMO   ***M      iV^onkgMng 
116621 Jaramy bona. Eugana La> 
S:00 
a aa NEWS 
• CATCH PHRASE 
• MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(DIFF RENT STROKES 
COOKING MEXICAN 
ESPN)   AEROBICS     BODIES 
IN MOTION 
(TMC1 MOVW ** TaygwEa- 
0»a (1682) Mbud Adam* 
George Pepper (I Spenreh poke* 
ha* a m*tcanary to atop a band of 
aMamattanal drug amugukHt eta 
ar* atao auppknng tar. ona t* wtth 
ai Priiaburgh Paataa llreet 
I JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P M    MAGAZINE   Heather 
L oca Mar  an arMI who paantt por 
■rartaolcara 
• W6.D. WILD WCBtLO OF 
ANIMALS 
• THREE'S COMPANY 
ESPN) FfSHiN   HOLE 
BOO 
IB STIR CRAZY 
HkGHWAV TO HEAVEN 
Ourmg the. aaargnmani at Camp 
Good Tanaa Mart and Jonathan 
attempt to 'aconcrM lermatafry el 
youngakar Jeaon VArtnar I Joahua 
MAarl with hra amOttered rock 
atar lather (Part 2 of 21Q 
a INSIDERS 'Pirrn— al free 
lance reporter ha* Foa IN****** 
Gempbea! laemi up wrlh a daah 
arg. aa-oon named Mectey (5ton 
ay Jackaon) to gat tha acoop on 
leat breaking aionaa Tomghl an 
araonrat pktguat Iha taahron m 
duatry g 
• 8 ON STAGE AT WOLF 
TRAP Manaia. Roatropovich 
conducta tha Nabona) Symphony 
Orchaatra * parhvmano* of Drratri 
Shoatatovtch a Symphony No 5 
a MOVIE **W BA, Jack 
(16711 Tom Leughari Oatont* 
Taylor   An ..Green Bern oham 
prone     Iha     cauaa    rj 
achool tor runaway* - 
»g Riia    11663)  Mrchaal Came 
Juke Wall-. 
12:30 
a LATE  NIGHT WITH  DA- 
VTO   LETTERMAN  SctkkrJuhKt 
cornachen Steven Wnght 
a THREE STOOGES 
ESPN) OUTDOOR I "FE 
12:40 
a  MOVE   * *     A Srnafl KB 
aig-   (196)) EdwMd Aan-r    Jean 
nAroona 
2 OO 
a     ess 
NK1HTWATCH 
I a CBS NEWS 
CAROL   BURNETT  ANO 
FRENOS 
f| NBC NEWS 
• ABC NEWS p 
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• SUSINE96 REPORT 
E6PNI SPCMTBLOOK 
MO 
a ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT interview with 
Stephanie /-noakat 
ilNSaDE BASEBALL 




MACNEA     /     LEHRER 
IESPNI MARK SOS IN S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
(TMC) MOVIE * * t» Agent 8 
3/4' 116661 Oat aogarde Syt 
aa Roocana An unamptoaad wrrtar 
■an* 6rnrah intafaganca at order 





• • CHARLIE B COMPA- 
NY Tha Richmond* annual camp 
ngnrja cm call a whan Chert* 
(lap Wdaonl n caked in to wort 
# HELL 1TJWN A con mart 
oharrna tha IOAB at St  Oonarac'a 
and clarm* to 0* Hard*tap * natu 
iM let her 
a   DYNASTY  (Saaaon  Pram 
anal   Star*    John   Fonytha   and 
Joan Cobalt Q 
a • MOVC * * * 
Met Wood'   I19'll Richard Bur 
ton. Peiar 0 look.   Baaed on tha 
play by Dylan Thome*   Tha rnheb 
***** of a Weiah M-ng wkaga 
reveal thaa dreamt and reflect an 
■S* dyrujrrac* of at* y 
ESPN)   TOP  RANK   BOXING 
Tommy Cordova 117-2-2. 6 KOal 
a*  JoaRuakaalO 7   16 KOal tor 
tha    NA6F    Featherwarghl    irtfci 
achoduMd lea 17 round*  Irv* hom 
laaVegaa   N*> 
9:30 
a a GEORGE BURNS 
COMEDY WEEK Iranaptonied 
New Yortar Robarl Gatv-n (Iu 
gene I avyl ancounlar* aome 
Itrang* ram rairghbora m Florida 
HMO 
(aCOUALLZER 
NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
IB ST. ELSEWHERE Watt 
phet if 6 F lender • return* hom 
Ettaopw aagar to aaaci aoma now 
p ok cat* at tha hoaprut Ciarg re- 
hictantly agree* to nart hra eon a 
pregnant wda 
a HOTEL ISaaaon ryernret*) 
Mra Cabot a*d* Iha hotel * oM**t 
employ** i wo pro****K»nal* 
ahara romance Chrraiava at haw 
matawd by a tchi/ophranrc man 
IPatnr* Duffy) Sura Jama* 6tr> 
tnandConnraSaaacca g 
a NEWS 
ITMC1 MOVtE ***H Tha 
Laai Tycoon ' 119761 Robert D* 
Nao. Jaartna kttotatu 6aaad on F 
Scott Frtrgwatd * novel about • 
dri-m mowe producar a> ihe Ha 
lywoodofme 1930.    PG 
10:30 
a    POTTERS    AT     WORK 
Pottert In two rarnota Jap an—a 
mowmaan iBagat are obaanrad at 
wart (R) 
a SANFORO ANO SON 
IfjQO 
(••••NEWS 
FOCUS F».M FESTIVAL 
Awar 0 —«>g lam* made by col 
ktga atudanta Steven Monigom- 
ary * dDCumantery Hober a Me 
roe* about young cayan urvdar 
th* lutMaga of coach Hob** 6*> 
inaaliy Hoat chractor John Bad 
ham 
(WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
ART SCAT 
11:26 
8 MOVIE ** TNH lady 
From Pekmg (19/11 Nancy 
Reran. Carl Baa A reporter help* 
* Rueewn oapkarnat aacapa m •■ 
Chang* lor nil ttary. but tha 
nan a death nece**>t*t*t a 
engthy eaarch l.r ih* book 
11:30 
ITAXI 
T. J      HOOKER    (Saaaon 
Prarnatrel   Mootar   come*   lo  the 
rpaout When * > war   three.-n* tm 
1 CO 
a HAWAII FIVE O 
a JIMMY SWAGGART 
(ESPN)      JUNIOR      QUA* 
TERHORSE      CHAMPION- 
1:30 
I NEWS 
MOVTE   ***     Tha Moby 
,Mag>araa    (19701 Stan Cortnary 
P-chardHarr« 
9*00 
a CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
a NEWS 
CBPN) JULIUS ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
rfiaa  MOVIE  **   R-K.II 
Pryor -Hera And Now    11*63) 
2:30 




ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL Ptaankawy "mat 
born VFl Park a> Mafbourrw Au*- 
naka  (Tapadl 
3:40 
(TMC)  MOVIE  **    CMUD 
(19641 John Hoard Oan-n Stern 
nfUFlSOAY 









CSPN)   AUTO   RACING   Spa 




ESPN) AUTO RACING IMSA 
OT Sana* Irom Pocono. Pa 
n apadl 
10*00 
ESPNI rtORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING Amar rcan Gold Cup bom De 
von. Pa (Tapadl 
12:30 
ESPN)      JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
1:00 
ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
2:30 
ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL     Piekrnro*.,     Fatal 
horn VFl Park « Matjourna  Aut- 
■aka  (Taped) 
6:30 
(ESPNI      MARK      SO SIN  S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
DAYTkVE MOVE 5 
6:16 
iTiaO   ** H      6*V*M Fro*  A 
Ftytryglrta* ' (1676) Murray Ma*- 
ytn. nwnaai of tha Royal Betet 
7O0 
maO  ***»      To Trap A Spy 
11666)    Robart    Vaughn     Dawd 
McCakvm 
S:30 
(TMQ   **      Tha Bhj* Lagoon 
(1660)  6ror*a  Staakfa.   Chnatto- 
pharAauna 
10:30 
(TMC)     **        6**>nng    Alhaj 
(1663)   Jahn    Travolta.    Cyrrthr* 
Rhodaa 
12:30 
(naa    ***      Th*   Return   Of 
Mart**   Crutar*      (1661)   Oarard 
Deparckau  Nathaha 6aya 
a BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
MO 
a • ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT mtarvww won Jam** 
Stewart 
i HOUSE CALLS 








a R-M. MAGAZINE Holy 
wood a reaction to AIOS 
Reagan a aAawrnai 
a WAY WE ARE IPramava) 
A woman whoa* General Store av 
cfcjda* an ikagal ate hnd* her Ma 
cornpkeatad by a mounter * warita 
hat thraa daughter t 
I JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P.M.    MAGAZINE   Holy 
wood"* reaction to AIDS   the un- 
derwater world oR Cabo San lv 
cat at tha lap of Ban Catfor ru 
a WB.D. WAD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
a THREE'S COMPANY 
lESPN) SPEEDWEEK 
9s00 
a 0 MAGNUM, P.I. ISaa- 
aon Piemen*I at London to Ovar 
•t* the MCartty oparahon* and 
ilathng of Rotkn Maalart r*canl 
ry purchaaad Enghah aatata Mag 
rtarn and lagajna (Tom 3a***. 
John liaarrttan) gat involvad a» a 
murdar a>va*t*jatam with p abac a) 
i 
a THURSDAY NIGHI 
iPrarruara) Mighaght* of *ha km 
tour of Ch->a by a Canaahan bekai 
company avoluda backaiaga buaoa 
and or. »tag* parlormanoaa at 
■rat aa r*yaH*a Irxatton *canea 
from La* Grand* 6**M* Cane 
Own, 1964 lourof tha Far Ea*l 
a COSBY SHOW (Saaaon 
Pyemaar*) After three month* Of 
houaahold lurrnoa. CUT artd Oaw 
ynalcoma the bagmnayg of tha 
achool yaar Star* 64 Coeby and 
Phytcta Ayara-Anan (to Saaroo) 
a 'ALL GUY (Saaaon Pnjm 
aral Colt and He—a arrrnt at La* 
Vegaa to look h> a forger among 
a horde Of tin* took aMee but 
and up protactavg a i*clu*rv* ba- 
aonaaaa bra Country *.ng*r 
MarAay Gatay mataa a guaai ep 
paarance  I; 
a VICTORY GARDEN A vayrt 
to tha Mr**ouri Botar-cal Garden 
at St  lou>*  Vtctory Garden South 
a MOVIE **>> Mayday At 
40000 Faai 11976) Dawd 
Jeryioen Don M*r*drth In a 
ittuggk* for a gun  a I 
a JACOB BRONOWSKI 
LIFE AND LEGACY Evant* ar* 
■raced thai thapad the Me and ca- 
reer of erjanhai and author Jacob 
6rono*aabi I Th* Atcant ol 
Man) 
ESPNI  AUTO RACING Wprkj 
Charnpronahp    Oemoklror.     Darby 
and Figure Ctght compatitron bom 
Le^danhurat N Y ITapad) 
(TMC) MOVIE *** To Trap 
A Spy' 116661 Robarl Vaughn. 
Davrd McCaftom Agantt ham 
U N C I ( protaci an African 
LCMitry't pr*rra*r bom bamg a* 
taa«nvai*d by WASP agent t 
6:30 
■ FAMAY TKS (Saaaon 
Pramwr*) AMI data* iha **MI #rl. 
but Hang* go havwa* whan h* 
fab* at tova wrlh bar roommata 
(Tracy Po***n| a coed who can't 
aland lam Star* Mtrtiaal Qroaa 
and Mwadtth 6aatar 6an*y (Part 
1 Ol 2)lln Stereo) 
a SNEAK PREVIEWS Jaf 
bay l yon* and M«haal Mathod 
revn-w MH* and The Jour 
nay ot Natty Gartn   ' 
MO 
a CH'.ERS (Saaaon Prarr-ara) 
Cltaara gatt a naw barkanoa* 
iVrooaly Hartekkonl and a v*M 
horn a triad F.aawr who tea* Sam 
(Tad DanaonJ that Dujn* (Staatay 
Long) M workatg at a oonvwnl (to 
Stereo) 
8      LADY      BLUE      IPraan**l 
Katy Mahonay I Jem* Roe.) m , 
tough but la* datacihr* who man 
ago*  to  aohr* crime*  m  apna ol 
„JVVS HSW40UR 
iTfaO MOVC ** Trench 
POM 11663) Margoi >dMr 
Robart Hay*  Whaa ntcatorang >> 
maa IVJOVIE  ***  -mmm 
Say  Nant*  Agajat     (16631   Sean 
Cortnary Ktoua Mara) Barvdauar 
ENTER 
MO 
a F M   MAGAZINE Tom Sat- 
tock  George Bwrna aktarnaw 
a BASEBALL kAontraM Eapoa 
a. wrle     Star*   Watam    Shatner 
and llaathar LocaJaar 
a    TONIGHT    Hoat     Johnny 
Carton   Sohadutod   btchaal Lan- 
don  GtonnCtoaa 
(ABC NEWS NrGHTLINE 
a LATENrGHT  AMERI- 
CA rtoai  DannMWhotoy 
a BENNY HAL 
SJBRkJI BPORTBCENTER 
19)00 
a     STREETS     OP      SAN 
FRAItCISCO 
<BJ/LOBO 
COMEDY  BREAK  WTTH 
MACK AND JAMIE 
ESPN) SPORTS. OOK 
IOtOO 
maa  MOVIE   ***     (ducat 
1*90 
a ***H     'BBS    Watar. 
WhraaOaath-' 11671) 
2:30 
(TMC)   **      Cracker*      119641 
Donald Surtwrktnd   Jack Warden 
400 
mao    ****      Kayd    Hewr. 
AndCororwt*    11949) Atoc Gun 
M {••NEWS 
CATCH PHRASE 
MACNEA  /  LEHRER 
NEW6>tOUR 
I DIFF RE NT STROKES 
MECHANICAL       UNI- 
VERSE 
ESPN) FISHIN' HOLE 
(TMC)   MOVIE   **      Iha  Bkw 
lagoon     (16601 6rooto Shwtda 
CJYMtopher   Atuna    Two   eaata- 
by aha boot* boa* tOanny Aatta) 
a A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BIX 
MOVERS A took ai Iha growth 
of Ota tag government ' concept 
dwayg tha 1930a atctodang ckpa 
Irom warn MM* and Mm* about 
pubkc program* (R) Q 
a MYSTERV1 Rurtypoto Gt 
Tha Bntoy Rurra>*a d*4*nda a 
patty crook againtt a charge of 
errnad robbery and hatoa a young 
woman banwtar launch hat ca 
naa.  (Rig 
6TSPNI AUTO RACING btRA 
Drag Racing Summer National* 
**m Oncavnati  (Iiped) 
00)0 
I THANKS FOR THE RJOE 
NIGHT    COURT   (Se-aon 
Pnrmexal  Aftw  many probk     t 
lagafard   lawyer    IMertua    Poai) 
Star* Harry Antler eon and R-cherd 
on a ramota South Pacrhc Mtond fTMCl    MOVtE    **       Starnng 
•nd eeperwnce th* pang, of hr.l Aaua       (1663)    John    TravoH* 
a»*» R' Cyne** PAoda*  A young aapanng 
0:30 Bwtear landa a naa* at a poata 
An) I airiigglti to ragaan i uatody 
ol har babera. Greg i* rkakarmawd 
IP wa* back Laura. Gary (Tad 
Shackattordl  mourn*  Bobby  Ew- 
•ng t death   Q 
8  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
Q   
a    HAL     STREET    BLUES 
(Saaaon Prerraantl Furdto (Dare*) 
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